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Partly Cloudy>
Warmer Tonight
And Wednesday

Sell a Picnic Tabte
In Winter
With a Want Ad

Map Lindsay
^40 gf
Getting Tough
38inches#Snpw Pf/es t/p In NY. Strike

Ljfe Goes an a^

Reds Escape From

Iron Triangle Trap

¦
- ¦¦ ' ¦
water pipe freezing to a mini- NEW . -YORK' . '«! - ' New;
means of settling New Yorkls
mum.
transit crisis are being; explored
The snow cover U the only under a get-tough policy laid
complaint. Pulpwood cutting, a
major, pursuit in this area, has down by Mayor John V.V Lindbeen stymied by a heavy snow say,'v. VV .'
Accumulation;
The Transit Authority and the
:
V
About 50 inches have fallen striking transit unions were
so far this winter, and has set- asked to give their reaction to-- SAIGON, South Viet Nam raised the Viet Cong death toll ments put up a fight while the bales of cotton and six tons of
Hed-to around 38 inches. It acts day to proposals suggested by (AP ) — Large forces of disap- to 84 and captured 38 in the four main enemy force vanished.
rice;
as insulation against the cold Lindsay for: ending the tieup.
pointed U. S. troops mopped up days of Operation Crimp, they Paratroopers of the . 173rd Airwith -the result that the ground In a biting statement Monday, today in two big Viet Cong hide- had hoped for far better results borne Brigade took on one guer- While U. S. troops explored a V
beneath is soft.
Lindsay had told the ' V city's outs northwest of Saigon and in from the biggest American of- rilla band in a brisk fight Mon- maze of tunnels underneath
day Vend . killed 29 Communists, more than 100 houses in this
Loggers are having extreme mediators to take stern meas- the central highlands near the fensive of the war.
Cambodian
frontier
after
the
U. S.v spokesmen reported. An- area, soldiers of the Royal Aus.
¦
difficulty, getting into the woods ures to end the strike by the bus
ST. LOUIS, Mo: (AP) — The namese infiltration ef South where waist-deep snow is com- and subway workers, now in its bulk of guerrillas once more Their goal was to snares a other 16 bodies were found after tralian Regiment reported killing three Viet Cong in email
St. Louis Post-Dispatch report- Viet Nam by way of the sor mon. Skid trails have to be llth day.
had escaped into.the jungl es. 7 Communist regiment .on the an air attacks
ed today that "substantial num- called Ho Chi Minh Trail . This cleared so the marshy: or norFor U. -' .Si'. Officers the opera- edge of the Iron Triangle, ah old Soldiers of the 1st Inafntry actions in the afternoon and
finding five more bodies.
bers" of Thai troops have in- route runs along the eastern
freeze Lindsay's proposals were an- tion by. more than SjOOO Ameri- guerrilla redoubt that has been Division killed six more guerrilvaded Laos,: apparently to pre- edge of Laos where it parallels mally soft grounds can
brushed
aside
by
Douglas
: A U . S. spokesman reported
grily
territory
since
the
cans
and
Australians
35
miles
Communist
las
in
a
20-miriute
gun
battle
to depths strong enough to supvent Communist troops there Viet Nam.;
light , sporadic contact in
chief
negotiator
"only
L.
MacMahon,
from
the
capital
was
particulardays
of
the
French
Indochina
when
the
Reds
tried
to
protect
a
from making contact with pro- Richard Dudman, a Washing- port the heavy pulpwood loads. for the striking AFL-CIO Trans- ly annoying. Although they war. But only rear-guard ele- a large tunnel containing 15 the whole battle area" by to- V
Communist insurgents in Thai- ton correspondent for the Postnight;
job as port Work61"8 Union. •
Dispatch , said U.S. military Woods workers, on the
land: ' .". '
"time
for
MayHe
said
it
was
Equally frustrating was an:
temperaThe newspaper said another commanders in Southeast Asia usual despite the low
or Lindsay to face the issues
eight-day search for guerrillas
found
the
mercury
had
ture,
possible mission of the Thai were "fully: informed" about
by. the U. S. 1st cavalry, Airrisen to 34 below by 8 a.m. as realistically and deal with us
troops is to block North Viet- the Thai moves.
mobile Division in the central
a light breeze from the north- fairly. He should stop trying to
cheat
the
people
of
New
York
highlands
on the Cambodian
accompaeast broke the calm
frontier,V not far from the la
nying the thermometer plunge. with innuendo."
Drang Valley where the Flying
In the early hours of today
At -Baudette ,• -Minn., another negotiations again ended withHof semen battled it out with
town
about
50
Canadian border:
North Vietnamese regulars last
out agreement. The mediators
miles west of International Falls told the Transit Authority and
November.
tie mercury dropped to an un- the unions to come back later
; This time the Communists
official 38 below. - ¦;
ready to give their ideas about
hurriedly pulled but , abandon"Yon learn to live with It ," Lindsay's suggestions.
ing four rest camps capable of
said one Baudette : resident. Here Is what the mayor recaccommodating 3,000 guerrillas.
"Sure it's cold, but things keep ommended as alternatives to a
The cavalrymen destroyed the
going. We're thinking of hockey negotiated settlement:
camps , .
—trying to organize a drive to
The operation netted eight
That the mediators make spereplace equipment for the pee- cific recommendations for a
Communists . captured. Some of
wee hockey team. All of the settlement ; that a fact-finding
the captives were identified as
team's equipment was lost in a commission be appointed to
members of the 32nd and 66th
fire Sunday :night; The warming study the dispute and make recNorth Vietnamese regular regihouse burned down."
ments. There also were reports
ommendations ; or that new prothat an antiaircraft battalion
Thirty below zero weather cedures be adopted, such as adwith
18 Chinese machine guns
and
Hibbing
Minn.,
,
hit Bemidji
visory or binding arbitration.
had been in the area.
had an overnight low of -^-28.
Lindsay coupled the last two
alternatives with a recom:
As the Americans crashed
mendation that the strikers reCARRY CASKET OF SHASTRI . . ' . So- to New Delhi where his body will be cre- into one campsite, they saw a
Don't Put it Off turn to work pending final set- viet Premier Alexei Kosygin, left , and Pak- mated. Shastri, Khan and Kosygin had squad of armed men in a patch
tlement.
istan's President Ayub Khan, second from
worked out a limited peace pact between quilt of khaki and black uniNever put off till tomorSylvester Garrett , one of the ; left carry the casket of India's VPrime Min,
India and Pakistan shortly before his death. forms flee across the Tongle
you
can
do
today.
row what
three mediators, said regarding
San River, the border with
Tomorrow ; there may be a MacMahon's public rejection ister LaL Bahadur Shastri to plane in the This picture is from Tass, the Soviet agency. Cambodia 40 miles west of Pleinew tax on it A.. . . Holly- that he did not believe the union Soviet Asian city of Tashkent VMonday. Shas- (AP Phptofax by cable from Tashkent)
j kuV A big cooking kettle still
wood producerism:.- • Insom- leader's statement "necessarily V tri, who died of a heart attack, was flown
I simmered. A Viet Cong brigania is bad' but it's nothing represented a full exposition of
dier general left behind a small
sleep
over
.
.
.
to lose any
the union's views to the various
satchel with a single star pinned
A certain henpecked hus- alternatives."
to it and his toothbrush and
band is writing a book about
paste inside.
his problems. Instead of a
MacMahon seemed particuOperation Ripping Mustang
ja cket it'll have an apron larly enraged by Lindsay's
brought the 1st ; Cavalrymen
. . . Speaking of modern suggestion that the strikers rewithin 100 feet of the Cambodian
bathing suits, if you give a turn to work pending a final setborder, and some of the 1st Cav- '
she'll
woman an inch —
tlement. :
alry's
helicopters swooped
'
wear it. - . . . . Nowadays it
He contended Lindsay wanted
down on the river to sink a
takes businessmen three to "defer our claims until the
Communist sampan. Heretohours to eat lunch—15 min- end of 1967 to give (Gov. Nelson
fore, the American troops were
utes to dine and the rest A.) Rockefeller and Lindsay an
under orders to keep at least
of the time to fill out the opportunity to get together as
Brazil NEW DELHI, India (AP) - mains of the humble-born littl e three miles from the border to
RIO
DE
JANEIRO,
expense account.
far as their political problems (AP) — At least 15 persons India 's new prime minister, leader across the Hindu Kush avoid charges from Cambodia
Gulzarilal Nanda , promised to- Mountains to India 's : dusty of territory violation. In most
are concerned and let the workwere killed and many more day to carry through the agree- plains.
areas, the border is poorly deers
wait.
ii, CHECKS IN . . . Airman 3/C Patrick J. Nugent, forefined in the thick forests.
"The transit workers are not were believed buried; in the deb- ment with Pakistan his fallen
ground , the fiance of President Johnson's younger daughter
,
ready to defer for two years ris of 50 buildings which col- predecessor, Lai Bahadur Shas- Ayub Khan whose forces
fought Indian troops in a bloody
As a sergeant stood on the
Luci , lines up with other airmen as he reports for duty
their just gains to suit Some- lapsed Monday night after a tri , hammered out a few hours 22-day
undeclared war last Sep- river bank in a clearing, ha
with the Air National Guard at Andrews Air Force Base
(For more laughs see body 's political needs."
before
he
died
of
a
heart
attack.
heavy downpour caused extentember, and Soviet Premier
near Washington. (AP Photofax)
Earl Wilson on Page 4)
Shastri 's frail body was Alexei N, Kosygin, who was host pointed to caves on the Cambosive
flooding.
dian side and said: "I'll bet
Lindsay called the walkout an
flown to New Delhi for a state
illegal strike.
The rain continued into the funeral Wednesday in this trou- to the Tashkent conference, Charlie (the Viet Cong) is
He added: "I know New early morning and more was bled land of 460 million people hel ped carry Shastri's coffin to watching us from over there."
the plane in the Soviet Asian At some spots the river is 50
Yorkers want an immediate end predicted for tonight.
he had governed for 19 stormy city .
feet wide.
to this strike against them. The
months
after
the
death
of
JawaKosygin left shortly after to The helicopters fired rockets
strike could be settled today — The Journal do Brasll said as harlal Nehru .
attend the funeral. Ayub re- and machine guns at a sampan
if the city were willing to pay many as 100 persons may have
been killed , but a Fire Depart- Shastri , 61, died early today In turned to Rawalpindi , the Pak- camouflaged with vegetation in
any price. The city is not , but it ment
spokesman declined to
Soviet city of Tashkent. The istani capital ,
the river , and Lt. Col. Kenneth
is willing to pay a fair price — speculate on the number of the
5-foot-2, 110-pound prime minis- Shastri 's body will be cremat- Mertel of Eugene, Ore., the batfair to the employes, fair to the dead.
ter had signed a limited peace ed beside the sacred Jumna talion commander , said secondATLANTA, Ga. (AP) - A hours before reporting to the employer and fair to the pub- He said six of tho known pact Monday with Pakistani River in New Delhi.
ary explosions erupted as the
lic."
casualties had drowned or died President Mohammed Ayub Vice President Hubert H, boat sank.
young Negro civil rights worker House.
Lindsay said the union de- from heart attacks.
Khan agreeing to pull their
WASHINGTON Ul - Patri ck from Atlanta has become the The committee voted 23-3. The
*
mands amount to nearly $100 A shantytown on the steep hill- forces back from territory Humphrey and Secretary of
favoring
Bond's
three
votes
State Dean Rusk flew from
J. Nugent began his duty with first elected Georgia repremillion
over
two
years.
The
came
frorn
Negro
memside
behind
the
fashionable
copseized
during
the
September
seating
the District of Columbia 's air sentative in 98 years to be de- bers. They were among , seven Transit Authority was reported acabana district was reported war between India and Pakis- Washington for the funeral.
They were accompanied by two
national guard Monday by re- nied a seat in the legislature.
sworn in as the first Negro to have offered in excess of the to have suffered heavy damage, tan.
former U.S. ambassadors to
$40-million
transit
settlement
and some of its buildings were Nanda in a nationwide broad- India , Sen. John Sherman Coopluctantly posing for photographs
Rep.-elect Julian Bond, 25, House members in 58 years.
package two years ago.
cast said Shastri died "after er , R-Ky., and John Kenneth
for an hour.
who last week endorsed a state- Bond told the committee he The 34 ,400 workers walked off swept away.
The
Miiracana
River
oversuccessfully
concluding
a Galbraith.
stood
on
his
endorsement
of
the
The celebrated airman , fiance ment denouncing U.S. policy in
SNCC statement, He said he had the job at 5 a.m. New Year's flowed into a middle-and lower- mighty effort for peace. We
of the President's younger Viet Nam and urged American not advocated violation of any Day — just five hours after class neighborhood and flooded shall honor the agreement he Queen Elizabeth II sent Earl
daughter, declined to answer youth to avoid the draft , was law when voicing admiration for Lindsay took office as the city 's dozens of homes. At some points made and implement it faithful- Mountbatten , last viceroy and
first governor general of India ,
questions about his transfer barred from his seat Monday anyone with the courage to burn first Republican mayor in 20 in low sections of the city water ly, "
ST. PAUL (AP) - The body
night.
to represent her.
years.
was
6
and
7
feet
deep.
A
Soviet
plane
bore
the
rehis
draft
card.
here from the Wisconsin Air
of
a young St. Paul attorney was
House members voted 184-12
Tributes to Shastri poured in
National Guard .
for a special committee's recfrom many parts of the world. found Monday in his suburban
Nugent said he would live In ommendation that Bond be dePresident Johnson said his Mendota Heights home , and a
barracks at the Andrews Air nied the oath of office because
death wns a "grievous blow to client — who told police he had
Force Base in suburban Mary- of his stand on a statement isthe hopes of mankind for peace an altercation with the lawyer
land during his 120 days of ac- sued last Friday by the Student
and progress." He fiaid Shastri —was hospitalized with a stab
tive duty training.
, Nonviolent Coordinating Comhad "proved a fitting successor wound.
to Pandit Nehru by holding aloft Robert Buell , 29, a lawyer
Air Force officials repeated mittee. Bond is publicity
the highpst ideals of Indian de- with the firm of Robins , Davis
thnt Nugent's transfer here wns director for the civil rights
and Lyons , was found hanging
group.
mocracy. "
routine . Nugent would not conby a rope from a staircase. OfKosygin
hailed
Shnstrl
as
"a
firm his statement in this trans- Rand, who refused to comficers said he also had slashed
great humanist of our time. "
fer application thnt he had nn ment Monday night on tho
wrists, cuts on the arm and a
British
Prime
Minister
Harold
eventual job with the Senate House action , announced earlier
head wound.
Wilson
,
attending
tho
CommonCommerce Committee.
ho would take the issue into fedwealth conference on Rhodesia Tlie client, Lawrence Mahler,
The 22-year-old Marquette eral court if denied hifi House
in Nigeria , said the loss of Shas- 61, rural Stillwater ,
University graduate from Wnu- scat, An attorney said court acwas hospitri
"will he felt throughout tho talized in St. Paul-Ramsey
weeks
finished
six
Hoskegan , 111.,
tion will be sought as "soon as
Commonwealth , and indeed ev- pital in satisfactory condition
of basic trainin g nt Lackland possible."
erywhere.
His
qualities
of
with a wound in the upper
Air Force Bnso in Texas last A SNCC leader , James Forstatesmanshi p, sincerity and abdomen.
week. He became engaged to man , nlso said demonstrations
integrity are valued, "
Mahler told police he scuffled
the President' s 1(1 - year - old would result and possibly a boywith Buell outside the attorney 's
daughter , Luci Baines Johnson , cott of Georgia products.
home. Then , Mahler said, ho
A group of SNCC workers sot
Christmas Eve.
stumbled wounded to the homo
quietly
in
tho
gallery
when
the
Nugent had enlisted In the air House took its vote, climaxing n
of n, neighbor nnd Buell went
FEDERAL FORECAST
guard with the 128th Air Refuel- marathon opening-day of the
hack inside the house.
WINONA AND VICINITY - Mnhler told police he
ing Group nt Milwaukee and 1086 session.
had gone
Partly cloudy to occasionall y to the St. Paul law office
began tho training in Texas in
where
cloudy tonight and Wednesday Buell worked to pick up a settlelate November. His transfer Bond, who won n landslide
with chance of scattered light ment check for injuries he refrom the Wisconsin guard to tho victory in his predominantly
snow Into today. Low tonight ceived while working for
District of Columbia guard be- Negro Atlanta district last June ,
St.
8-15 , high Wednesday 20.
hurried from tho Capitol with
came public last week.
Paul Union Depot Co.
LOCAL
WEATHER
Nugent' s first dnto with Luci his lawyers and supporters after
Official observations for the Ho snld Buell told him the
was in Milwaukee in Jpc when the vote.
24 hours ending at 12 m. to- check was nt his home, nnd the
the President's daughter , dis- The House committee which
mon was tho driver of tho demolished car shown in the day:
FATAL WRECK . . . One man was killed and five others
two drove there. Mahler told
guised in a blonde wifi, wns es- recommended the vote against
(AP Photofax)
injured
in
n
collision
of
two
cars
nnd
a
gasoline
tanker
truck
foreground.
Maximum , 10; minimum , -10; officers the altercation started
corted by the graduatin g senior Bond heard testimony and deon highway 126 north of Columbia , S.C. Monday. Tho dead
noon , 6; precipitation , none .
liberated for more than four
in tho car.
to Marquette 's, annual prom.
INTERNATIONAL
FALLS,
Minn. (AP) — Car engines started, children went to school * water flowed from household taps.
It was life as usual in International Falls, where 40 degree

below zero weather greeted early risers today.
Electrical car engine warming devices and yweU heated
school buses get things rolling,
A heavy Snow cover has reduced

TbalTrivasiQri
Of Laos Reported

Nanda New Indian Premier

Collapse of
SO Wings

Shastri ^fesSjg .
At Conference

(A ^&A m

Nugent Poses Legislature Bars
For Pictures Negro in Georgia
In Washington

Attorney Hangs,
Client Suffers
Slabbing Wounds

WEATHER
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Fred It Adams, Jr.
jackton, Miss.

Charles Conrad JrV , . Fred R. Harris
Houston, Texas
Lawton , Okla.

Richard Chiput
Nashua , N.H.

.

Bill D. Moyers
Alexandria, Va.

10 Outstanding
Young Men of
U.Si Announced

ST. PAUL ¦"— America's first
tepacewalker, President Johnson's press secretary, the owner of the world's largest eggproduclng plant , a Broadway
composer and lyricist , and a
ybung auther who has been confined to his bed and an iron
lung since he was a child ire
among the Teh Outstanding
Young Men of 1965 natried today by the U. S. Jaycees.
In commenting on the 28th
annual awards, national Jaycee
president Jim Skidmore Said
these men "reflect the strength
of this nation and the world."
The Ten Outstanding Young
1^65 are;
¦" Men of
> - •: Fred Rodgers Adams Jr., 34 *
of Jackson, Miss , the owner
and president of the Adams Egg
Farms, Inc., the world's largest egg producer, who has completely integrated his facilities
from hatchery and feed mill to
hen processing after their productivity period ;
Richard Chaput , 28, Nashua*
N;H. , who despite being completel y paralyzed from the neck
down, has become a successful
author and noted speaker and
an inspiration to all ;
CHARLES CONRAD Jr., the
85-year-old astronaut who overcame mechanical difficulties
and worrisome day-to-day "go"
Instructions to set numerous
records in space travel and
conduct vital medical experi. meats ;
Fred R. Harris, 35, a freshman U.S. senator from Lawton,
Okla., who has been offered and
has accepted positions and responsibilities usually reserved
for senators of more seniority;
Jerry Herman, who at 34 has
penned two smash Broadway
musicals, "Milk and Honey "
and "Hello,: Dolly '- ' ;
Bill D. Moyers , 31, special
assistant to President Johnson
and White House press secretary, who is credited with improving the President's press
relations and being instrument-

INVEST

1Edward H. White, II
Houston, Texas

Donald D.
Williams
Inelcwood, Calif.

DEAR ABBY:
¦W^MMMMM ^AM ^MMMWa

No Guessing
Orv Gooling;
By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY: We are all members of the Retail; Clerks
Association, and are facing a serious problem. The store
manager insists " .that - we address all our customers as
Miss, Madame, or Sir, whichever the case may be. Inasmuch as we are on a commission basis, we are not about to
insult a customer intentionally, but many young men with
the "Beatle " haircuts are now using eye shadow , fingernail polish, hair spray , etc. , and it's almost: impossible to
tell the boys from the oirls.
The girls have taken; to dressing mannishly, and have the same kind of haircuts as the boys. The only guide to which
sex they are would be to try to- get a look
at their feet. The boys usually have larger
fee t , but with both sexes wearing those
certain, Can you help
boots , even
¦ that's not
"" ¦' ' ¦¦ ¦ '- . y ,
us?' ' : ; "' :' - ' ¦
BAFFLED

ABBY

DEAR BAFFLED: When In doubt,
skip the Miss , Madame , Sir or. whichever the case may NOT be. Lam sure
your boss would prefer that to your
guessing arid goofing.

DEAR ABBY: Why is it that most of my "plain" women
friends seem to have the best marriages, while the outstanding' .' ¦¦beauties are divorced, married again, and divorced ,
and can 't make a success of a marriage ? Even with the
advantage of having been born beautiful they can't seem to
7 IMOGENE
find happiness; Why is that?
DEAR IMOGENE : Believe It or not j natural beauty
can be something of a handicap. Some beauties are so
dependent on their "looks" to get them everything they
want, they don't bother to: develop other interesting
: or important qualities. A girt can "capture " a man with
her beauty. Indeed she can capture more than one, if
she wishes — but unless she knows how to give him more
'.' than the pleasure Of just looking at her, she won 't keep
.'
hin- Jong. . .
DEAR ABBY : I am a widow and all my children are
married and haye moved away, except my baby, a son
who is 36. He is planning to . get married in June. He and his
lady are talking about buying a house, ' I told them they
could move in with me. I have plenty of room and every
convenience: they need. They have nothing. Why, should they
struggle to buy a house with appliances and linen and furniture when they could live with me? I am not going to live
forever , and when I die they cari have everything. They tell
me, "Thanks a lot , Ma . but we 'd rather not. " What is wrong
With them? How can I talk them into it?
WANTS COMPANY
DEAR WANTS: Nothing is wrong with them. And
don't try to "talk them into it;" A 86-year-old "baby "
Is old enough to know what he wants.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "NOT-BLUSHING BRIDE" : Orange
blossoms and myrtle are regarded as symbol 's of ' purity, and
are inappropriate for a .bride who has been to the altar twice
before. I recommend daises. (They don 't tell . )
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Two Slightly
Injured in
3 Collisions

Three collisions on Winona
streets Monday and early today
resulted in two injuries and
$1,265 damage , police reported. ' ¦
Dean J.- Sammann , 28, 321 S,
Baker St., was admitted to
Community Memorial Hospital
for observation this morning after a two-vehicle collisio-j at
East Howard and Laird streets
at 7:55 a.m., according to police. '
Sammann was driving his
Winona Vets taxicab north on
Laird Street; and Richard H.
House, 36, 12 Otis St., was
driying east on Howard Street
when the collision occurred on
hard-packed snow, Patrolman
Roy J; Nelson reported . V
Damage was $700 to the left
side of the cab and $300 to the
front of the Springdale Dairy
truck driven by House . '
A THREE-car collision at
West Wabasha and Johnson
streets Monday at 9 a.m. . Occurred as Gary C. Hughes, 18,
Lai Crescent, Minn., drove west
on Wabasha Street and Dennis
W. Rislove, 21, Rushford, Minn.,
drove south on Johnson Street,
according to police. .
Patrolman Willis H . Wogan
wrote that Hughes and Rislove
collided at the intersection, and
impact spun the Rislove car
180 degrees around and into a
car, parked at the southwest
corner of the intersection, own?
ed by Mrs . Denise Myska, 414
Sioux St.
Damage was $150 to the right
rear of the Myska car , $25 to
the left rear of the Rislove
vehicle and $50 to the front of
the Hughes car.
POLICE located a car Involved in a hit-rim collision on Gilmore Avenue Monday at 11:15
p.m., they said today. The driver/ however, has not yet been
identified. 7
Emil F, Laak, 564 Sioiix St.,
reported to police that he was
driving east on Gilmore Avenue
about 11:15 pm. when his car
was struck by a westbound
vehicle opposite the intersection with Garfield Street. The
second Car did not stop, Laak
Baid. .
Patrolmen Byron Hock and
Jflilton Ronnenberg later found
the second vehicle parked in
the 1050. block on Gilmore Avenue, they reported. Damage
was $30 to the left rear of the
Laak car and $10 to the left
front of the bit-run vehicle:

Calf Barn Burns
At Fountain City

FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis.. (Spe¦ A calf barn with 15
cial) —
calves burned on the Duane
Duellman farm near Fountain
City early this morning.
Chief Duane Baertsch said the
Fountain City fire department
was called at 12:30 a.m. by a
passerby who saw the 20- by 60foot one-story structure in
flames and got to a telephone.
Baertsch said , that at about
the same time Roy McQuinn,
who rents the second floor in
the Duellman residence, saw
the fire and aroused the owner .
The small c alves were a mixture of beef and Holstein heifers and steers.
Origin of the flames is not
known but they may have started from a small gas stove that
was burning to keep the young
stock warm in the subzero
weather.
The fire apparently had been
ln progress for some time when
firemen arri ved with their truck
and tanker , for the roof had
caved in. The volunteers stayed until 3 a.m. and kept flames
from spreading to a chicken
laying house nearby.
Last summer Duellman lost
his barn by fire. He lives about
four miles east of Fountain City
on Highway 95, Duane is running the farm formerly operated by his father , Daniel , who
lives nearby,

Tickets ah Sal-§

The public has been invited
to the 1966 coronation dinner
and ball at the Oaks Saturday
at 6:30 p.m., when the largest
number of queen candidates in
the annual Winona Winter Carnival Miss Snowflake contest
will vie for honors and the new
Jack Frost will be named.
Jack Frost Kermit Bergland,
Prince of the Gopher Realm
Robert Olson, Prince of the
Badger Realm William Wieczorek, Miss Snowflake of 1965
Sharon Olson and her two princesses will be present along
with the 25 queen candidates.
Tickets for the : dinner are
available from any activity
group member at the door Saturday night/ all of the local
banks, both Ted Maier Drug
stores and the Winona Athletic
'
Club.
Lambert Hamerski and Junior
Ferguson are assisting Smith
in the queen contest arrangements. Ferguson is chairman
of the Winona Winter Carnival.
Four more Miss Snowflake
candidates :
DOLORES MULLEN, 18,
Denison, Iowa, a freshman in
physical education at Winona
State College/ She is 5 foot 6%,
weighs 130 pounds, wears a
sizeV.13 dress and has brown
hair and blue eyes. Her hobbies
are sewing and playing tennis.
SHARON PUTZ, 19, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Herman Putz,
Fountain City, Wis., employed
as a check-out girl at Tempo.
She is 5 foot 5, weighs 125
pounds, wears a size 11 dress
and has brown hair and eyes.
Her hobbies are bowling, sewing cooking and reading.
NANCY H 0 L U B A R, 18,
daughter of Mrs. Esther Holubar, 515 W. 4th St., a freshman
majoring in biology at Winona
State College. She is 5 foot 6,
weighs 116 pound, wears a size
9 dress and has brown hair and
eyes. Her hobbies are* swimming, music, reading and tennis. ¦•
CLAIRE
FREUDENTHAL,
18, daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
H.W.L. Freudenthal, 503 Main
St.., a freshman majoring in
sociology at the College of Saint
Teresa. She is 5 foot 5, weighs
115pounds, wears a size 9 dress
and has brown hair and preen
eyes. Her hobbies are swimming, bowling iand reading.

Fire Drives
Couple From
EauGalleHome

EAU GALLE, Wis, (Special)
— Fire routed an Eau Galle
couple from their farm home
at midnight Monday.
Mrs. Clarence Harmon was
aroused by the smell of smoke
and light of flames and awakened her husband. The fire started in the living room where
their three young sons, Vernon ,
l,. Keviri; 2, and Jeffrey, 3, ordinarily would have been sleeping. However , Mrs, Harmon
had taken them to the home of
their paternal grandparents ,
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Harmon
nearby Monday evening because this morning she planned
to go to St. Paul to attend the
funeral of her grandfather ,
Henry Hagel.

THE FLAMES, which seemed to start from the living room
ceiling, swept through three
first floor rooms and literally
destroyed them. Tho Harmons ,
with tho help of neighbors , were
able to save a greater share
of the furniture and clothing.
Durand firemen were called.
Taking the fire truck , tanker
and department car to the
scene were Robert Blair, Elwin Fedie, Leo and Robert
Prissel , Leonard Knutson and
Donald Bilderback. They stayed on the scene until 3 a.m.;
neighbors stayed until 4 a.m.
in case flames broke out again.
Asbestos shingles kept tho
fi re from consuming tho roof.
The structure is so badly damaged, however, that Mrs. Harmon said this morning she
doesn 't think it's worth repairing. Holes were knocked in the
Two local college students walls by firemen to Ret at the
pleaded guilty today in muni- flames.
cipal court to charges of being
ORIGIN of the fire and dolminors with beer in possession,
and they both paid fines levied lar damage to the two-story
frame structure haven 't been
by Judge John D, McGill.
Henry li. BIoss, 10, Wayzata , determined . Tho house wos
Minn., pleaded guilty to charges heated with a wood stove which
of being a minor with beer in stood in the living room.
Firemen , working in subzero
possession and of depositing
litter on the public streets nt weather , kept the flames from
West 5lh nnd Winonn streets spreading to nearby buildings.
Some insurance was carried ,
Monday nt 11:08 p.m.
Mrs.
Harmon snid, Until other
the
fines
of
$35
ns
He paid
alternative to 12 days in jail arrangements can lie made,
on tho bcer charge and $5 ns the family is staying with his
tho alternative to 2 days on tho parents.
littering charge.
Ronald J, Engh , 31) , Red Wing, ST. LUKE'S MEETING
EITZEN , Minn. (Special) Minn ,, pleaded guilty to being
a minor with beer in posses- The a n n u a l congregational
sion nt the name time nnd meeting of St. Luke's United
place. He paid n $35 fine as Church of Christ will bo held
the alternative to 12 days In Thursday evening. Officers will
bo elected to fill the expired
jail,
Monday wns Moss' 19t h birth- terms of Warren Deters , Lester
Buchhollz and Louis Beneke.
day.

Students Fined
For Having Beer

City to Take
Flood Pay
Appeal to OEP
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A special meeting of the City
Council will be held Wednesday
at 5:30 p.m. at City Hall, i
Aldermen will discuss authorization of expenses for city officials traveling to Battle Creek,
¦' ¦ . ¦:'. ¦. .. ..
Mich., 1 a t e r
¦¦ ¦
¦
this week, the
>,. :¦ ¦:
team will dis- V
i
c u s s aspects
..
of d i s a s t e r >;_ ,,_ -I
fund requests |V.OunCll
with officials
of the federal Office of Emergency Planning at Battle Creek.
; Among the main issues will
be the OEP decision to disqualify certain categories Of floodrelated damages in the eity 's
application for funds. City representatives will seek to- have
them restored .
Two major items are: $55,000 for damage to Chicago &
North Western Railways yards
near Crooked Slough and $26,000 for damage to property and
facilities of Winona Plumbing
Co. in connection with Prairie
Island emergency dike construction. Both items have been disallowed by OEP.
The two claims have been
paid by the city, using previously allotted CUV funds: If au,
thorizationviss not obtained, howr
ever, the city will have to reimburse the disaster fund account from its own treasury.
City officials said they had
been led to believe originally
that these items would be legitimately included in the list
of .expenses underwritten by
OEP. They will try to learn
the reason for the apparent
reversal.
A third and final application
for OEP funds still is being
compiled It will be taken to
Battle Creek and delivered to
OEP offices by the Winona
team. v'V
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Dolores Mnllen

¦' '¦'¦'
• - Nancy: Holnbar

Sharon Putz /

Claire Freudenthal

(Harriet kelley photo).
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Andther Cold Blast

Another below zero day, the
sixth of the winter, plagued
Winona this morning but the
cold blast promised to be shortlived, vv
The temperature dropped to
-10 at 7 a.m. but by noon had
risen to a more comfortable 6.

Partly cloudy to occasionally cloudy tonight and Wednesday is the forecast with the
chance of scattered light snow
late tonight and Wednesday. A
low of 8 to 15 above is predicted for tonight and a high of
20 for Wednesday.
Colder with no precipitation
of consequence is the outlook
fpr Thursday.
The thermometer rose to 10
above Monday afternoon before
beginning its below-zero plunge
overnight.
Winona had more below zero
days last winter than this. A
check of the weather records
reveals the following:
19<i5-66
1964-65
December None Dec. 17 -12
Jan. 3 - 2
18 -10
4 -4
26 -1
.7-5
27 -11
8
-17
28 -8
¦
¦
10 -I ' ' ¦ . Jan. 4 -2
11 -10
9 -5
10 -12

gineers reported the river ' -Is
at its present high level because
of above-normal fall ; rainfalls
and intermittent periods of
thawing. Also, they said, tributaries feeding into the Mississippi are higher than normal.
The engineers' office said any
prediction of what flow the Mississippi ¦¦; will maintain next
spring will come only after winter snows, and frost levels,
among other factors, are examined by the US. Weather
Bureau experts.
A year ago today the high
temperature in Winon a was 16
and the low -11 All-time high for
Jan. 11 was 46 in 1896 and the
low for the day -26 in 1912.
Mean for the past 24 hours was
zero. Normal for this time of
the year is 16.

THE COLDEST weather of
the season gripped northern
Minnesota where International
Falls had a morning reading of
40 below. It was the coldest in
U.S. It got down to -30. at Bemidji , -28 at Hibbing and -20
at Duluth.
Southern Minnesota fared a
little better with Rochester reporting only -5. At La Crosse
the morning low was -9. The
high at Rochester Monday was
6. La Crosse had 11;
Evidence of the moderating
movement moving into the area
was seen in a reading of 8
above at Minot , in central North
Dakota. However , at Fargo on
the Minnesota border , the low
was -9.

THE MAIN channel of the
Mississippi Hirer, unusually
high for mid-winter, was giving
ice fishermen plenty of trouble
in sectors from Buffalo City
to near La Crosse. High water
was breaking through the ice
line along the shore and covering some of the pool areas
Wisconsin 's latest cold wnve
with water Sunday.
began abating today after again
Fishermen cutting holes in the hitting the minus side of zero
ice found the water bubbling in most areas.
through , wetting their equipOnly the extreme southern
ment and freezing.
area
sub-zero weather
Stages at Winona for the past duringescaped
the night, The Superior
several days were as follows : * region had 21 below , and MadiSunday
......7.49
son 1 below.
Monday
7.55
Racine and Lone Rock reTuesday
7.49
corded
zero as their low for the
The usual winter stage* is night. Milwaukee's bottom readaround 5 to 5% feet.
ing was 2 above and Belolt's 4.
THE ST. PAUL district of- Beloit set the state high of 19
fice of the Army Corps of En- Monday. At park Falls and Su-

Warnke (wild game violation )
were continued to Feb. 14 at
the request of Attorney Dennis
A. Challeen , who represents
both of them.
Challeen said that he wanted
to make further investigation of
tho Nelson case before tho defendant is required to plead to
a charge of robbing the Merchants Hotel , 4th and Walnut
streets, at gunpoint Sept, 30.
In the matter of the other
charge against Warnke, Challeen requested that the arrnignment bo delayed until tho Feb.
7 trial on a burglary charge is
decided.
Judge Hatfield granted both
motions for continuance , after
determining thnt County Attorney S. A. Sawyer did not object,
and told Challeen tho arraignments would be held Feb, 11

IUR CASE will he tried niter that of Alvin Warnko Jr.,
23, Minnesota City , on a charge
of burglarizing tho Oaks Supper Club in Minnesota City Sept,
15. Wnrnke is scheduled to stand
trial Feb. 7. He pleaded not
guilty to the charge Friday.
The cases of Donald T. NelPLEAS have already been enson (armed robbery) and tered in tlio three other crimi-

Chdr^C^

Two members are resigning
from the City " Charter Commission and will be replaced soon,
members were : told Monday
night by Normal Indall, president. ^ .
James Foster has resigned,
Indall said, and Joseph T.
Burke also has indicated he will
vacate his position. Foster said
his employment does not allow
him enough time to participate
fully. Burke, an Air Force reservist, has been unable to
attend Monday meetings because of conflicting service
commitments.
New members will be announced by District Judge Arnold O. Hatfield -when all six
judges of District 3 have concurred in the nominations,
Indall said. V 7
The president also issued a
plea for lively, unbiased public
interest in commission studies
and proceedings. "We hope the
public will follow.'.'.:' bur studies
of city government closely,"
said Indall. "We Wekome their
interest and¦ attendance at
meetings," ':
Indall also said he hopes; peopleTivill hot form solid opinions
on what sort of city government
to adopt until all the facts are
HI, .; ' . , . : ; 7

it is difficult to secure," he
asserted. - '. .
''In Winona the four-year
terms of aldermen elected by
wards are staggered while the
at-large alderman is elected
each two years. It might be
well to consider two-year terms
for geographically selected aldermen and some at-large aldermen chosen for staggered fouryear terms." V
There is no pattern of: compensation for aldermen, he
remarked, because scales of
payment vary widely. Large
salaries do not necessarily assure better officials. Compensation should be adequate to reimburse the individual who otherwise would suffer financial
loss by serving, he stiated.
STREATER described a system of proportional representation used in some cities: All
council candidates run at large
in a single election with no primary. Each runs to obtain a
quota of votes. If 18,000 votes
are cast for nine candidates,
each must get .2,000. Votes in
excess of the quota by the leading candidate are transferred to
the next highest, and so on
down the line.
Such campaigns generally
take on a higher tone since each
candidate runs for himself, sppealing to the segment of opinion he chooses to represent,
Streater explained .
Under the weak mayor-council plan; the mayor is primarily
a figurehead with power concentrated in the council , Streater said. In some variations, the
council president is tlie alderman who gets the highest vote
in ah election. In Winona the
president is chosen by the counciL .

vote concept. Streater said he
believes if all were elected at
large, without proportional representation, the system would
be much less satisfactory than
the -ward system.
Mrs. Virginia Torgerson noted
that in Minnesota a city cannot
have a council-manager form of
government without a mayor,
PUTTING In .'» ' word against
large councils was William P.
Theurer , who , called : them unwieldly and likely to bog down
in political maneuvering.
A question by James Bambenek, commission member,
was partly answered by Aid.
Barry Nelson in the audience.
Bambenek wondered whether
Winona council committees now
meet publicly at announced
times and whether citizens
could attend and give viewpoints. Nelson said committees
usually are assigned appropriate items which they study and
oh which they make non-binding
recommendations. Streater added that they usually function as
fact-finding bodies , with discussion generally reserved for the
entire council.
This system tends to produce
relatively strong committee
chairman, observed Theurer,
while committees themselves
are not exceptionall y active.

MOST OF the two-hour meeting was devoted to general disMRS. John Woodworth, comcussion of mayor-council forms
mission mesmber , wondered
by Harold S. Streater , commiswhether the committee system
sion member and former city
becomes a device for pigeonattorney. Streater ; suggested
holing some actions in some indiscussion of the commission
stances. • *'¦..
system be put off until another
Hardest working of all, said
meeting. His remarks were deTheurer, is the finance commitvoted mostly to comparisons oftee, ¦•'•Which' -: evaluates the city
the weak mayor-council form
budget eiach year. In practice,
with the strong mayor-council
he said, tie entire council usualform of city administration.
ly participates in these sessions
Approximately half the naas a committee of the whole.
tion's mayors are chosen in
WHILE WINONA is said to An opening discussion on "acnonpartisan elections, s a i d
Streater , and the division be- have the weak mayor-council ceptance of minutes of the last
tween terms of two and lour system, this is not the tradition- meeting was held when two
al form because the council's commissioners asked about
years also is about even.
A longer term gives a mayor authority is spread among sev- more detailed recording of pro(or alderman) more time to eral administrative boards. The ceedings. Martin A. Beatty, who
become seasoned and thus have tendency in such Systems is for said he was in no way critical of
a better grasp of his duties. committee chairmen to become the secretary, Duane »f. PeterOn the other hand , the shorter the real department heads for son, asked the commission to
term is often preferred because all practical purposes, he noted. consider purchase of a tape reit gives more freqiient , oppor- In theory, this government is corder. A text of remarks by
tunities for review of official highly responsive to the wishes Orville Peterson, League of Muperformances by the voters, he of voters since they elect alder- nicipalities executive secretary,
men. Its elaborate system, of would be desirable for inclusion
pointed but.
: .
checks and balances are considIN 38 PERCENT of the coun- ered advantages by some, he in the minutes, he said. Peters
cil-mayor cities aldermen are explained , although the trend in son addressed the Dec. 13 meetelected by wards. Another 37 newer charters is veering away ihgV
Dan Trainer Jr, said he bepercent elects aldermen entire- from this form.
lieved detailed recording and
ALMA, Wis. (Special) — The ly at large, said Streater, while A large disadvantage
of the transcribing of similar discus^
Buffalo County board of adjust- the remaining 25 percent com- system is that
there is no ad- sions would be of value both
ment Monday approved a re- bines geographical and at-large ministrative responsibility,
ex- now and in the. future,
quest for lot size variance on formulas. Winona is among the cept as delegated to aldermen,
land owned by John Cisewski latter;' ;
Streater said. Students now be- INDALL said he hopes to enin Town of:' Milton-' Monday.
Because it is desirable that lieve shortcomings of this plan courage the greatest freedom
The request was granted be- all interest groups be repre- outweigh the advantages , he re- of discussion among members
cause the lot is near the requir- sented on a council, there is marked. Duplication of effort is and felt such recording might
ed number "of square feet neces- value in electing at least part created by division of authority have a dampening influence. He
sary , there is excellent drain- of its members at large, Streat- among boards and departments. said he would incorporate the
age in the area , and there are er suggested.
The system also fosters compe- Daily News account of Peterroads in front and at the rear An unusual variation of this tition among departments for son's tali into the Dec. 13 minof the lot , providing additional form is used in Philadelphia , resources and encourages em- utest
he explained. There 10 aldermen pire-building.
land area .
Present were: Indall , TheurHenry Multhaup, Town of Buf- are elected from geographical It is difficult to apply modern er, Trainer , Mrs. Torgerson,
falo , is chairman of the adjust- districts (wards) and seven are methods of planning, purchas- Beatty, Bambenek, Mrs. Woodment board, with Frank Reu- chosen at large. However , no ing and accounting to a city worth, Steve Sadowski and Dr.
ter, Waumandee, and Dan Schil- voter may vote for more than government which has such dif- W. O. Finkelnburg.
ling, Town of Nelson, as mem- five of the at-large candidates, fusion of functions , Streater
bers. They were appointed by a provision which acts to give pointed out:
minority groups representation
Ed Sendelbach , Waumandee, they might not otherwise have. ANOTHER
shortcoming Is
chairman of the county board This system may be unconstitu- that the
dispersal
of authorityof supervisors , after the coun- tional in Minnesota , he added.
results in many departments bety's zoning ordinance w a s
When officials are elected at ing administered by amateurs
adopted last spring.
large, said Streater , the result where trained professionals
is that candidates are often of should be employed , he observThe Winona Senior High
higher caliber because they are ed.
School
A debate team posted
less occupied with purely local Winona 's system is not strictinterests. To elect all officials ly the weak-mayor form since a 4-2 reeord in the 22nd annual
at large may well mean that he appoints members of a num- Interstate Debate Tournament
The outstanding young farm- some elements of a city are ber of boards and thereby has at Eau Claire (Wis.) State Unier in the Winona area will be unrepresented , he noted . This some control , said Streater. Nor versity Saturday.
announced tonight at the Jun- appears to justify some sort of is it the strong-mayor type be- Coached by Robert Neujahr,
ior Chamber of Commerce mix as a means of getting the cause under that setup the may- Winona debaters were among
highest caliber of candidates or has hiring and firing pow- 500 students participating in
meeting,
The meeting will be at the and of obtaining representation ers and is definitel y the boss, the tournament , one of the largest high school meets in the
Athletic Club clubrooms, start- for all a city 's groups.
Streater added.
nation
.
ing at 8 p.m.
The
strong-mayor plan is a
THE WARD system has the
Tho
Winona affirmative team
Tom Ralne , Winona Techni- advantage of offering a shorter good one if the incumbent is a
cal-Vocational School director , ballot , Streater commented. It capable leader , said Streater. of Susan Elliott and James
Henry went undefeated in three
will be the main speaker.
does not guarantee representa- He can hire competent help, rounds of debate. Members of
can
exercise
effective
policy
perior , the high for the day was tion to a particular ethnic or leadershi p and can be more
ef- the negative team were Noel
cultural group, however, be1 below zero.
Bublitz and Ruth Karnath.
fective
than
a
city
manager
who
The only precipitation Mon- cause these common interests is subject to dismissal
Also partici pating was a Widay were some snow flurries do not always group themselves lime by a council. The at any nona B squad of Gloria Husser
within
ward
or
precinct
mayor,
lines ,
near Lake Superior and a brief
elected by the voters, stands or and Steven Abraham , affirmahe said.
flurry in Milwaukee.
Another disadvantage of elect- falls on the overall performance tive , and Scott Turner, Nancy
McAM.EN, Tex., had the ing aldermen solely by wards is of city departments under this Willis , Karen Lofquist and
Jane Kahl , negative.
that viewpoints of each are nar- scheme, said Streater.
high mark Tuesday, 79.
La Crosse Aquinas won first
Its weakness is the possibility
rowed , said Streater, This tends
to invite lo g-rolling since alder- of electing an incompetent may- place in bot h A and B divisions.
The Winona squad Saturday
men musi constantly trade or, with the whole city suffering
votes to accomplish their own effects of poor leadership, will paticipate in an invitationends. The city as a whole is the Streater said. A mayor who was al tournament at Wisconsin
loser in such situations , he said. corruptible or who made ap- Stato University, liiver Falls.
Winonn has been fortunate in pointments to pay political
escaping such mani pulations for debts could do great damage to
the most part , he stated , but a city government under the
nal matters pending in District not all cities are able to avoid strong-mayor plan , he stated.
these drawbacks,
Court.
IN SOME respects this gov- MOSCOW (AP) - The Soviet
Brehmer appeared wilh hi.s at- An alderman elected at large ernment would be responsive to Union has replied to Pope
responsible
to
all
is
voters,
He
torney, Daniel F. Foley, Wabathe people's will since the may- Paul's appeal for its intervensha , Minn., to make his not tends therefore to take a longer or usually is elected for two tion to bring peace in Viet Nam.
range
view
of
the
city
's
best
guilty plea, Exercising a proyears, said Streater. While the The reply seemed to be negacedural right , Foley asked As- interests, Streater observed. mayor would have powers of ap- tive.
While
this
is
snid
to
bring
out
sistant County Attorney Richard bette r candidates
— u theory pointment nnd administration , A brief account of the reply
II. Darby whether the stato innot
fully
proven
,
Streater
said the council would retain budget made public today did not say
tends to make use of any state- — it also raises
control which constitutes a par- whether the appeal had been
costs
of
camment given by Brehmer or any
for candidates . Accord- tial check on executive powers flatly rejected,
paigning
of Brchmer 's property in the ing to his own conclusion
, some by the legislative body, he con- But tho message to tho Pope
trail scheduled for early Febru- combination of geographical
cluded.
from President Nikolai V. Podary.
and at-large selection would In nn ensuing question period , gorny reiterated Soviet support
Darby replied that Brehmer probabl y produce the best kind Roy Wildgrube , commission for the terms of North Vict Nam
made "no statement whatso- of city council,
member , wondered whether at- and the Viet Cong on a Commuever " to any state officer. As
large election of all aldermen nist-type settlement of the Viet
to Brchmer's property , the state WHILE MOST councllfl have would violate the one-man-one- Nam conflict.
would use only what was pre- fewer thnn 15 members it has
sented In evidence at a prelim- not been proven that small couninary . hearing in municipal cils are more efficient than
court , Darby eaid. This includ- larger ones, snid Streater.
ed a beer bottle, he indicated, "Tho staggered term usually
Brehmer is free on $1,000 cash Is considered a safeguard
H Wed.—8 p.m. In the Aerie Room i
bond , pending n decision in his against violent change. This is BLtfP^
Jacob Tunqesvik , W.P .
case. He Is to bo tried after true but it is not necessarily an WN^_s5y
Warnko In February.
advantage. If change is needed ,

Buffalo County
Zoning Board
Asks Variance

WHS Debaters
4-2 in Tourney

Young Farmer
To Be Selected

District Court Criminal
Cases Slated for Trial

Judge Arnold Hatfield established a date and priority for
trial of criminal cases pending
in District Court as criminal arraignments were held Monday
afternoon at the start of the
January term,
Richard H. Brehmer , 21 ,
Plainview , Minn,, pleaded not
guilty at his Monday arraignment to a charge of criminal
negligence in connection with
the Sept. 3 death of n Winona
girl in n collision nt East 3rd
nnd Carimona streets.
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Russ Say 'No'
To Pope's Plea

j W FEagles Regular Meeting j

They'll Do It Every Time
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If s BecomeAChic

WWd^^

By EARL WILSON , .W'V ;V'
¦' NEW" YORK ' - '.Walking's' become fashionable in New . York ,
.
-.
the city of limousines . . . It's suddenly chic . . But while
you're doing the Subway Strike Stride, you should pull in your
stomachuntil it's scraping your backbone, you should breathe
so deeply that you're practically a snorter, and: you should take
long steps that decrease your waistline.
Then when you come home,, you should follow my simple
Boozepapenhan's Diet . . . a straight drink
with water or even
¦
two •;' .• ' .'. . and a feast consisting of bacon and sliced tomatoes (or shrimp or hamburger)
but without bread or: potatoes.
When you get on the scales after four days, you will think
Mike Quill is a great guy:
"t walked 20 blocks to get to
DURAM), Wis. — Durand this party" is suddenly the. "in"
High School debaters opened thing to say. Remember, aS
1966 by attending the 23rd an- such walkers as Otto Prerriiriand Hugh O'Brien tell me,
nual interstate debate tourna- ger
that in walking you should alment sponsored by Eau Claire ways be erect. V
State University Saturday.
"I electrocycle in ze mornA total of 121 teams from ing, 1' says Prenlinger, the Aus48 high schools participated in trian Yul VBrynner, "and Veil I
I alvays valk upright. "
the tourney won by La Crosse valk.
' •¦¦ '¦I guess," Taffy Tuttle was
Aquinas and Eau Claire Me- saying,
"though we never
morial. : All four Durand units meant it to turri put that way,
finished the three rounds with all of us have become street
walkers."
4-2 records,
The .varsity, composed of
James Forster and Gary Wek- FLASH,' FLASH. Flash!
kin, affirmative, and Mary Whit's this about June v LockShafer and John Hess, nega- hart, pretty star of CBS' "Lost'
tive, each won 2 and lost 1. In Space," being married —
—• to John Lindsay?
A second unit entered in var- secretly
won't even say when they
sity competition was composed They
of Mary McNaughtoU and got married!
Mary Spindler, affirmative, and June, who gets into those
Kathy Forslund and Nancy tight-fitting aluminum tin-can
type costumes for her show,
Morey, negative;
A third unit, Jane Bartholo- confessed to me that being marmew aid Donna . Schober, af- ried to a Los Angeles architectfirmative, and Christine Mc- banker named John Lindsay
Naughtoa and Randy Bauer, may prove a problem. Her
negative, also ended with 4-2. handsome husband , also a ReA freshman team with Bar- Eulilicah interested in politics,
bara Helke and Mary Schlosser, asn't so far used his name to
affirmative, and Suzanne Spon- get them into "hot" 'shows or
ger and Marie Duesterbeck, restaurants whose bosses might
think they were giving places
negative, won 4 and lost 2.
The squad was led by John to our Mayor .
Hess who captured all tourna- "Not yet" . June said. Her
ment honors for the second John Lindsay would like to meet
straight year with 54 speaker that other John Lindsay but she
points. He was followed by heard some rumor he was busy.
Mary Spindler with 53, Mary TODAY'S BEST LAUGH: Sid
Shafer, 51, and Donna Schober i Allen read about LBJ's very
48.
high '66 budget, and figures it
Next the varsity will attend must include the cost of Luci's
a two-day tourney at St. Cloud wedding reception.
State and two other teams will "WISH I'D SAID THAT: Figenter the River Falls State in- ures don't lie — but a good
vitational.
girdle can present a condensed
version¦ of the truth. — Bob TalWmONA DAILY HEWS bert.
- ,• ' .
TUESPAY, JANUARY 11. 1966 "J
BEMEMBERED Q U 0 T E :
"What we obtain too cheap, we
VOLUME up, NO. u 'A . .: ' ¦ - '
esteem too lightly. It is deafPublished daily except Saturdiy and Holiday! , by Republican and Herald Publish- ness only that gives everything
ing Comptny,
Mi Franklin it.. Winona, its value." — Thomas Paine.
¦
Minn. ¦
; EARL'S PEARLS: Statistics
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
show there are three classes, of
tlngli copy — lot Dally, lie Sunday
co-eds — the intellectual , the
Delivered by Carrlir—Par Week 50 cents beautiful, and the majority. —
16 weak* t».75
« vests WM
Chuck Risen Jr., Terre Haute.
By mall: atrlctly In advance- paper atoopad on aspiration data.
Jackie Kannon tells of the
drunk
who wandered into an
In Flllmora> Houston, Olmsted. Winona,
Wabasha, Buffalo. Jackson, Papln and empty subway station , and ran
Trampialaju counties and armed forces out screaming: "Wagner 's gone,
personnel In tha conllnental United States,
or overseas with APO or FPO addresses: and he took the trains with
V year ..... UJ.OO 3 months
$3.50
4 months ... W.» I month . .... I1J5 him!" . . . That' s earl , brother.

Durand Debaters
End Up land 2

Voice oi the Outdoors

The Air Buoy Introduced
Local skindivers—and the number is increasing along the river—will he interested in a new
air pump being shown for ; the
first time at the 56tb . annual
National Boat Show that opens
in the New York Coliseum Saturday," ,
~
Called the "Air Buoy" the
product provides a: two-cycle, two horsepower enginepump which forces air
through two: 25-foot hoses into two full face masks. Two
separate ; pumps operate off
the engine, and the enginepump assembly is encircled
and floated by tough inflatable tube.:
The unit may be started on
land , or in a boat, or while
afloat , by a hand pull starter
cord, similar to that of a lawn
mower. Two divers , although
one person can use tie equipment, receive air immediately
upon donning the masks.
Designed for underwater
exploration and recreation
in the less than one-atmosphere pressure zone the system permits limitless diving. Divers can Submerge
\ and come up as often and
as quickly as they like,
breathing naturally all the locate the fish, The ice is good
while. The technique, and ;thereWV
nuisance, of clearing the
face inask is eliminated beLake Pepin had its quota
of sauger fishermen over
cause the free flow of air
carries the water out autothe weekend. The wind was
matically through the outlet
cold Sunday with Sweeping
7 at the bottom of the mask.
snow ahead of it ,
¦
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Valley Meeting
Features included with the
Post Office is planning to boost
new device are an eye level ex- The annual meeting of the prices for money orders, insurhaust tube which prevents air Upper Mississippi River Conser- ance, registry, certified mail
bubbles from impairing the vation Committee, the organiza- and C. O. D. service, effective
vision of divers. The face masks tion consisting of the states March 26.
are designed to stay in place adjoining river and dealing with The fee for domestic and Inwith divers in any position. Arm river fishing, is being held at ternational money orders will
straps are provided to secure St. Louis this week.
be increased five cents in each
:
' ¦ '. ¦
mask and hose assemblies to
.
bracket.
the divers.
There will be a minimum 20cent
insurance fee for material
Cars on Ice
.
valued at $15 or less. Most othdrivwere
Ice fishermen
. -"All other subscription!!'
er insurance rates will be raised
1 month ..:. $1.60 3 months .... M.U
ing on the ice over the
10 cents.
t monlhs . . . 18.00 1 year .., ,., $13.00
weekend at Spring Lake and
The current 60-cent and 75Send change ot address, nottcei, undelivother shallow backwaters
cent registry fees will be comered copies, subscription orders and other
for the first time this seaST. PAUL (AP)-Two tours of bined into one 75-cent fee for
mall Hems lo Winona Dally News, P.O.
Box 70, Winona, Minn.. J5987.
son. Heretofore , even the educational facilities will he led values up to $100.
Second class postage paid at Winona,
more venturesome were a next month by Gov , Karl Rol- C.O.D. rates will be revamped
Minn.
The ice did not vaag.
lo combine the present 40-cent
(Special)
DURAND , Wis.
- bit cautious.but
The first tour Feb. 3 and 4 nnd 50-cent brackets into one
a few days
look
safe,
No one was hurt but there was
made will be to the Duluth and Hib- 60-cent category for amounts up
vehicle damage in two Pepin of near-zero weather
I « Y ENDS TONITE •
,
bing areas. The second Feb. 24 to $10. There will be no change
difference
the
Aloe Gulnne*County accidents Sunday;
and 25 will be to the southern in the current cost of amounts
rural
Pepin
,
,
Oscar Stewart
"SHuatlon HopeUti—
Fishing shacks also were part of the state.
was charged 'with traveling too more common and farther away RolvanR said he has asked of more than $10.
But Not Serloue "
fast for conditions after driving from shore. Movable houses legislators , citizens and educa- The fee for certified mail will
7:00-9:05 • 25«-45<-90«*
off a curve in Bogus Creek at were being pushed to areas tion leaders to accompany him. be increased from 20 cents to
12:30 p.m. Two of his daugh- where the fish were hitting. The Rroup will visit vocational 30 cents an item.
ter 's were with him. His 1957 car Some houses were being haul- schools, larfte hlRri schools, jun- Peel fresh ripe pears and cut
was destroyed , according to ed by cars.
ior colleges and small rural Into lengthwise sections; team
George Pluramer , county trafschools.
the pears with membrane-free
Around Winona there were
fic officer.
Dinner sessions are schedule fresh orange sections. Serve
Robert Erickson , about 20, ru- a few cars on Bartlett's Feb. 3 at Hibbing and Feb. 24* this refreshing combination as
STARTS WED
ral Pepin , collided in the vil- Lake Sunday. No cars were at Austin.
a dessert.
lage of Pepin with Robert ' on Straight Slough although
7:00-9:10
there were fishhouses
p.m. Erickson ¦
Church at 3:30 ¦
¦t
¦
¦ near ¦
¦
¦iOPEN TONIGHT kssaHMHaaOBP
7St-iSt-10
said he failed to see tho Church the spillway. Fishermen
across
the
were walking
•
• •• car. Both cars were damaged.
e>» •••••••
slouch.
LANESBORO GUN CLUB
Fishing was spotty and slow
LANESBORO, Minn. (Special) in most places. However , on the
—New officers of Lanesboro lower end of Spring Lake some
Gun Club , wil h a membership big crappies were being caught
of 42, are : Ari and Elstad , pres- on small minnows , According to
ident , and Merwood Storhoff , Ixiule Giesen , "all the Fountain
"*
ON YOUR
secretory-treasurer .
City Bay fishermen need is to

Some Posial
Rates Raised

Rolvaag Plans
2 February Tours

Vehicles Damaged
In Pepin Co.
Traffic Accidents
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"THUNDERBAIL"
COMING SOON I
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Not For Chlldrtnl
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It swells with joy, zest, delight in the
world I A great film! Moviegoers can rejoise now!"
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Views Hayen t
Changed, Says
Ronald Reagan

Wonkd-iyi 9 »,rn to 9 p.m. - S/it. «nd Sun, 9 nm. to 5 pni .
Phono 6-Ml
¦M
M NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY MMHi

WEDNESDAY ^
^ ^^

i W^

RESTAURANT - RUSHFO RD ^ *
BURBANK, Calif. (AP) —
Ronald Reagan, in answer to
suggestions he is : right-wing pr y litically, declares "my views
haven't changed an awful lot
since I was a Democrat. " V
Reagan, actor-turned-polltLdan *, is out for the Republican
nomination for governor of California, He was the guest Sunday
on NBC-TV's "Meet the Press."
Reagan has been a Republican since I960, when he helped
Richard M. Nixon in his unsuccessful bid against the late
President John F. Kennedy.
The veteran of movies and
television was questioned much
on the John Birch Society —
Whether he would or would not
denounce it in his campaign.
"I think that in order to clear
the air, Washington should investigate the John Birch Society, " Reagan said.
"Yon can't kick an organization out of your party that is not
j lj Primed for great eating ... Vow Famous Wednesday |JI
ih it. Surveys have shown that :
;Night Chicken Buffet. And, you 'll always find some- ll ¦'¦.. ..:'.
}'
the John Birch Society has as
li. thing new on our buffet Still all you can eat for fl
many Democrats¦ ¦: as Republiill
,j| $L75 , .' '¦. so what are you waiting for? .
' ' ' ¦ >- ¦¦'¦':'
cans." ' . '
Reagan , vociferous in his condemnation of Communists and
tU
the Ku Klux Klan , was asked HL_ Adults $ 1,75^Chlldren $ 1.00
why he hadn't made the same
denunciations of the John Birch
Society.
MISSISSIPPI ROOM AND
ij H
Wf , Y
COFFEE SHOP
Reagan replied: "There Is a W V Y .
f
Wjjj j |
^
vast difference. I'll take second
to no one in my denunciation of
the Communists and the Ku
Klux Klan , but they are listed
as subversive organizations.
The FBI says jt, found nothing
subversive about the John Birch
Society."
He stressed: "I am not a
member of the John Birch Society, nor am I going to join. "

11 Our Wednesday Night
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CHICKEN ]
BUFFET

SERVING 5:30 to 8:30 P.M.
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when we tell of the great menu delights,
served
courteous service, and refreshing drinks
nightly at the Commodore Club

SPECIAL WEDHESD&YW *^^
;
l|a^.f| 7 jAaServed 4 (ill 10:30
^'MmwmTW
^^

* ' ^S^^W^^ BAKE0 "CHICKEN-ALL"

JK
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TA

SPECIAL
EVERY FRIDAY
Served 4 till 10:30
Slnw , Dinner Rolls , nnd Bcv-

rr-ifle
YOU

$125

EAT

¦

Dinner Rolls, and Beverage . . .

Jw
^I

SPECIAL TH0RSDA TS9ry8d 4
10!30
''"
FAMILY VARIETY NIGHT

it d W f 1
ir
.
! *
/ )
• • ' ' scrumptious servlng-i nf S
Shrimp.
Fish , and Chicken-all *T I * **
3 comblnnUons served family
I
¦
style. ALL YOU CAN EAT
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BLAIR, Wis, (Special)- Blair Jacobson said the boy's curri- ia letter from one of the Iowa
High School, the community and culum was changed to permit families who expressed interest
the dozen Amish families living him to drop biology for another in settling near Cashton, because he didn't agree with what
in this area have adjust ed to subject. 'Ay- ,.
"We are strictly opposed to happened there.
each other.
Raymond Schrock, head of one our children biting taught sub- A Cashton real estate broker v
of the Amish families who set- jects which tend to promote be- said the Iowa Amish may not
evolution ;" Schrock be enthusiastic about moving
tled near here in 1960, said liefs in
'
to Wisconsin with the hew mini"Education is a n e c e s sax y said.. '
;the buses mum education age raise.
thing," and expressed disap- The children ridein
regular
and participate
pointment over the image the school
but
generally
activities,
made one
Hazelton, Iowa, Amish have don't return for evening events. THE AMISH have
concession to modernization:
created by continuing to send
use gasoline-powered entheir children to Amish schools SCHROCK said he has inquir- They
gines
and
tractors for belt powin apparent violation of state ed about the new proposed state
pump water and perform
er
to
laws. .. V.7,
would
require
all
which
law
territories -in Wisconsin to be in other chores. But in the fields,
CHILDREN from Amish fami- vocational school districts by hands and horses provide power.
lies ih this area attend schools 1968 and would raise minimum Homes are : without electricity
in Blair and Whitehall. They school attendance age to 18. He t>r telephones and the primary "
are permitted to wear thebV said he hopes a program can mode of transportation is black
Amish dress rather than special be Worked out so Amish can covered horse-drawn buggies.
gym clothes for physical educa- get on-the-farm training, but in- Blair has erected a hitching
tion classes. All carry their dicated his sect here will abide post in the city parking lot for
lunches and! donlt participate in by whatever law is passed.
the Amish to tie their horses
the school lunch program,
Shrock said be didn't answer while shopping,"
Donald Jacobson, Blair disr
trict administrator, said the
children usually begin school at
7 years and stop at 16, when
graduated from grade 8. Only
one student thus far , Levi BornW
trager , was not 16 when he
SMORGASBORD
W
^*^
finished grade school. He was
^
^
required to attend high school.
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NO COVER CHARGE

NO MINIMUM

of Happy
Carlton County Owners
5-Cbunfy Schools Slated
Chef Named to
Board Wonl Panel of 200
Fight Changes

¦.CARLTON
,. Mifln . (AP) . Carlton County Board members
agreed at a special meeting
Monday not to fight a lawsuit
seeking reapportionment of the
" ' ' board .
v Instead , they agreed to redis: trict as soon as the Minnesota
Supreme Court issues a decision
in the Olmsted County . reappor: tionment case.
In that suit, three Rochester
residents are seeking to have
three of the five Olmsted board
districts placed in the city. They
are asking the court to declare
unconstitutional a law which
limits the number of board
" .; members to two for cities of the
second, third and fourth class.
About 20;000„ , .of
Carlton
County 's 27,000 residents live in
the Cloquet area and present
districts range in size from 3,;890 to 7.610.
County .Atty. Les R. Karjala
said the board would plead nolo
contendere (no contest) in the
District Court suit of Bernard L.
Simmer of Cloquet and would
redistrict in accordance with the
, Olmsted ruling.

School Boards
Asked to Amend
US Aid Stand

ST. PAULV(AP) - The retiring president of the Minnesota
School Boards Association . has
called on members to reverse
their opposition to federal aid to
education "so as to be in keeping with the spirit of our ac. tions. ''
¦' -. : '"There are few districts if
.
any that , are actually refusing
federal funds ,": James Jacobs of
Fertile told the annual convention Monday. "We aren 't being
honest with ourselves if we say
we are against federal aid on
one hand but accept it with the
other ."
The convention ri e. 'c t a r e d
against any increased federal
aid last year . That Was shortly
before a $1.3 billion aid bill was
approved by Congress:
•" . ¦;¦' Jacobs said school board
members should not be surprised that they were hardly consulted oh new federal programs,
; since they have Opposed them
in the past:
'V: Jacobs also said one-fifth of
the state 's districts will get less
state aid in 1965-66 than they did
in 1964-65, despite a $55 million
increase in the legislative appropriation for elementary and high
schools. The result , he said , will
be tremendous pressure
on prop' ."' erty taxpayers. :.;. ' ¦ ¦' ¦ ' .
Duane J.Mattheis, state commissioner of education , told delegates "a considerable amount"
of the $24.5 million allocated by
the .federal government to help
educate poor children this year
will be unspent because of lack
of time and staff by his depart-

Owners of the Happy Chef
Restaurant have been named
among 2,000 food operators in
the U.S. on a panel of advisers
to food producers, food services
and food advertising industries.
The "Panel of 2,000" will test
new food products, participate
in surveys arid react to advertisements.: . . . . ..
Owners are the Frederick
Brothers — Marcel, Robert,
Thomas and William Jr .
Marcel, president of the firm ;
is second vice president of the
Minnesota 7 Restaurant Association , of which he previously was
a board member.

Real Estate
Promoter Gets
Prison Term
. . MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Me!y ii, C. Gittleman, Minneapolis
real estate promoter, was sentenced Monday to two years
imprisonment in a U:S. District
Court case involving kickbacks,
paid, three former employes of
Twin City Federal Savings and
Loan Association.
Gittleman : also was fined
$2,000. Three former association
employes were placed on probation -.for three years and fined.
They are James C. . Condon ,
fined $500; D. J. Larson , $300,
and Robert R. Hartmann , $350.
A fourth man is ' awaiting court
appearance. V ¦'•> ".
Gittleman. wasV granted a 30day stay of commitment.
The indictment returned by ai
Minneapolis federal grand jury
charged Gittleman and the four
loan officials with conspiracy
and 12: couhts of making false
statements!
"Bribery ," Judge Gunnar H.
Nordbye said, "caused these
men to concoct false statements
in order to get extravagant
loans approved by the Twin City
Federal loan committee "
AH bnt Condon pleaded guilty.
Condon, tried without a jury,
was found guilty by \Nordbve,
Gittleman testified in Condon's
trial that he paid Condon $6,0001
Larson $7,000, Ogdahl $4,000
and Hartmann $650 for their
help- in getting him loans between 1960 and 1962.
DURAND MAN FINED
v ALMA, Wis. (Special) -- Bernard A. Stewart, Durand Rt. 3,
paid $100 in fines last week in
Buffalo County Court — $77 on
two counts of speeding in Alma
ard $23 for illegal passing in
Town of Nelson . All violations
were Dec. 24.
ment and by the: districts and
because pf a lack of teachers
and facilities.
Dr. Donald Dunnan , St. Paul
school superintendent , warned
that conformity and loss of inventiveness in school programs
could result from national testing programs.

M^

Of the estimated $20,876,673
alloted to Minnesota under Title 1 of the federal Elementally
and Secondary Education Act
of 1965, a total of $1,296,852.25
has been allocated the fiv«
counties in this area, according to the state Department ol
Education , St. Paul.
The allotment to Fillmor*
County is $313,252; Houston
County, $196,058.25; Olmsted
County, $377,777.50; Wabash a
County, $149,180.75, and. Winona .County , $260,583.75. 7
The allotments are based on
the number:of school-age children , 5-17, from families with
annual incomes of less than
$2,000 and those in families receiving more than $2,000 annually ' from the program ot
Aid to Families with Dependent
Children , as reported in the
1960 census. The allotment is
$275,75 for each such child, and
there are 4,703 in the four counties, according to the state education department.

LOCAL educational agencies
— school boards — may use
these funds as they see fit for
the benefit of the deprived students of both public and nonpublic schools.,; Each district
must submit to the state Department of Education an application for programs or services to provide for the needs of
the educationally deprived before the money can be made
available. Allotments are for
fiscal 1966 and must be spent
by Aug. 31.
7V : v:
Suggested programs are additional V teaching personnel ;
increased guidance , services ;
supplemental health and food
services ; provisions of clothing,
shoes and books , etc:
The number of eligible children by counties are : Fillmore;
1,136; Houston, 711; Olmsted ,
1,370; Wabasha , 541,, and Winona. 945.
By: counties, the number of
eligible children
and the
amounts allotted to school districts (cents omitted) are as
follows, some districts overl apping in more than one county :
FILLMORE — Canton , 86,
$23,714. Chatfi eld , 126, $34,744.
Harmony, 220, $60,665. Lanesboro , ill $30,608. Mabel . 53,
$14,614. Peterson , 31, $8,548.
Preston , 100, $27,575. Rushford ,
45, : $12,408 , Wykoff: 67, $18,475.

Girls Admit Taking
3? Shirt Neckbands

Mondovi Council
DES MOINES; Iowa (AP ) Two girls, ages 13 and 14, were OKs Federal Plan
referred to juvenile authorities

after admitting they had ripped
tabs 1 from inside theVneckbands
of 39 men's shirts in a downtown
department store.7
Police detective William Marohn said the girls told police
there is a new fad at school
whereby the girls make braclets from the tabs,
v Marohn estimated damage at
$262. /.
EITZEN PATIENT
EITZEN , Minn. (Special) Mrs. Herbert Deters is a surgical patient at St. Francis Hospital , La Crosse.
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Spring Valley, 186, $51,289.
Stewartville, 17, $ 4 ,687. LeRoy,
62, $17,096. Newburg, 3, $827.
Coinmon School District 497,
4, $1,103; Common 498, 6, $1,654.
Common 508j 2, $551. Common
521, 2, $551. Common 525, 9,
$2,481. Common ' 535, 5, $1,378.
Common, 537, 1, $275.75. Totals, 1,136 children , $313,252.
HOUSTON COUNTY - Mabel district children in this
county, 9, $2,48lV Rushford , 21,
$5,790; Brownsville, 42, $11,58L
Hokah, 39, $10,754. Houston district , 111, $30,608. Spring Grove,
135, $37,226. Freeburg, 16, $4,412. Caledonia, 196, $54,047. La
Crescent, 92, $25,369. Money
Creek, 3, $827. Common District
594; 4, $1,103. Common 600, 5,
$1,378, Common 607, 6 , $1,654.
Common 615, 1, $2275.75. Common 619, 25, $6,893. Common
631, 2, $551. Common 633, 3,
$827. Common 638, 1, $275.75.
Totals, 711 children . $196,058.
OLMSTED COUNTY — Dover-Eyota, J21, $33,365.75. Total ,
1370, $377,7,7.50.
WABASHA COUNTY — Elgin,: 22, $6,056. Goodhue,,!, $275.75. Lake City, 148, $40,811. Mazeppa , 17, $4,687. Plainview, 104,
$28,678. Wabash a Independent
district , 161, $44,395. Common
jDistrict 2374, 9, $2,481. Common
2375, 12, $3;309.
Common 2383, 5, $1,378. Coinmon . 2386, 28, $7,721. Common
2389, 4, $1,103, Common 2393,
3, $827. Common 2395, 4, $1, 103.
Common 2401, 5^ $1,378. Common 2407, 16, $4,412. Common
2409, 2, $551. Totals,
541 child¦¦¦
ren , $149,1807 ' ' ¦:
WINONA COUNTY — Lewiston, 127, $35,020. Common District 2609. 11, $3,033. Winona
Special ^District , 439, $121,054 .
La Crescent, 25, $6,893. Common 2574, 6, $1,654. Common
2575, 2, $551. Plainview, : 10, $2,757; St. Charles. 174, $47,980.
Rushford , 25, $6,893. Peterson ,
6, : $1,654. Common 2549.71, $2,75.75. Common, 2581,- 2 * $551:.
Common 2579, 3, $827. Common
2558, 3, $827. Common 2603, 7,
$1,930. Ridgeway, 28, $7,721.
Common 2553, 2, $551. Common
2565, 8, $2,206. Common 2618, 10,
$2,757. Common 2596, 2, $551.
Common 2597,. 4 . $1,103. Common 2598, 3, $827: Common
2588, 4,: $1,103.
Houston, 24, $6,618. Common
2610, 3, $827. Common 2574 . .1,
$275.75. Common 2611, 3,. $827.
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MONDOVI , Wis. (Special) Mondovi City Council has authorized matching funds to take
advantage of federal f u n d s
avilable Under 701 of the Land
and Water Conservation Act.
An ordinance was passed to
allow Mondovi taverns to be
open from 1 p.m. to 12 midnight
on Sunday, Feb. 6, during the
ice fishing contest on Mirror
Lake. Applying for the permit
were Claude Meyer , Homer Pulkrabek , Phili p Anibas Sr., Mrs.
Josephine Kendhammer , Mrs.
Molly Weiss and Estelle McClellan.
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TITLE II of the federal act
provides an estimated $100 million in library assists for schools
in the U.S. of which Minnesota's
aUotment is $1,988,186.
.
The average amount available
for each pupil , both public and
private, will be about $2, the
state Department of Education
said. The funds, will be administered only through the public school district, and library
resource materials will be
loaned by the public school districts " to pupils and teachers in
the private schools located in
the districts.
Title II has nothing to do with
the underprivileged children;
all children attending in a district are counted in making the
money available. .
¦'-, Title III provides $100 million nationally... fpr supplementary educational centers and
services, "There is no allotment under Title III by school
district or. county. The allotment
is for the entire state and is
available for application by all
school districts,"; Farley D.
Bright , assistant Commissioner
of education said. "This means
that : districts are 7 in.^competition with each other for a share
of the Title III state allotment."
.Minnesota 's ' estiinated allotment is $1,863,225. Bright said
an announcement is expected in
a few days , on first Title III
projects approved by Washington .. '
THERE ARE two other titles
under the : act — 4 , for. educational research and training,
and 5, which provides $25 million for strengthening state departments of education. —; Minnesota's allotment under Title
5 is $399,197; : 7
The entire act authorizes $1,300,000,000 in federal funds to
be channeled into the nation 's
classrooms for strengthening
the elementary and secondary
school program.: ; : '
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Welcome to the'.' club! Olds 88 Swing^^ Fever i» catching up with jurt
about everybody, and they're ioV111? every minute of it. Bat the best part
Is the cure— ee ea»y to take ee a Bwihglng new Jetstar, Dynamic or Del^ 881
There'» «ie priced right for you. See your Old* Dealer fo* a, Rocket Rx
today. Then watct yemr fever go down u your fun goes up. Happy
coovale»ctnce ! LOOK TO OLDS FOR THE NEW!
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Washers & Dryers . .W outr«ut they go!
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George Jackson , president of
the Buffalo County Fair Association , explained plans for this
year. The council agreed to a
joint , meeting with the . fair
hoard and school hoard regarding long range plans for the
fairgrounds , which adjoin the
school.
The council approved changeover from incandescent street
lights to mercury Mapor , plus
several additional lights and location changes of some existing
lights.
.
Bids ¦were opened for a new
pickup truck for the water and
sewer utility and referred to the
finance committee for determination. Bidders were: Elkinton
Auto Co., $1 ,750; Ede Motor
Sales, $1,649, and Fisher Auto
Co., $1 ,609 . Previous bids hud
been rejected .

Food and Drug
Chief Appointed

WASHINGTON (AP ) - Pro.sidenl Johnson has nominated
Dr. .Inines I,, (iodtiard (0 hn
commissioner of the Food and
j
£
r
Never before in King's Optical Hi»*ory have we offered to
Drug Administration.
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Olds 88 Swing Fever is mighty hard to resist!

Common 2612, 3, $827. Common
2600, 4, $1,103. Common 2544,
2, $551. Common 2545, 2, $551.
Common 2554, 1,V$275.75; Total
children 945, $260,583.75.

It used to be quite
da ngerous fo call a
mon a witch . . But
now you're far from
"with it" if you're
not a customer of

25 New MAYTAG Washers and 13 Dryers on our floor H
and warehouse are drastically marked down to clear out JH
EVERY ONE!
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Choose from a good selection of models & //Jlfe^.^
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Neighbors Watch Our
Urban Renewal Progress
WINONA'S URBAN renewal efforts nr.
¦
attracting ¦ . the attention of bur neighbor's
editorials in their newsaa evidenced
¦ ¦ by
papers. - . . ¦¦ ¦; .' . ¦ •' ". '
Under , the heading, ''Winona Faces Up
to Downtown Renewal," the La Crosse Tribune says: ; 7
"WinoHa , our neighbor: to the north ,
may be on the verge of an exciting .- --.and
drastic — plunge into renewal of its downtown retail and business area.
"Just before the New Year, a group of
two dozen civic leaders and public officials
spent an entire day reviewing the findings
of a survey on the downtown area. They
voted unanimously to back a corriprehensive
downtown plan drawn after studies by the
Housiiig and Redevfelbpnient Authority.
" 'The theme p£ this public declaration
is simple,' the WinonaVDaily News commented editorially last week. 'This is the critical
time; there won't be another chance* It
means, we hope, the Iprig, i\6w, comforta-r
ble slide down to oblivion is about to be
halted. ' 7 . . . 7;
" 'Having accepted the fact that the
city's . rundown downtown can no longer
be tolerated , this group has committed itself to implementing the changes demanded
for economic survival.'
"THERE ARE SIX phases and sections to

the proposed plan. The first phase centers
on a four-block down town retail cbre, which
would have cover ed walkways and be closed
to interior auto traffic.
VV
"The report on which the proposal for a
sweeping downtown renewal plan is based
minced rib words;
•; Y "It foun d that 'no block . in the business
area is particularly valuable; onl y one
block: in the. business core . has a full and
true value of more than $400,000.' V
"The Daily News takes .'j ib particular delight in finding that a survey finds conditions in downtown Winona as bad as the
paper had pointed out 'scores ; of .limes
over the last 20. years.' But it .was cheered
to find that community leaders were ready
to face the situation and to act.
/?LA CROSSE, : TOO, has been rel uctah t
to concede that its downtown area (arid particularly the sections a few blocks away
from the retail section) has failed to keep
up with modern standards and needs. But
that recognition has come in the last few
' . W ¦' W . "7 .v ,: . :'
years.. W -VvV
"The Civic Center is taking shape now.
A later proposal ;the .Harborview Plaza area
on the river front , offers even more dramatic possibilities for a hew look — and a
lift toVthe city's tax , base. .
7 "We wish Witiona well in its' new found
determination to rebuild and spruce up.
Planned wisely and carried out with community support, it could be the best investment/ that community has made in : a
generation.''
THE AUSTIN DAILY HERALD has the

following to say:

"A committee of 24 businessmen at Winona have concluded that the city 's hope
for : economic survival is dependent on
Whether or not action is taken to revitalize
its rundown downtown area,
"They have endorsed a comprehensive
downtown plan drawn for the Housing anil
Redevelopment Authority and support federally assisted renewal as the only feasible
way to make the plan a reality.
"Essentially, the plan centers on a fourblock retail area , having covered walkways
and closed to interior auto tra ffic. Parking
lots are plotted in locations giving convenient access to the super-block and the
surrounding area.

THE BRITISH jailed Nanda five time for
his independence work and he spent in all seven
years iri jail ; :;
7 He entered the government in 1952 when
Prime Minister Jawharlal Nehru named him
labor; minister. Later he became home minister , the No. 2 post in Nehru's .government.
After he became home minister, Nanda
'said in an interview he never imagined himself rising so high in the political world ;
:"L always thought I was carved out for
social and economic tasks," he said.
One of Nanda 's . close aides once described him as ' •basically an economist, a Social
worker and a religious man."
HE FOUNDED a '- nationwide .organization . -otthe Hindu holy men known as Sadhus in an efsocial servfort to
¦ put them to work in active
ice. ' ¦.¦¦. .•
:' . • " ':•'
:.. When Nehrii died last . May, Nanda was
sworn in as caretaker prime minister, Five
days later he stepped aside for Lai Bahadur
Shastri,VwhovtiecfMonday in the Soviet Union ,
and returned to the home ministry.
Nanda married while an undergraduate and
has two daughters and two sons. Both daughters
and one son became doctors.
'. '

at

IN YEARS GONE BY
Tien Years Ago . . . 1956

Gamma Tau Chapter of Kappa Delta Pi ,
national scholastic honorary fraternity, received 15 hew members at initiation ceremonies.
Guest speaker was Dr. .Elisabeth Nydegger,
English Department , College of Saint Teresa.
..Miss Leona McGill was re-elected presiden t
of Winon a Lodge 2, Degree of Honor Protective
Association. 7

. . 1941

Twenty-Five Years Ago ,.,

Final 1940 federal census figures give Winona population of 22,490, a gain 'of .33 'inhabit
tants over the preliminary official announcement of 22,457 made last June.
Winonans named as heads of state committees of the Minnesota Congress of Parents and
Teachers include Supt. Harold Bauer , chairman
of the committee on the exceptional child;
Miss Floretta M. Murray, creative alt committee and Di\ Ella Clark , motion picture and
visual education.

Fift y Years Ago . - . . 191 6

Seventy-Five Years Ago . . r 1891
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''he AsHOi 'iiiled Press Is cntitled exclusively to the use for
republication of nil tbe local
news printed In this newspaper
ns well ns nil A.P . news rl lsP n,f",IC!' '
Tlmrsdny, January 11, l tffiO

Rep. Louis Sikorski returned to SI. Paul taking with him Frank Nelson of this city, who
has been st'lected as one of the pages in the
house.

Gov. Mt'iriiiin has appointed James A. Tawnev - judge ndvocnle goner JI I on the governor 's
staff .

One Hundred Years Ago . . . 1866
Among the new '. improvements in Winona is
n Sash and Door Factory being constructed
by Messrs. Rose, Ahrens & Co. They will use
steam and expect.to be ready about April 1.
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Try and Stop Me
By BENNETT CERF

"Shoeless Joe " Jackson , one of the
greatest batsmen in baseball history, will
never achieve a place in Ihe Hall of Fame.
In 1020, a group of h i.s larcenous teammates on the Chicago White Sox conned
him into
joining t h e i r conspiracy to
"throw " the World Series to the Cincinnati
Reds. Jackson was suc h a superb hitt er,
however; that , even when he was tryi ng to
strike out Jm rang "P a -''*7 ,r- average f'»' 'he
scries !
Jackson won the nickname Of "Shoeless
Joe " because lie was wont to play the outfield in his bare feel liefore he achieved
liig-lcagiii! status. One aftern oon , writes
baseball h istorian Arthur Daley, ho <iuH a
sandlot. game at llie end of the fourl h inning. "Are t h e rocks and broken ^lass cul ling up you r feel?" he was nskcd. . "Na\v ,"
replied Jackson. " "I' aiti ' t that , Hut they 're
fuz/j n ' up
Ihe J M JJ ,SO niiirh I can 't

throw It. "

By WILLIAM S. WHITE
(Substituting for Marquis Clillds)
WASHINGTON — In an increasing arrogance remindful
of Adolf Hitler, the Communist dictator , of North Viet Nam
scowls like a bird of evil omen over the worldwide campaign
of the United States
¦¦ ¦¦to bring an honorable end to the war in
South Viet Nam. ' ."•
Beyond doubt emboldened by shrill and ceaseless demands of a pacifist-isolationist minority here at home that
we abandon South Viet
Nam, Ho Chi Minh has all
To Your Good H6aIth
but turned down already
the most openhanded and
generous peace offer ever
made by a great power in
the world's history,
Only a miracle can bring
an armistice of decency ;
only some change of niind
within the brooding prison
camp that North Viet Nam
lias become.
By J. G. MOLNER, M.D'
7 Still , . the attempt , was
Deaf. : Dr. ^ Molner: I
worth the making. And if it
have been taking birth
is indeed to end only in
.control ¦pills for v three
a contemptuous enemy reyears. I have been toldV
jection , all of this nation will
that
I should have: disnow know where it Stands
continued them for four
and . all of this world will
m o n t h s after taking v
now know who it is that is
. them for two years, and
implacably determined upon
then should have started
more war.
¦":. ¦ ';-over , again.
¦
THE ESTIMATE of the
What' s your ' advice?,' ¦V
'
' . .;. ' -MRS. J. ' G., 7 ,
most skilled and objective
of our career intelligence ofWhen the pills Vwere first
ficers is that those in other
into . extensive use,
coming
lands outside the .Commusome additional precautions
nist bloc who once had gen
were being taken , such as
uine questions about the in-^
discontinuing them for , a
tegrity of our purpose's have
time after two years. One
those doiibts no longer .
of the questions / then was ,
But one must qualify a bit.
whether, after prolon ged
Not quite all of this nation
use; ovulation (and hence
will even now concede the
the ability to have children ) .
plain reality. Already , the
would resume when the pills :
far-out home spokesmen for
were stopped ,
a peace at any price — so
Now we know the answer
long as the quick and obto that- Even after prolongvious victim is a ravaged
ed use; ovulation doe's . reSouth Viet Nam whose
turn
to . normal. The ; only ..
agonies have never yet
way to find the answer to a
penetrated into their ivory
question . -. like that was to
towers — are preparing the
wait and see , .
necessary apologies for He's
¦'-,' By now , use of the birth
unaltered . bellicosity.
control pills has continued
long enough so we . know
WELL, yes, they are now
. that there is no need to stop .
saying, -perhaps:, it is true
after two years. If you are
that President Johnson realtolerating the pills satisfaclyV walked the last mile —
. torily, • I see no reason for
maybe (It js, after all, hard
: interrupting use of them unto ignore completely the
til you so desire. .
person ally - dispatched mes¦¦¦
sages,^ to 11$ nations and to
V : . -. ' 'Dear."Dr. Molner; Do
the Pope in Rome whose
you have a diet' for
earnest good faith ^ has in
stomach ulcers? 3 also
fact moved even some Iron
bave hemorrhoids: — .
Curtain leaders to privately
¦v MRS! W. A:
whispered expressions of
The way to correct ulcers . :
faith in our national moinvolves more than just diet ,
tives.) Still , so g;oes the
7 although ; diet is important, 7
apologia of the far-outs, one
too7 And you certainly have
can't be truly and absolutemy sympathy since y p u
ly sure that the President
have both ulcers and hemwas trul y and absolutely
orrhoids. Still , \Vhen ' you
Sincere until we make it
understand what these ailplain , in advance , that in
ments are , and how to hanany. possible negotiations
dle them , you can almost
we would certainl y accede
always get them under conto all Communist demands
trol. Maybe not absoluteand make none of our own.
ly always, but most of the
. tim' e'V
SO THE FAR-Out wing is
at last coming reasonably
Dear Dr. Molner : I
close to candidly stating
am 54 and a recent exwhat has always been its
amination showed I had
real requirement. This , put
large intestinal rings.
with brutal clarity , is that
One doctor advises surgery. Another says he
we betray our pledge to
doesn 't reommend it as
South Viet Nam and wrap
long as I don 't do any
it all up in scented semanheavy lifting , How seritics in which a crude abanous is a double hernia
donment would become only
operation?-rW.P .H.
something called "disengagement" from an unYour ears played a trick
deniably nasty situation.
on you ' — it' s "inguinal ,"
. Thus it is that the peace
not "intestinal." An . "incoffensive has accomplished
guinal ring " is a weak spot
two things anyhow. It has
or potential place in the
established , to all but those
groin through which a rupblinded by emotional need
ture or hernia can occur.
to defend their terrible past
These rings can be dilated
errors of judgment , that an
without, there being an acaggressor is indeed an agtual hernia.
gressor and that he means
The advice to avoid heavy
I o go on until he has swallifting is sound — perhaps
lowed up South Vict Nam.
we might better say avoid
And it has clearly identiany excessive abdominal
fied at last just what the fa rstrain, Ordinarily surgery
out pacifist - isolationists
is not done for dilated rings.
really have always wanted
The decision depends on the
— a policy of cut and run.
patient' s work and .other
factors such as your general
THAT remarkabl y gentle
health ;
and peaceable man , Dean
Rusk , — who suddenly finds
himself a notorious warmonger in Communist prop- Hm4W _$ A Per I
aganda and something not
much better in the language
of the far-outs in this country — has put the position
with unfashionable simplicity;
"We 're down to the bare
bone. Do we stand aside and
let them take it? We are
not . We could have peace
in 24 hours in the other side
stops what It is doing. The
only other thing — the only
other egg we could ndd to
this basket — would be
South Viet Nam itself . Just
jgive it to them. And that is
¦
what we wil) not do."

Ovulation
Returns

Jtf ter Piils

NANDA founded the Indian National Grade
Union Congress to counter the Communist All- .
India Trade Union. ¦. -;
. He once described himself as a: pragrnatist
and "a Socialist but not a Marxist."
': "My heart bleeds for the working classes
and this makes, people think I am a leftist," he
said: ."But i am a Gandhian in and out and I
Want a faindeal for worker's. .
V "If we eijJist the sympathy and support of
the underdogs that is the most effective reply
to our Communist friends."
Nanda resigned as professor of economics ,
at Bombay's National College in 1921 to join
Gandhi's movement. Gandhi named him to head
the Coneress oartv 's labor movement.

"One of the things they took Int o consideration is what has been happening at
Rochester where many busines s establish
ments have left the downtown area to move
to one or another of Rochester 's many shopping centers, Latest reports are that when
Rochester 's new shopping renter is completed , both JV C. Penney and Montgomery
Ward will lea ve t heir dmviilown locations .

For I reckon that the sufferings of-tfirs
present time are not worthy to be compared
with the glory which shall ht revealed lo m
afterward .—Romans 8:18.

CofferRej ected

NEW DELHI, India Wi — India 's new prime
minister, Gulzarilal Nanda , is a trade union
veteran who in the past year jailed more than
1,000 Communists while home minister.
Like .all leaders of India's ruling Congress
nartv. the 67-vear-old prime minister is a disciple of Mohandas K. Gandhi *
the leader of the nonviolent revolution against British rule.
"I believe ir freedom pf the
individual because I believe individual freedom leads to
growth ," he once said. "Therefore , I want to stave off totalitarian symptoms wherever
they appear."
V
He viewed communism as . a
greater threat to India's dem""'" ocratic socialism than right-;•
v
Nanda
wing political groups because
"of the proximity of China and the display
of power there which has dazzled ; some of our
people." . :

The Owl restaurant on Johnson Street, which
lias been operated by Dan Garlick , has been
sold to JV Ilhoades.
Fred Oech , William Galney and William
Kuhlman have returned from St. Paul , where
they attended the annual meeting of the state
agricultural society and a gathering of counly
fair association officials.

"And the buildings in Rochester downtown area are far more modern than
Winona 's."

Generous Peace

A/ew Premier
Union Ve tertin

"A STUDY OF THE Winona buslnei.

area showed that of 333 buildings , only
16 have 'little or no deficiencies. '
"What worries the Winona ' businessmen
Is that more stores may leave the downtown area , resulting in a sharp -' drop in
property values and tax revenue.

WASHINGTON CALLING

LAUNGHING

INDIA CHANGES LEADER

THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND

Modern /W/rdc/e Spawns
On Deserts of Palestine

By DREW PEARSON
.BEERSHEBA -- This is
the city where Abraham
banished to the desert : his
illegitimate son IsTimael and
the boy's mother , Hagar ,
handmaiden of Sarah , and
where the Lord saved them
by leading them to a well:
It was Ishmael from whom
sprang the Moslem religion .
If Abraham or Hagar or
Ishmael should come back to
Beersheba today, they would
never know the place. It's a
city of: modern , apartment
houses, : skyscrapers , broad
highways and a motel with
a California-type swimming
pool. About the only thins
around to remind you of
Ishmael is a lone camel behind the motel on which
you can get your picture
taken for 30 cents.
The7 camel market , where
the descendants of Ishmael
once bartered for the chief
means of desert locomotion ,
still operates on Thursdays.
Rut when I dropped by not
8 single camel was for sale,
and there were v more tourists snapping pictures than
Bedouins. Nine years ago
when I visited Beersheba,
the camel market was.thriving and sheik Souleman was
busy trying to accomplish
the near miracle of Squeezing eight camels into one
Ford truck .
In nine years Beersheba
has jumped from a country
town of 12 ,000 to a city of
72 ,000, while Israel has
jumped from a nation of
1,500,000 to 2,500 ,000.
Such is the modern miracle which the Jewish people have wrought in their
ancient homelnn.d.

ed , and the .harb or has been
dredged deep enough to permit ships to unload right
alongside the seawall No
docks are necessary.
I talked with some Of the
stevedores unloading bags
of Czech sugar from a Polish steamer. They came
from Morocco . Iran, Algeria , Tunisia , India , Egypt and
Greece^ evidence of the current immigration of Jews
from North Africa. No longer do Jews come from the
former concentration camps
x>f Central Europe. They are
chiefly from North Afric a
and Eastern Europe.
THIS CREATES a problem , for there is almost as
much difference between
the North African Jew and
the Central European Jew
as V between the American
Indian and a Manhattan citizen. The North African
Jew usually speaks Arabic ,
the central European Jew
speaks German and Yiddish; and some of the latter have felt the same way
about their children sitting
beside North African children as the people of Little
Rock felt about Negroes.
At another seaport , Hai-

fa . I interviewed immigrants arriving from Russia , Poland , Romania arid
Hungary. It isn 't generally known , but these Communist countries have lifted
previous restrictions on Jewish emigration ^ and a steady
stream has been arriving.

The United Jewish Appeal , which operates in Jsrael':•' :: as
"The Jewish
Agency ,•". has done* a remarkable job of settling all
these immigrants. The man
in charge , Kalman Levin ,
has seen more than one million immigrants enter Israeli ports , has helped them
find jobs , placed them
where they will get adjusted in a strange . land , and
integrated with other types
of Jews with as little friction as possible. This is not
easy. Most of these people
have only one thing in common — their religion .
MANY OF--the '.Immigrants
have been assigned jobs
even before they arrive,
One Polish woman , an accountant , was going to Nazareth for six months to
study Hebrew and : account ;
ing, then would take a job
in a local textile factory,

Jhsi $M&,

BKJ.OW liei'islioha in the

Negev desert I visited a
little army cam p. Hatzova ,
where Israeli soldiers, both
men and women , are building an agricultural settlement in lieu of military
training , They had drilled
a well , tapped enough water
for irrigation , and launched
a truck gorden in the desert.
Further north , on the level lands of Galilee. I saw
acres and acres of orange
groves, sugar beets, alfalfa
and bananas , much of it
overhead
irrigated
by
sprinklers .
At Ashdod , about ltd miles
south of Tel Aviv , a brand
new seaport has sprung up
where five years ago there
was nothing hut sand dunes.
A huge breakwater has been
built , warehouses constructTHE WIZARD OF ID
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"I can certainly see why llie autom obile rep laced
YOU!"

By Parker and Hart
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Two-State Deaths

Winona Funerals

John J. Wirt
A. E. Rao
Visiting hours: Medical arid jurolcsl
LEWISTON, . Minn., (Special)
Funeral services for A. E. — John Jacob Wirt, 53, marketPj lenls: 2 to A ind 7 to 8:30 p.m.
(No
"
children under 12.)
Rau
, 270 W. Wabasha St., will ing specialist for Land O'Lakes
7 Maternity patients: 2 to 3:30 and 7 to
^
be Wednesday at 2 p.m. at First Creameries, Inc., Minneapolis,
1:30
p.m. (Adults only.)
Congregational Church, the Rev. died suddenly of a heart attack
MONDAY
Harold; Rekstad officiating.
at his home in Minneapolis SunADMISSIONS
Mr. Rau¦¦ was born Aug. 29, day morning. He had not been
¦¦
'
me.; . .. •
ill-.. ¦ Francis Monahan , Altura,
Burial \yill be in Woodlawn He was born Dec; 6. 1912, in
. .' Minn . '
Russel Phillips, 1749 W. Cemetery. There will be no visi- rural Lewiston to Jacob and
tion. A memorial is being ar- Louise Schwartz: Wirt . He was
'. Broadway.
Alvin Koehler, 653 Johnson St. ranged. Fawcett Funeral Home graduated from Lewiston High
Miss Olga Benson, Red Top is in charge.
School and the University of
Minnesota.
Trailer Court .
Mrs. Sophia Loshek
Miss Ella Lohse, 1212 W, Funeral services for Mrs. So- He married Ruth Campbell
Broadway. V
phia Loshek, 526% E. 3rd St, of. Minneapolis in 19357 He workMrs. John Malenke, 357' ¦ 'W.- were held this morning at St. ed for Land O'Lakes in Detroit,
Mark St. . :¦: '
Stanislaus Church , the Rev '. Mich., and Chicago, before
Mrs; Vernon Campbell, 714 Milo Ernster officiating. Burial moving to Minneapolis in 1957.
V E. Mark' St.'.: ' , ' ;
was in St. Mary's Cemetery- He was a MasonV
Patricia Williaims, 456 Main Pallbearers were: Steve Lo- Survivors are : His wife; two
;
'
v ' .¦' . • shek, Leo and Stan Budnick, sons, John Gary, who is workV: v St- .W .
Mrs. Norman Semling, Foun- EdWard Srnec, Harry Schneider ing on his doctor's degree at
Stanford University, Stanford,
tain City, Wis.
and Donald Walski.
Calif.,
and Thomas Donald, in
Mrs. Lucinda Bierce, 701 Huff
Baltimore, Md., for induction
Edward H. Habeck
,- st. ; -;¦ ¦
Funeral services for Edward into service; one daughter . VirMiss Evelyn Rihs, 663 Grand
;
H.
Habeck, Wilson Townshu}, ginia, at home; one brother,
^ St.
will
be Wednesday at 1:30 p.m. Elmer J., Lewiston, and four
DISCHARGES
at St. Martin 's L u t h e r a n sisters, Mrs. George (Eunice)
Owen Foster, 359 Ewfng St, Church, the Rev. Merlen Wege- Allen, St. Paul; Mrs. Hoy (BeuMrs; Roger Broririg and baby, ner officiating. Burial will be in lah' J Rollyson- Santa Ana, Calif.;
Winona Rt. 3. V
Mrs. Leslie (Martha) Nelson,
Woodlawn Cemetery.
Anthony Prodzinski, 558 E;' Friends may Call at Breitlow Winona Rt. 1, and Mrs. F. E.
(Louise) Roth, Mankato, Minn.
4th St.A ' - A i - A A ' A- ' :
Funeral Home today from 7 to His parents
and one foster broMrs. Edward Bronk and baby, 9 p.m. and at the church Wedther have died.
Minnesota City.
nesday after 12:30 p.m. (
.
Funeral services will be at
Robert Olmstead, 420 W. 4th
Werness
Funeral Home, MinneCharles
Roberts
;
- V st.:.
Funeral services for Charles apolis..
Reed Callender, 1718 W . Mark Robert's 406 E. 4th St., will be
^
V Mrs. Alvin Mueller
' . . .St.:- ' Wednesday at 10 a.m. at Breit- ALMA, Wis. (Special )
Mrs.
William
Powell,
Cochrane,
low Funeral Home, the Rev. Or- Alvin Mueller, 64, Alma—Rt.
¦'
1,
7 Wis. ¦ ;. . '- : ' ;Lutheran
Faith
ville Anderson,
died Monday at St. Elizabeth's
Rachelle Leahy, Cochrane, Church, officiating.
Hospital, Wabasha , of a pulmon" ' - ' .Wis- .- ' - .;.
There will be no visitation. ary embolism. She had been ill
Baby boy . Rompa, 612 W. 4th
three.months.
St.
Mrs. Ray LeMay
The former Wilma Hammer,
. 7, BIRTH
Funeral services for Mrs. Ray
Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Adank, LeMay, San Francisco Calif., she was born Nov. 8, 1901, in
the Town of Belvidere to Wil7 166 Harvester St., a son.
will be Wednesday at 3 p.m. at liam and Anna Stein Hammer.
Breitlow Funeral Home, con- She lived in this area all her
BIRTHS ELSEWHERE
ducted by the Pickwick Chap- life. She was married Oct. 10,
ter
of the Order of . Eastern 1928, and was a member of St.
V HOUSTON, Minn. (Special)Star.
Burial will be in Wood- John's Lutheran Church, Alma.
Dennis
Forsyth,
Mr. and Mrs.
lawn
Cemetery:
Survivors are: Three sons, Ala son Monday at Caledonia
Community Hospital. Mrs. For- Friends may call at the tu- vin Jr., Herbert and Roy, Alsyth is the daughter of Mr. and ner al home today from 7 to 9 ma; four daughters, Mrs. RogMrs. Maurice Thompson, Shel- p.m. and Wednesday until time er (Anna) Dienger and Mrs.
Roger (Vera ) Mueller, Alnia;
don. Mr. Forsyth is the son of of services.
Mrs. Edwin (Eleanor) Kuhn,
Mr, and Mrs. Russell Forsyth,
Lewis P. Glenha
Durand , and Mrs. Wayne (ErHouston:
KELLOGG, Minn. (SpeciaD- Funeral services for Lewis P. ma) Marquardt , Cochrane; 13
At ; St.; Elizabeth's Hospital, Glenna, 552% E. 3rd St., will be grandchildren ; two brothers,
Thursday at 10:30 a.m. at Breit- Willard , Winona, and Marvin ,
Wabasha: •: ¦. .V -Vwi'VV
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Braun , low- ' Funeral Home, the Rev. Cochrane,; and three sisters,
Gerhard Huggenvik, Central Llir Mrs. Henry (Ettai) Giertz and
:a son Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Schpu- theran Church , officiating. Bur- Mrs. : Otmar (Anna) Probst ,
be in Woodlawn Ceme- Cochrane, and Mrs. Lester
ial will
weiler Jr., a son Jan. 3.
¦
(Verna) Buchholz, Milwaukee.
, . WHITEHALL, Wis. - .(Special ) . tery. ¦, ;v7
Her parents and one sister,
v —At Tri-County Memorial Hos- There will be no visitation.
Mrs. Herbert (Frances) Kiek' • pital: .
busch, have died.
Mr. and: Mrs, Eugene . ChrisFuneral services will be
tiansen, Strum, a son Thursday.
Thursday at 2 p.m. at St. John's
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Roskos,
Lutheran Church, the Rev, JerIndependence, a son Thursday.
ry L. Kuehn officiating: Burial
Mr. and Mrs. LaVern Pieriwill be in Buffalo City Cemetok, Whitehall , a daughter Sattery;' . .- urday.
Mr. and Mrs. David Roseth,
Friends may call at Stohr
Ettrick, a daughter Saturday . JAKARTA, Indonesia (AP)- Funeral Home Wednesday.
LAKE CITY, Minn . (Special). President Sukarno . today orMrs. Susan Maule
¦—Mr. and Mrs. John Zemke at dered all American corresponLake City Municipal Hospital, a dents expelled from Indonesia. INDEPENDENCE , Wis. (Speson Sunday. Grandparents are Sukarno issued the order In cial) V— Mrs, Susan Maule, 90,
the Rev. and Mrs. Walter A. a speech at a ceremony install- died Monday afternoon at. Tri7 Zemke and Mr. and Mrs. Ern- ing the new Indonesian ambas- C o u n t y Memorial Hospital,
est Stehr.
sador to Syria , H.M. Sudjon o. Whitehall. She had suffered a
stroke at home late Sunday.
The president said he has deThe former Susan Sylla, she
FIRE CALLS
American
corexpel
cided to
was born Sept. 27, 1875, in LinIndonesia
in
respondents
from
Sunday
coln Township, Trempealeau
8:47 a.m. - 509 E. Front St., retaliation for lies he said were County, to Urban and Anna
John Holzer Jr. car, front seat being written in the American1 Sylla , and was married to Fred
cushion of I960 model car on press about the current Indov Maule, Nov . 12, 1895. He died
fire, put out with hand pump. nesian political crisis.
in January 1951.
There are now two American
Monday
She was a member of Ss
8:25 p.m. — 850 W. 3rd St., correspondents in Indonesia:
Peter
and Paul Catholic Church ,
Press
Staniard
of
United
Archer-Daniels Midland Co., RE .
fire in a drier , used 50 feet of International and Donald Kirk , its Women 's Organization , Holy
lte-inch hose to put out , dam- representing the¦ New York Rosary Society, St. Joseph Society and St. Augustine Socie.
' .¦ .
Times. ' ¦
age not extensive. .
V
ty- V
Survivors are: Two sons,
Adolph and Peter , Independence; three daughters , Mrs.
Joe (Elizabeth ) Marsolek and
Mrs. Bernard (Susan) Wozney,
Independence, and Mrs . Alan
(Clara) Getts, Whitehall; 17
grandchildren and 24 greatgrandchildren.
Her husband , one son , one
daughter , four brothers and
two sisters have died.
Funeral services will be
Thursday at 10 a.m. at Ss. Peter and Paul Church , the Very
Rev Edmund J. Klimek , the
Rev. Joseph Miller , nnd the
Rev Donald Theisen , Whitehall
Catholic Church , officiating. ,
Friends may call after 3 p.m .
today at the Kern Funeral
Home, Rosary will bo said tonight and Wednesday at 8 p.m.
Pallbearers will bo Ray , Walter and Joe Mnule, Bernard and
Joseph Wozney , and Alfonse
Marsolek. Wallace Sylla will bo
banner carrier .

Sukarno Ousts
U.5. Reporters
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MisticAir

^

Plenum Furnace Humidifier

That's right. ONLY $39.95 plus installation charges, for
a humidifying system that will bring moisture-measured
comfort to every room in your house. This sturdy, low-cost
Mistic-Air Power Plenum Humidifier delivers up to 10
full gallons of moisture, It's an investment In long years
ot trouble-free , humidified comfort. At just $39.95 there's
no need lo postpone givi ng yourself and your family the
advantages of controlled humidification in every room
of the house.
o Attractive styling
• Minimum maintenance
» Quick, easy installation
• Full yaar warranty

G & K ELECTRONICS
2)1 East Third Strott
Winona , Minn.

Mrs. Emma Swenson
OSSEO, Wis. (Special) Mrs. Emma Swenson , 90, Fairchild Rt. I , died Sunday evening at Osseo Area Hospital
where she had been a patient
a week.
She was born Aug. 28, 1875,
in Town of Cleveland , Jackson
County, to Lnrs nnd Johanna
Falk. She was married to Charley Swenson Nov, 2i), 1«97. They
lived in tho Town of Garfield
until his death in 1942, after
which she lived with her son.
Survivors nre : One son, Reuben , Fairchild Rt. 1; two daughters . Mrs. George (May ) Withoy, La Crosse, nnd Mr.s. Joseph
(Nora ) Rorgen , Milwaukee;
four grandchildren , and five
great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be Wednesday nt 2 p.m, at South Beef
River Lutheran Church , the
Rev. Ray Nichols officiating.

Burial will be in Levis Cemetery.: ' .- ¦¦
Friends may call at Oftedahl
Funeral Home, Osseo, from today until Wednesday noon, then
at the church.
Mrs/ Rose Lichtenberg
CALEDONIA, Minn. (Special)
— Mrs, Rose Lichtenberg, 79,
died Monday at 1:10 a.m. at
Caledonia Community Hospital
following a short illness.
The former: Rose Pillie, she
was born Sept. 29, 1886, in Luxemburg, Iowa, to Mr. and : Mrs.
Joe Pillie. She was married to
Ben Lichtenberg. They lived in
DyersVille, Iowa, about five
years, after which they moved
to a farm near Freeberg.
Following her husband's death
14 years ago, she sold the farm
and lived with her daughter ,
Mrs. Patrick Hayes, Freeburg.
For the last two years she had
lived at Oak Grove Rest Home
here. ' :
Survivors are: One son, Clarence, Wasco, Calif.;; five daughters, ' Mrs. Ambrose (Mary )
White, Brownsville; Mrs. Joe
(Leone) White,. San Francisco;
Mrs. Pat ( Ardella) Hayes, Freeburg, and Mrs. Merle (Sally)
Houlihan and Mrs . Arthur
(Agnes) Kofta , La Crosse; 18
grandchildren; nine great-grandchildren , andVthree sisters, Mrs:
Mary Kapel - Shakopee; Mrs,
Johanna Smith, Wichita , Kan.,
and ; Mrs. Henry Oetker, Haber
Hill, Iowa. Two brothers have
died.' ¦'.'•
Funeral services will be
Thursday at 9:30 a.m. at Steffen
Funeral Home and at 10 a.m.
at St. Nicholas Catholic Church,
Freeburg, the Rev. Thaddeus
Derezinski officiating. Burial
will be in the church cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home Wednesday after 2
p.m,; Rosary will be said at 8.

Two-State Funerals
Henry J. Schuchard
MINNESOTA CITY, Minn. Fuheral services for Henry J.
Schuchard will be Wednesday
at 1 p.m. . at Fawcett . Funeral
Home, Winona, the : Rev. G . H.
Huggenvik, Central Lutheran
Church, Winona, officiating.
Burial will be in Woodlawn
Cemetery,
Friends may call at the funeral home today from 2 to 4 and
7 to 9 p.m.

Weather
OTHER TEMPERATURES
High Low Pr.
Albany, clear . .. ... 37 18 •'•. - ¦' ;'
Albuquerque^ cloudy 54 24 ..;
Atlanta, clear . .. 59 30 .
Bismarck, clear ;.. 19 1
Boise, snow ... .... 42 32 :09
Buffalo, clear :... 41 12 V.
Chicago, clear . . ... 37 6
Cincinnati, clear ... 44 18 ,01
Cleveland, cloudy . 42 14 .04
Denver, cloudy ... 62 ?s '..'
Des Moines, clear . 30 12 ...
Detroit- clear . .:. 39 M ..
Fairbanks, clear' - . -36 -44 ..
Fort Worth, rain . . 6 4 40 T
Helena, cloudy .. ..; 39 27 ..
Honolulu, clear ... 81 69 ..
Indianapolis , cloudy 44 17
Jacksonville, clear . 72 43 ..
Juneau, clear . V . 12 -8
Kansas City, clear 41 27 ' ,.
Los Angeles, cloudy 63 48 ..
Louisville, clear , 48 22 . ..
Memphis, clear "... V 56 28
Miami, rain , . . ; . . 72 66 .18
Milwaukee, clear .. 34 2 ..
Mpls.-St.P.i clear . 10 -5 '..
New Orleans, clear 70 42 ..
New York , clear ... 48 28 ..
Okla. City, cloudy . 6 0 37 ..
Omaha , clear . . . . . SO 16 ..
Philadelphia , clear 46 25 .,
Phoenix , cloudy .. 72 43
Pittsburgh , clear . 4 2 15 ..'
Ptlnd , Me., cloudy . 3,1 22 V.
Rapid City, cloudy . 37 17 ..
Richmond/ clear .. 54 32 ..
St. Louis, clear ... 41 l!)
Salt , Lk. City, cloudy 44 29 ..
San Diego, cloudy , 6 4 50 ..
San Fran., clear ... 56 48
Seattle, cloudy .... 46 43 .23
Tampa , cloudy . ... 71 59 ,.
Washington , clear . 54 32 .,
(T-Trace)
AIRPORT WEATHER
(North Central Observations)
Max. temp. 8 Monday at 4
p.m., min. temp. 8 below today
at 8 a.m., 7 today at noon,
clear sky, visibility 15 miles,
southeast wind at 8 m.p.h., barometer 30.51 and slowly falling, humidity 52 percent .

..

..

Justice Depf.
Hunts Killer ol
Rights Leader

PATIENT FROM OSSEO
OSSEO, Wis . (Special) - Ivan
Curry is a patient ot Osseo
Area Hospital following a heart
attack at hia home Friday,

SPRINGVILLE, Utah (AP) crunchy
Jean
Wightman's
breakfast cost almost $100.
That extra crackle didn't attract much attention until her
daugher , Linda Bartholomew,
launched a search for her contact lenses. She told her mother
she had left them in a bowl in
the cupboard. .-,
"A couple of bites seemed
extra tough," Mrs. Wightman
said, "but I just kept on chewing W ¦ ',:."

headlight out, suggested to him
that he not drive the car again
until the
¦ headlight has been
fixed;'. '¦' ¦ ' .'

Student Guilty
Of Defective
Two Default
Headlight Charge
Judge John D. McGill found Divorces Granted
a student from Kenya guilty of

HATTIESBURG . Miss. (AP)
— The death of a Negro civil
driving his car with one head- Findings for two default dirights leader from burns suflight out of operation after a vorces were granted Monday
fered when his rural home and
trial today in municipal court. afternoon following hearings in
store were set afire has touched
Aloysius M. Mazig, 24, Box District Court before Judge Aroff an investigation by federal ,
350, Nyeri, Kenya , East Africa, nold Hatfield.
state and local authorities.
satisfied his $15 fine from post- Jean H. Schafer, 31, 1217 W.
Mark St. won findings for a
"What happened to us can
ed bail.
divorce from Marvin VW. Schahappen to anybody,, white or
HE WAS charged with driv- fer, 31, Rochester. She and her
black," said Vernon Dahraer in
ing with one headlight out of father, Edwin Niemeyer, 1217
a deathbed interview Monday.
order oh Market Street between W. Mark St., testified that
Srd and 4th streets Dec. 31 at Schafer had treated her in a
"The full resources of the Jus11:17 p.m.
cruel and inhuman manner.
tice Department will be made
Mazig testified in his own be- The Schafers were married
available until the persons rehalf that he had heeded a po- April 16, 1955, in Winona. They
sponsible are identified and aplice warning to have the head- have one child, 8. Schafer did
prehended ,'' said Atty. Gen. NELSON, Wis,'-".— ": If 60 . per- light fixed by making arrange- not appear and was not repreNicholas katzenbach in Wash- cent of the owners of residen- ments with the vocational sented by an attorney. Attorney
tial property and land in the school body shop to do the job. Loren W. Torgerson representington:
unincorporated village of Nel- He was waiting lot them to do ed Mrs. Schafer.
"We hope and urge that peo- son request it, a water system ;the work when arrested , Mazig Dorothy A. Haner, S3, Minne¦
sota City, ; won findings for a
ple of good will of both races and sewer system with dispo- said\ .-: . '
divorce from Foster E. Haner,
sal
plant
will
be
installed.
Judge
McGill,
in
finding
the
will join together in a mutual
student guilty , said that the law 33, serving Mdth the Navy. Mrs.
This
is
state
law,
according
effort against lawless minorities
to Christ Castleberg, chairman is clear that a car with defec- Haner and her sister, Mrs. Melwhich seek V to destroy the re- of the Town of Nelson. At a tive equipment may not be driv- vin Hohensee, Minnesota City,
spect and understanding from meeting called by the town en . until actual repairs are testified in support 7 of Mrs.
Haner's allegation of cruel and
which the majority of our cit- bpardl at the town hall in the | made:
City Prosecutor James W. inhuman treatment.
izens are working," said Mayor village. Monday night, petitions
Soderberg called Patrolman Attorney Robert D. Langford ,
Paul E. Grady and President were distributed among 10 vol- L. Hill as his only witness. Hill representing Mrs. Haner, told
unteers who will conduct a surSelby C. Bowling of the county vey to see if 60 percent of the testified that he had stopped Judge Hatfield that Haner had
supervisors board in a jo int people want water and sewer Mazig several times to warn waived his rights under the
him about the headlight, dam- Soldiers and Sailors Relief Act.
statement.
systems. V
aged in a V collision last fall. Haner did not contest the diDahmer talked to newsmen The petitions will be deliver- Finally, Hill said
, he issued Ma- vorce action:
before he died. He said he bad ed to Mrs. Hazel Mueller, town zig a 48-hour repair warning. The Haners were 7 married
been awakened about 2:30 a.m. clerk. If 60 percent sign, the
Mazig told bim that it would Nov. 17, 1955, at Waukegan, Hi.,:
town board will declare Nelson
by gunshots. He said be grabbed village a sanitary district and cost more to repair the head- and they have four children,
aged 5 to 9.
a shot gun and fired several will proceed tp call a hearing light than the car was worth
so that he had decided not to
times at a car before fleeing and engage an engineer to draw repair the light, Hill testified.
with his family from his burning preliminary plans.
¦
ON CRpSS-examlnation by
Boundaries of the proposed
house,
district have been drawn. It Mazig, who . represented himDahmer's daughter, Betty, 10, -w.buld. be' i.3 miles long: and ex- self , Hill said he was positive
also was burned. She remained tend up to five blocks in width that the defendant had told
him he
fix the headin a Hattiesburg hospital today back toward the bluff from the light. ' ¦woujjl_¦¦ not
- ,W .:. =
PALM DESERT, Calif. CAP)
main
street,
which
also
is
the
in fair condition. Mrs. Dahmer routes of state Highways 35 and
Mazig testified in his own be- — Foriher President Dwight D.
was treated for burns and re- 25.
half that his first warning from Eisenhower ahd his wife, Ma-.
leased. The couple's two sons, Philip S. Davy of Davy Engi- Hill was the 48-hbur written mie, arrived Monday for their
Harold, 26, and Dennis, 12, were neering, La Crosse, as present ticket. He had not encountered annual winter vacation ,
Eisenhower, who suffered a
to discuss probable costs. He Hill previously, Mazig said. On
not inj ured.
Deputy Sheriff T.A. Wood- said Pigeon Falls, about 12 re- the night of Dec. 31, Mazig heart attack last November,
ward said the blaze that de- sidences smaller than Nelson, said, Hill was parked in front said he is feeling better but
stroyed the Dahmer home and built a sewer system with dis- of his 'apartment bn Market plans to take it easy for at least
store, which were about 200 feet posal plant last year for ap- Street, apparently waiting for two weeks before playing golf.
Mazing to drive home so that he The couple has a cottage oh
apart, was ignited by some type proximately $130,000.
the 11th fairway at the Eldorado
of fire bomb.
Seiward Nielson, Farmers could make the arrest.
"I had done niy best. 1 had Country Club. He said his only
A car, its tires punctured by Home Administration director
shotgun pellets, was found for ; Buffalo and Pepin counties, not ignored any law or any plans are to spend a lot of time
abandoned 2%, miles from the was there to explain the feder- warning which Mr. Hill had giv- indoors. -¦ ' "
Dahmer home. Officers said the al grants for sewage disposal en me," Mazig concluded. He A crowd of 150 applauded
owner had reported it had been systems, running about 30 per- referred to Wis efforts, made when the Eisenhowers stepped
even before the warning, to obstolen. '
cent, and FHA loans for the tain repair of the headlight, from their special railroad car
in nearby San Bernardino, bunsystems.
7
Katzenbach said President
furnishing Judge McGill Twith a dled up against the chill at 6:24
paper to show that the voca- a.ni. ' ¦¦
Johnson had expressed to him
"his deep concern over the gfetional shop is going to do the A group of Eisenhower High
work.
vous tragedy." :
School pupils at nearby Rialto
Judge McGill, after finding cheered and displayed a sign
The attorney general said
Mazig guilty of driving with one saying "Ike Hi Says Hi Ike."
many of his department had
come personally to know and to
respect the 58-year-old civil
rights leader. "Mr. Dahmer was
engaged in the highest kind of
citizenship — helping to secure MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - An
To . th« Membtri of
basic rights for his fellow cit- order issued in U.S. District
Court Monday:, directs Breezy
izen ," said Katzenbach.
Point estates, Pequot Lakes, not
to dispose of any of its assets
Jackie and Children pending disposition of an involGoing to Switzerland untary bankruptcy case;
Federal Judge Edward J. DevNEW YORK (AP)-Mrs. John itt also granted a motion to
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the .annual meeting of the
F. Kennedy and her children transfer the case to Minneapolis
Fidelity Sayings and Loan Association of Winona will ba
are scheduled to fly to Switzer- for a jury trial.
held at the office of the Association, 172 Main St,, Winona,
land Friday for a stay of about Singer Ginny Simm's, her husMinnesota , on Tuesday, January 18, 1966, at 7:30 P.M.,
two weeks in the winter sports band , Donald Eastvold , J. D.
for
the purpose of electing Directors and for the transaction
Lenz, and Danvin K. Holian ,
center of Gstaad.
of
such
other business as may properly come before the
:
Albert Lea , Minn., form a partmeeting.
nership in Breezy Point estates.
Body of Chicagoa n
Three creditors with claims toFREDERICK G. SCHILLING
v Secretary . •
Found in Car Trunk taling about $4,475 filed an involuntary bankruptcy petition
CHICAGO (AP) - The trus- against Breezy Point in Duluth.
sed-up body of Anthony Ponzio,
36, has been found in the locked
trunk of a stolen car in tho
parking lot of O'Hare International Airport.
Ponzio's body was inside a
zippered plastic clothing bag.
A 5%-foot length of clothesline
was tied around his neck and
his hands and feet were bound
with the same type of rope. He
had been either hanged or
strangled , police said.
Police found the body Monday when they discovered the
s:====:=:::
>v^
=zL^ ^-A>
^-- ' ^sF
^^^^^^~
"^^^^^B
car was stolen and made a routine examination before having
it hauled away.

Nelson Petitions
Circulated for
two Services

Ike and Mamie
In California

Breezy Point
Estate Frozen

NOTICE OF ANNUflL

Fidelity Savings & Loan Association
of Winona, Minnesota

^sy4r^^^^^^£^
J Ml
ft^^^

I
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Soppa Satisfactory

, Wis. - The condiJudge Approves tionARCADIA
of Bernard Soppa , 19, Arcadia , injured in a collision with
a semitrailer Sunday on HighDefault Judgment way
.15 south of Cochrane , wns
Plaintiff in a $769 lawsuit
proved up his default claim and
won judgmen t against tho defendant after a hearing Monday
afternoon in District Court.
Pierce P . Wittenberg, 460
Junction St., won the judgment
from Nicholas Melsch , Minneiska , who did not contest the action. Wittenberg was represented by Attorney William A. Lindquist.
Wittenberg testified thnt his
truck wns in a collision Sept.
10, Iflfifl , with a vehicle driven
by Melsch on a public road between Rollingstone and Oak
Ridge , four milcu west of Rollingstone. The repair bill was
$744,35, and the tow bill was
$25, Wittenberg said ,
Judge Arnold Hatfield held
Meisch liable for the total damages of $709.35, plus costs of the
action.
¦

Contact Lenses
Extra Crunchy

reported as satisfactory this
morning by his doctor. Ho is
a patient at Community Memorial Hospital where he was
taken after his car was demolished and an estimated
$20,000 damage was done to tho
tractor nnd trailer.

I

GET IN ON THB HUN FOR THE BUXCKS

MODERN
PROTECTION

with tho human touch I

Federated
INSURANCE
MM
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Compare Special's looks nnd porformnnce with anything else In this price range. There.
¦You ronlly can afford tp own n Buick. In fact , you can't afford not to. See your BuIcK
H
denier now while ho's In the mood to give you the very best deal In town. Hurry.

I

Wlnone, Minn.
^ ,
. .^
| *
&
Phone 2552
^mW

m$rSeeyour local authorized Buick dealer "^€
J

f hoate's
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FOUR BIG DAYS

KTADTS
TOMORROW
ST

^filfllTMOfi] ¦
Hlfil i V
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j 12th-13th-14th-15th
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1

FUR TRIMMED COATS
1
1 Limited quantity of all wool coats
.
. , .
r
i .j
I with mink, beave r or fox xtrim.
1 Tweeds, basket weaves, plushes
I and ribbed woolens.
1 reg. $70.00 to 140.00
I
NOW 58.00 to 109.00
I
UNTRIMMED COAT S
I
E Excellent values in all wool
I tweeds, plaids and plains.
I Warmly interlined.
I Sizes: 5 to 13 and 8 to 16

1 reg. 40.00 to 70.00

NOW 28.00 to 48.00

¦A

AD

ro ATc

¦
, sayings
Ti remendous
I car
a
on
I
^

coats of imported
K ... ,suede,. cloth,
,
corduroy or quilted poplin.
Limited number. Sizes: 8 to 16
*5n. nn
lo.UU to JU
UU
reg. isnn
NOW 7.50 to 19.90

=
=
=
= =
=
=
=
=

^
^

B)ffiB8SS8 _ J* PRICE
f
f
Outstanding collection of fall
and winter dresses, now reduced
half price and less. Wools,
blends, crepes, corduroy.
Junior, Misses , Half sizes.
b reg. 11.00 to 30.00
1
1

NOW 5.00 to 15.00

I
HOLIDAY DRESSES
P
|Select Group of Holiday Dresses.
I Brocades, mylars, chiffons.
I Sizes: 10 to 18.
t reg. 1 5.00 to 50.0.0.
I
NOW 9.00 to 25.00
1
"¦¦\,
COTTON DRESSES
M
- J n
Name D
Brand
Dresses U
by KI
Nancy
( Wayne, Pat Perkins , Sunnyvale
" and others. Prints and plaids
in-step-in , coat sty les and gored
skirt styles. Easy care fabrics.
IB Sizes: 10 to 20-14!^ to 2214 .
reg. 6.50 to 8.00
NOW 5.50
HOUSE DRESSES
Special group of house dresses
by Florence and Mr. Joe.
J Attractive prints in easy
jwear styles
Sizes: 12 to 2 0 - I 6V 2 to 24^/2
reg. 4.00
!

NOW 3.00
I
I
i
'
I
j

.j

'

D^

D
Te only Sizes 5 to 10
^h
reg. 69c and 89c pr.
. NOW 57c

i
j'
!,

Lj ngene Jumble Jable

;

Gowns, Slips and Odds
and Ends
REDUCED TO CLEAR!
============ ^^

m«~
lf ^M
*W

. bpecial broup

"™
*
?
ru
Charms - Special Group
reg. 1 .00 to 3.00
Earrings - Special Group
w. . w, CA
reg.
3 1 .00 to 1 .50

N0W 5 C
°

!

MOW
N W 5cn,.
C

:¦

HANKIES
"
— ". £
e
"' 1.00
re/J. ,„„
NOW
57c
"UVV D/C

i,

6<?C P''

NOW 39c
V- ,-,,-.™^-™™=-
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Famous Name Closeout
,
,
,
colognes and perfumes

REDUCED ^ AND M0RE

\

Famous Name Closeout
Beauty Preparations
r

:

i
}
/J

REDUCED Vi AND MORE

:

Cosmetics - Special Grou p
Co!ogneS/ Dusting Powder, Soaps,
j_- ancj Lotions, Creams, etc.
'
,
REDUCED
CALLY
ALL DRAST
____
_::==
=:=== ^^
SL ,pp ERS
HANDBAGS

< A
'
i.
,

l

£
S'00

'

¦

/•

!

W"

and

£»&* s- »d M'
».-»..,

-NOW 50c
NOW 2.29
==== ======== ^^
MEN'S AND BOYS' WEAR

,|

!

CLEAN-UP ON
f\ MerVs and Boys ' Winte r Jackets
h
ARROW SHIRTS
25% QFF
^' '
.
.
,
,
Dress Shirts . . . colored and
,
;
kA
b. c
's and D
Boys QSweaters
I
Men
<;nnrt Shi
'
w hit*
irfc
wh
ite . . W,nH
. and Sport
rts
h
^
JO WI
25%
OFF
..
^
reg . 4.00 to 4:50
NOW 3.00
V
Boys' Sport Sh irts
reg. 5,00
NOW 4.00
"1? .DU
regular
and knits
rea9- oy
6 95
' Kl-ftW
_
D
re
.
"50 '
INUW D
'W
w
reg. 8.95
NOW 7.00
A
:
;
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¦
' , '
'
'
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¦
"
"
'
'
'
'
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,
,
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JT ^®» Ig
Buttons and
Buckles
Large selection
colors and styles

,X

REDUCE D V

AND
ANU MORE
M

Kleinert ' s Dress
Shields
Size 30 to 44
reg. 2.00 P r.
NQW 1 0Q

U.S. KEDS*
OX FORDS
Dark Colors

* EleS'^nket
1-Only
1 uny ciecinc
oianKei _ ¦
¦ ; ^Ub|e"
: ¦
"
9 oo
NOW 10.00
1-Only Electric Blanket
Twin
^ "™
NOW 5 00
'^n'v toon* cTrt f
reg ^
NOW 4.00
2-Only Bedspreads
Twin. Polka Dot cotton
reg. 9.98 ea.
¦ .
NOW 4.00
Q
A
2-Only Bedspreads
in QUiIte d C°tt0n
5 8 . 88

NOW 4.00
2-Only Plastic Mattress
Covers. Bunk Size
reg. 1.00 ea.
NOW 50c

0n|y

Sizes: 5 to 11
N and M widths

'
^SZ :

fc^ratowrawmaffi^

^
f

New Crystal J ewelry
Earrings, Pins, Necklaces
reg. 2.00 to 1 0.00
NOW 1.00 to 7.50

%£*SL£2°
REDUCED
KtUULrtU TO
IU
CLEAR'

A ?Me Socks, _ ,
..
,, .
Discontinued Styles. Not all sizes.

'

N(W 5 C
°

GLOVES

Textured Hose
Odds and Ends. Broken Sizes.
NOW 25c pr.

,
•;

°
°
_ „ . , ,„ „ .
,.
„
,
air
Lady
Pins
Cuff
Links
My ^
,.0
C ^^^
^^^
,
^.
,
„.
c
Suede
Circle Pins
rea LOO

reg . to 6,00

REDUCED TO CLEAR!

EVERY ITEM A BARGAIN

NOW 3 pr. 2.00

'/

A jrmmm

DUSTERS
Lightweight morning coats of
cotton and Dacron® and cotton
blends. Pastel colors.
rea 7
reg.
/.uu
00 to 1100
M .uu
_
NOW 5.00 to 8.00
,

0DDS AND ENDS
LIMITED QUANTITIES
LOW , LOW MARK DOWNS

HOSIERY
>-^,
^
/
i_ju modern
neirs Hosiery
nosiery
Tl
Modern Heirs
re
9- 69cGroup - First Quality
S Special
PrNOW 47c •
^
¦
'/ • Agilon* Stretch Hosiery
N0W 197
First Quality - Nutria and Mocha

MHH@11S11
*•
'
Conon Chains gowns and
pajamas in pink or blue print.
Sizes: 36 to 40.
JQ
Z 4V
r69 ~
'

——-s
^

SSmSM^\

¦;'¦ ;• ¦ , ¦
' ,^_—LV.u.-.jj.ii.^.„^_„-:^;iJ.

NOW 4,0
SHOE DEPT.
.^.--w.....,-.

?™«^
Corduro V

Plain or Print
45" wide
reg. 98c to 1 .29 yd.
NOW 79c

, ,
Woolens
Variety of colors
reg. 2.98 to 4.75 yd.
U
/
Winter

lA

„ 0FF
„
MAU/
N0W A A

Remnant s

14 OFF

=
=
= =
=
=
NAMF RRANn
A7m
^
BRAS AND
GIRDLES
0DDS ANJ D £NDS

WA^A

'

DISCONTINUED

S H ^ETS

NUMBERS

Twin Size Lustercaf^
Sheets. Pastels only
ori g. 3,0 ea.
L_

i;,.-.j^:u^^-.xrzLLc^_^^,7:v7 ' :vT' i.-v

N°W U7

AND 3.00

f
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jj
Long Sleeve Madras Blouses
|
3 00
NOW 2.27 !3
|
SKIRTS
|
Name Brand Winter Skirts
|
in a wide selection of sty les
and colors
|

reg 800 t0 9 5

'

°

N0W 597

reg . 10.00 to 12.00
SKI

NOW 7.97

JACKETS

1\\
P:I

I

Qu!,ted nylon jacket , Reversible

1

colorful
I
¦„ Q o print and plain colors. ,
kinu/
rtft »-\
ong. o.ooQ
NOW 6.00
f
BENCH WARMERS
?.
Hooded rubberized poplin coats
l\
with quilted lining . S-M-L
\
;
19
on
nr
0
MOW
onn
ong - IZOU
NOW 9.00 I
|
GIRLS' WEAR-7 to 14
JL
TH" /wfflHsvws
MiMii©

I

Al1 wool winter coats , untrimmed

and fur trimmed

orig. 14.98
orig. 18.00
orig. 20.00

NOW 10.97 |
NOW 13.50 3
NOW 15.00
^
1
CXA/CATCDC
B
SWEATERS
|
Italian imported mohair. Pastel
_\
colors. S-M-L
|
re9- 800
N0W 4 - 00 !|
Orion ® Cardi gan Sweate rs
,
reg. 3.98
¦ ¦¦
¦ ,,1.27
. ¦ ¦ ¦ .and 2.47 |
. 7 . - . . NOW
.
i
, „,
M
1
Name n
Brand Blouses in cotton
and blends. Broken sizes
..
reg.
NOW 1,97 1
=> 3.00
I
Dresses - Limited Quantity!
|
reg. 4.00
NOW 1.00 |
I
JSMrts , Sl ks, Ski^s , Pajamas ,
Slack Sets , ^
Slips, Raincoats
1
|.
ALL REDUCED
FOR CLEARANCE!
|
'
'
.
. . . .
/
|
INFANTS' AND CHILDREN
I
Winter coals
|
NOW
9.97
°"°' \ ™
f
orig. 17.98
NOW 10.97 |
¦

¦

I
NOW
W 597 I
|
Snow Suits
I
orig. 8.98
NOW 6.97
|
Robes
P
reg. 3.98 to 5.98 NOW 2.97 to 4.97 j
Winter Jackets
reg.
y 7.98

Blankets
L]
ori 9- 4 9 8
NOW 2.98 II
ij
Dresses , Pajamas , Lined Jeans ,
I
Corduroy Creepers , Overalls
i
REDUCED TO CLEAR?
|:|
—T
"
:
||
«
»™
4™

N0W
°^0(
)

1|

¦
»§)®§1§
^
„c
iLarge selection
i .•
u
of* blouses
of
in
Long,
cotton , Dacron* and blends.
short and roll sleeves
a
variety of colors , sizes:
/sxl . „ _N0W 250
re9- 300 t0 4 0 °
NOW 3.00
reg- 4.50 to 5.00
reg. 5.98 to 7.00
NOW 4.00

!

ODDS AND ENDS
DISCONTINUED NUMBERS
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Addition Planned
At Alma Center

ERVING IN THE ARMED FORCES

Cor^

SEAMAN S T E P H E N A;
, GOERGEN, son o( Mr, and
Mrs. Clarence M. Goergen, Winona Rt. 2, has returned to San
Diego. Calif., aboard the tank
landing ship USS Jerome County after four months operations
with the Seventh Fleet in the
Western Pacific.
In its most recent operations,
the Jerome County transported
more than 400 troops, 300 vehicles 7and 4,000 tons of cargo to
major ports in South Viet Nam.
The initial voyage, a; nonstop
transit of the Pacific Ocean
and South China Sea, began
early in August and terminated
7,200 miles and 32 days later

at Chu Lai, Viet Nam.
i ;/ . A i • . . .
A.3.C. MICHAEL H. ANDERSON, son of Mr. and Mrs. Harold 0. Anderson, 1327 Lakeview
Ave., has been graduated from
a course for Air Force munitions specialists at Lowry Air
Force Base, Colo. A graduate of
Winona Senior High School, Anderson is being reassigned to
Hill Air Force Base , Utah , for
duty With the Air Force Logistics Command.

parents, Mr; and Mrs. Irving
Larson.
His address: Co. F, 1st Bn.,
4th Special TRN, BDE, Class
25, Barracks 76, Ft. Leonard
, Mo.
Wood
¦
'¦ " A "A :

"itAy

RUSHFORD, Minn. ^- Pvt.
Allan Larson has returned to
Ft. Leonard Wood, Mo;, after
spending a 14-day leave with his
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Kresge Changes
Manager Here
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ALMA, Wis. —• The new address of Pvt. Gary L. Haigh,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Eli Haiigh.
is: Co. C, 5th Bn., Brd.-Bet.
Bde., USAT, in care of 2nd Platoon, Ft. Leonard Wood , Mo.
65475.
CALEDONIA , Minn. — A.3.C.
Thomas J. Roerkohl, son of Mr.
arid Mrs, Henry H. Roerkohl ,
has been graduated from a

Assuming managership of the
S. S. Kresge Co. store, 51 W.
3rd St., Monday was Pat Barry, most recently a resident of
Palatine, 111., who succeeds Leo
P. Arnold, transferred to Hannibal, Mo., where he will manage a Kresge store.
Barry has been associated
with the Kresge organization
6Vs years and
\ for the past 1%
I years has been
I manager of a
i store in Chicago.
} He's a native
[of M a p l e |. toil, Iowa, and

. has been emp l o y e d by
Kresge at Davenport and Des
Barry
Moines, Iowa,
Decatur and Springfield, 111., in
addition to Chicago.
He's married and has one
child. Mrs. Barry and their
child will join him here when
housing accommodations are secured .
The change in managership
was effective Monday.
¦
Want to give those biscuits a
new look? Before they go into
the oven, brush them with
slightly beaten egg yolk and
sprinkle with sesame seed.
* ryy mzi&.. ^x...":.££
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\ • 1-Rol l 501 Nylon
!
Leaf Ridge
M Pattern. Golden Tan
|
1

j # 1-Roll Aerilan^
I
Ti p sheared loop and cut.
!
12' wide. Color: Gold

reg. 9.95

NOW

6.95

reg. 10.50

NOW

:"¦

'

7 .95

sq. yd.

i

J
'J

'

sq. yd. ','

/
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!

sq. yd.

r of Area Rugs
&
• Group

i
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NOW Vz off
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Fri. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m - Sat. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

i

J
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TREMENDOUS
VALUES!
|
Many Appliances
reconditioned , steam
: sterilized throughout
' and NOW . . .

SPRAY PAINTED
, with our NEW SPRAY
| PAINTING SERVICE.
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HUGE
SELECTION!

1

Many Appliances
"TAGGED." This
means TESTED,
APPROVED,
GUARANTEED

j
«
/
'j
'

COME EARLY FOR BEST SELECTION!

I

REASONABLE!

J

lj|
^

I '

i

S
\

I

I

35.00 |
CHEAP £

J 1 - Frigidaire Automatic Washer. Good condition
5 - Good Used Electric Ranges
, 3-Used Gas Ranges
15-Good Used Refrigerators
^

\<
1
|

19.95 |

2 - Used Maytag Automatic Washers - one priced at

NOW 12.95

*

Center St. - Between 3rd and 4th

[ 10-Used Maytag Wringer Washers.
Fully Reconditioned and Spray Painted. 90-Day Guarantee
|

LAMPS

;

j

cOg In the Old Gamble Building

|

MAKE US AN OFFER! '
PRICED FROM 10.00 f

I: COME IN AND SEE OUR SELECTION OF USED REFRIGERATORS/ |
V>u
Ch.na D
Base .Larn^ . w - ,!
reg. 14.95
NOW 10.95 ¦ > [ NEWLY SPRAY PAINTED IN VARIOUS COLORS - COPPERTONE - 1
reg. 11.95
NOW 8.95 J
I
TURQUOISE-WHITE -ETC.

Brass Desk Lamps
reg. 17.95
NOW 12.95

eta
.

Early American
reg.^
13.95
NOW
^
^

..|
„
9.95

/^ L J A i n C
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Modern Chair . Vinyl
.
•-.
r
A
Cover.
Color: Aqua
reg . 39.95

' ¦'

A erican
.
'
^7
Chair. £
Green p
Print
^
ry

reg 46 95

Some New Portable Stereo Sets at Big Pre-lnventory Discount
Prices

Stand, One Year Guarantee.
TV Set Complete with Roll-About |
1-New Curtis Mathes 19" Portable
I
reg , 169.95
NOW 119.95 |
&L 1 - New Frigidaire Built-in-Wall-Oven, Brushed Chrome Finish .
(Display Model)
™
|

'
|

reg. 179.95

¦

I

N0W 24.95

1 Group Curtains and Draperies '
25% off

All in Stoc k Drapery
20% off
Fabrics

1 Group Curtains and Draperies
33 ^i% off

1-Group Window Shades

1 Group Curtains and Draperies
50% off

°
Values to 4.95

Ij
I
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1.00 ea.

NOW 75.00 j

VINYL TILE AND CORLO NT ¦[
fj
H

Solid Vinyl Tile. Mosaic Chip Pattern.
1/ I6" xl2"xl2"
59c t j j e

Vinyl Asbestos Tile . Beech wood Pattern.
1/I6" xl2"xl2"
reg . 23c tile

Remnants Ceramic Tile
Remnants Plastic Wall Tile
Remnants Corlon 6' Vinyl
Odd Lot Vinyl Asbestos Tile# W"
reg. 12c tile

NQW

25c

1,.~-.»~: .
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NOW 15c l\

N

NOW Vi price fj
NOW Vi price jj
NOW Vz price
NOW 5c

Remember! Above merchandise in the Gamble Bld g.
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NOW 27.88 1
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50 - USED
TELEVISION SETS

HOME FURNISHINGS DEPARTMENT
r

CANBERRA, Australia (AP)
—Roving Ambassador W. Ay- V
erell Harriman will fly to South
Viet Nam Wednesday U.S. officials announced today. He is on
a world mission for President
Johnson to explain U.S. policy
on the Viet Nam War.

Wed., 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. - Thurs. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

|

CURTAINS AND DRAPERIES

.»s^?T^7~7*: ?7':.u7r7.1TiX.?TC
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•

SCHOOLMEN'S CLUB
Duane M. Peterson and Dan
Trainer Jr., members of the
City Charter Commission, will
discuss city government at a
meeting of the Winona Schoolmen's Club today at 6 p.m. at
Hotel Winona.

reg

I

.

cfo Four Big Days!

Brass Traditional
Lamps. White Shades
I
reg . 19.95
NOW 14.95

i • 100% Wool . "Good Fortune"
Textured loop. 12' wide
1-Roll Avacado
i
n II rSandalwood
J i
i
1-Roll
I

¦

^

p AP

7.95

j

'

NOW 5.95 sq. yd.

9
,
I • 1-Rol l Aerilan
Carved Pattern. 12' wide.
Color: Sauturne
j" . - ' - reg, 10.95
NOW

•¦.

USED APPLIANCES j
I¦

;

12th- -13th

reg . 19.95

CARPETING
reg, 7.95

'

j ^ Sim/Ms P:

?W—-— j y Ay. 14th - 15th
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1
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Harriman Going to
South Viet Nam
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mittee are Mrs. C. W. Burghardt, Vernon Duxbury, Junior
Jacobson, Orin Janke and Merle Prindle.

EYOTA. Minn. (Special) - S^^-^'SKS ^^
Lt. Cmdr. and Mrs. W. S. Kidd
recently visited his mother,
Mrs. H. L. Kidd, and sister,
Mrs. Arthur Pries, here. Cmdr.
Kidd recently was graduated
from Navy post-graduate school
at Monterey , Calif., and will be
stationed at Washington, DC.

Larson
Onsgard
HOUSTON, Minn. - Airman
"IliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimRS^aH^^
Robert
K. Onsgard, son of Dr.
4|F<3^Sfl^^^Hln3ilinElnll&SS
^3niHllDl^5CBiin^snnE»^l
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L- Kenneth Onsgard,
"¦IPM :aill' wBik'iB t^w^aa^aa^aa^aa^aa^aa^aa^aa^aa^aa^aa^aa^aa^aa^aa^aa^aa^aa^aa^m^aam
has
been
selected for training
y F Tf n
^mmmwwmwwm^^wmmr ^FJ
as an Air Force supply specialat ¦ Amarillo
Air Force Base,
^^HHHJ^M^'jiHII^HBI^IHHIHII^^H^^H^HI ist
¦
Tex.: - ¦ ' V. ' .V
He is a 1963 graduate of Houston High School, attended ConHElf Y0U HEW AOAIN/ ttEARiYi
'
W-V V !
H
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cordia¦ C oil e g e, Moorhead,
new d*>lgn —rtinier
Remarkable
Minn.
and completed basic
^^tAmmmWEAmAA^
^ ^ ^ ^^—^LwiSt—m^Ammmm ^ then ever bifore.
training
at Lackland Air Force
A Natural, fleih-coloreti, corrtoured to
•^^AmmW ^-f
^^^^mmmm ^m^
Base, Tex. "¦
^Vaaaaam:\^»^'-2 i i m m m W^ blend with tha thapa of your ear.
. ¦' ' ¦*W . ' W
"'* a 'l hut unnoticeble.
_tm__ ^__
m^''
__ ^_ ^_ wm
^_ _ ^S
PROVED
IN USE - recommended
TAYLOR, Wis. (Special) —
'^^^^ Bn'S^V ^
^
^ B^ *
lor 7 of every 10 with NERVE DEAF_ ^^L ^L%
i0 'Ik^i^K^
ESS '
Pvt. - William Rose, son of Mr.
*
^^^AmmmS^ ^B^B^BV ^'- " ' " ^
CORDS, NO TUBES,
and Mrs. James Rose Sr., has
Am ^AmmmmW
l ^AmmmW ^. * NO
NOTHING IN YOUR -.W"*.
completed engineer and para^
^^ BKatfaai ^al^^
^
": CLOTHES OR IN JT¦ 'j¦V^
A
r__W__ ^__ ^__ ^____' ^.
troop training and is now sta^ mWj mUmWmT ^^.
?6enll»*
llll nialn| . ¦
YOUR HAIRI
^
lt,a, "u'm*", Zf
AArWll ^^V
tioned with the 82nd Division at
: \ V.
¦¦ A "
' *¦;¦ 'W'.. W' W. *
^
**•'¦
"
«'n^ *^
\
Ft. Bragg, N.C. His address is:
^
^ ¦^¦^¦M
M
J S^i
'
ilta ya^r^ HHC, USA, JFK , Cen. Sp. War,
Ft. Bragg, N.C.
Another son, Daryl Rose, has
completed basic training with
the Navy and has returned to
duty after a 12-day furlough at
home. His address: : FA Daryl
L. Rose, Nav. Adm. Incom.
NTC, San Diego, Calif. 92133.
«.». rtn,i i,iiM'«ii .iiM»i p-roo .-Ht

course for Ah" Force computer
operators at Sheppard Air Force
Base, Tex.
Roerkohl, a graduate of Loretto High School, has been reassigned ; to Offutt Air Force
Base, Neb , for duty with the
Strategic Air Command.

ALMA CENTER, Wis. - Ari
Eau Claire architect has been
engaged to draw preliminary
plans for additional facilities at
Lincoln High School, Alma CentersIncluded in the planning is a
library, communications center
and vocational facilities which

Include family living, sewing, industrial arts, drafting and art.
Supt. Richard Darnill said the
cost is estimated at from
$250,000 to $300,000,
The district hope's construction can begin by late spring.
The addition initially would
serve all 380 children in grades
7:12 in the district at the same
center. :
Six general purpose classrooms are to be included to
house junior high students.
Members of the citizens com-

ney for the children , had souRht
$125,000 from Mrs. Lucile Horgan , administratrix of her hus7
band's estate.
case went
the
In
appeals
Two
Court, inSupreme
to the Iowa
cluding one which upheld, a lower court's ruling permitting the
case to be tried here.

7 Minor Children
$
^

By Mrt. C A. BRYE
Dally Newi Correspondent;
GALESVILLE, Wis. ( Special)
—Pieces of; iron pipe, railroad
spiked, scrap iron from the
V V Schilling' Electric plant — this
¦alvage and other like it are the
materials used by Brother Mel
Meyer, Marynook Novitiate,
Galesville, for his statues and
art work which can be found
throughout the buildings at this
Catholic school for boys.
Newly acquired for the Christmas season was a large woven
tapestry which hangs in the
chapel of the newest building,
Designed by Brother Mel, it was
woven by Geraldine Seney ,
Grand Rapids, Mich., who signs
her work "Jeri."
DEPICTED In the center pf
the tapestry is Christ, Son of
God. The Holy Spirit is pictured
as an all-seeing eye on one Side
of the hanging. On the other
side is a dark figure of fhe Virgin, incorporated in mystery.
For the tapestry, Brother Mel
sent Jeri four long strips of paper, the actual size of the finished work, with drawings tinted In the colors he wished her
to use. the completed work was
returned to him in four vertical
strips. With the assistance of
a seamstress, he sewed the
strips into the finished tapestry;
Brother Mel met Jeri by accident. She was visiting in
Galesville last summer and attending a meeting of the
Trempealeau County Historical
Society at Ferret State Park.
Brother Mel and some of the
novitiates were at the park oh
" . .an7outing. .

.been here three years. There is
no art claSs at Marynook, but
students work at it under Brother Mel's direction in spare time.
Marynook , formerly Gale College, a Lutheran school, now is
in its 25th year. It is for high
school graduates who remain
for a year preparatory to further study toward the priesthood
or the Marianist order; The
Rev. Herbert Pieper is head of
the school, where 24 are enrolled. There are seven on
the staff — fi ve brother 's and
two maintenance men .
One brother is a cook, one a
farmer who keeps bees, and
three are teachers.
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With today's spread-out floor plans and split-level
homes, it's not -uncommon to have at least one room
that is always too cold.
The quick, simple solution is a gas room heater.
Depending on the area and the available space,
however, you might prefer a gas wall or floor furnace.
~
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St. Louis, Mo., has Studied
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Sales and Service
1005 W. Sth
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First Snow of
Year in Paris
PARIS (AP)-The first snow
of the year — and one of the
heaviest falls since World War
II—covered Paris with 6 to 8
Inches of white today.
The snow started about 8:30
Monday nip-ht and was still coming down at mid-morning. Buses and cars crawled through the
icy streets, nnd suburban trains
were delayed 5 to ' 30 minutes.
A number of runs were suspended.

Are Right for So Many Eyes
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in Europe, especially in Paris
and Switzerland , where he learned stained glass art . He has

OpikJL bif. PLYMOUTH
CONTACT LENSES

m

1. Got a cold room?

5IEGL EH
Mark III

SEE IT TODAY!

•ty. -, -vw w ' w . - . . ^

herever you have a special heating
problem m or around the home.
you're likely to find the answer with
W versatile, efficient natural gas space
heating.
Whether you're expanding or modernizing your
home or just txying to correct an existing "cold
room situation, there's a gas room or space heater
that'll fill the bill.
Here are typical examples and useful information
you should have.

HgfaJfflHMliil

PIN IT UP-BUILD IT
IN OR PIPE IT TO
ADJOINING ROOMS

^rW- A ^

Jf it's a seldom used room or area,it can be heated

up quickly.. ; only when needed. This is true of any
gas space heater.

2. Adding a room ?

,
..Ir
If you re building on a new room or wing, the first
consideration, even before heating, is weatherstripping and insulation.
Be sure you provide for at least 2 inches of insu-

lation
in the ,outeide
walls and
4 inches„in.the
ceiling.
6,
.,
.„ ,
u„ .;
1
r ,
Heating
costs will be ,less if you do.
Windows
and
ou side doors must have tight-fitting storm sashes.
Ask, too, about a proper moisture barrier for the

walls and floor. ¦
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Then select a natural gas space hoator for each
add-on room. There's one sized for almost, any area.
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Contact lenses have come n Ion/* way slnoo they were
first introduced lo tho human eye. Now tlioy nro writer
thin and smaller thnn n dime. In most instnnrrs , they
Kivo you better vl.sio/i, nre imdi 'tectulilc . Kven your
closest (rirnds won 't know you're* woiirinji thorn I

I
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Satisfnction GuArfln'peri
Buy Factory Direct 8. Save — $6$ Pnlr —

Plymouth Optical Co.
78 Wait Third — Ground Floor -^hone 6 in
THE HOME OF

\.

$9.95 SINGLE VISION GLASSES

OSAGE, Iowa (AP)-An out of
court settlement of a damage
suit resulting from a five-fatality auto accident near Lyle,
Minn , in October 1963 was announced here Monday by District Judge B. C. Sullivan.
The $41,000 Settlement went to
the seven minor children orphaned when Mr. and Mrs.
Warren Peterson and Mr. and
Mrs. Lloyd Olson, all of the
Osage area, were killed in the
head-on crash.
The two couples were in one
car traveling to a square dance
when it collided with another
driven by Virgil Horgan of St.
Ansgar, Iowa, who also was
killed .
The suit , brought by an attor-

Marine From
Minnesota Killed
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
Marine from Minnesota and an
Air Force lieutenant from North
Dakota were among 23 ILS.
servicemen reported by the Defense Department Monday to
have been killed in action in
Viet Nam.
They were Marine Lance Cpl.
Ronald E. Nelson, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Vernon L. Nelson of
rural Braham , Minn., and 1st
Lt. Jon A. Greenley, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Alfred C. Greenley of
Fargo, ND.

6 of the ways
Natural Gas Space Heating
can add more comfort
to your home
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NEW TRIM STYLING

In Auto Accident
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The bodies of Judge Gale and . . ',
his wife; are buried on the !
grounds at Marynook. Each |
year the Brothers observe Fpun- !
der's Day, when a public pro- j
gram is presented and a wreath i
laid;on Judge Gale's grave. " "'
Galesville also has. a convent, Our Lady of the Apostles,
in which three sisters, headed by
Brother Mel Meyer
GALESVILLE ART . . . Brother Mel Meyer of MarySister M. Wenceslaus, all from
Before Tapestry
Ireland , are residents. They nook Novitiate fashioned the censer, left, and incense conschools tainer, right, out of old pieces of pipe and scrap materials
and ruler, done in reds and pur- THE SCHOOL was fonnded teach parochial summer Gales- which his students picked up on hikes. (Mrs. C. A. Brye
by Judge George Gale, also and religious classes at
ples. The stations of the cross founder of Trempealeau County, ville, Ettrick and Trempealeau. photo)
are symbols in wood plaques,
the 32th station representing the
crucifixion. A tabernacle veil
depicts the cross against a
darkened night. A. hammered
iron cross hangs from the ceiling over the altar, studded with
colored stones.
Also of interest is a candle
several feet high. The holder is
of wrought iron. Standard for
the ; candle is a 7-inch pipe
with railroad spikes at the base
to hold it erect. The candle
is intricately . designed of colored beeswax, with alpha and
omega representing the top and
base of the caudle.

A CENSER, made of pipe ,
hangs on a heavy chain. There
is a matching incense container .
Materials for much of Brother
Mel's sculptures have been pickTHE CHAPEL Itself , done in ed up: by students while on
the modern manner, is plain, hikes. :
with altar and back walls of The brother also has designstone. The stained glass win- fed vestments for the priest.
dows, done by Brother Mel, They are made from a simple
symbolize Christ, the redeemer circular piece of cloth, hemmed all around, with a cehtejr
hole to slip over the head. They
are in plain colors; one of brocaded green Satin and the others in brilliant red and purple.
Sleeveless, they are worn with
a stole.
Nearly every room in the several buildings at Marynook
has evidence of Brother Mel's
work. Everything has been designed for some special liturEL^mww^^m^wmw1
EKKJ^NT *1reiBK«ir &wf - I gical feast or holy day.
HKapsSsT'* JSflSiMiilllsl^pt THE BOYS? study room was
decorated by the students for
the holidays, with a blackboard
mural done by Brother Mel.
In the dining room the tables,
lighted with candles, are group^y^Ha^aHaH
wiS ed around a center mound made
with colored cellophane lighted
from underneath, giving the efaBBBBBBBBBBaBBal
'
BBBBBBBBBBBBBB
ftS^fl
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""'^¦¦F^^^^lrW'a
fect of stained glass. A nativity
>l
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBHffi
r i^Bm^iJl scene tops the mound.
A frieze on one wall depicts
the Last Supper . The heads of
the , figures at th« supper are
H^a^^»*l^tCS* \wS painted
on concrete slabs, with
tmi^iiBwmmmmmmwiimmmasatmmmmmmt
mi
Christ
in the center. Much of
Brother Mel's painting fe simithe versatile new
lar to paintings in early
churches of Europe, especially
in Norway, where artists used
lines sparingly in bringing out
the expressive faces.
For one figure of the Virgin
GAS HEATING SYSTEM
and Child, done in White , Brother Mel used a discarded saw
SUPER FLOOR
blade from a lumbermill which
he painted black for the backHEAT OUTLETS
ground.

KEW HEATING COMFORT

Galesville, and Galesville Universify. One of the several old
buildings,/'Old Main,'; was built
more than 100 years ago. A new
and modern school building has
been added since the Marianist
Brothers purchased the proper-
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And you have a wide choice of kinds and stylos of
gas space heaters: a free-standing room healer , a
wall furnace or, if there s «paee beneath the floor ,

a floor furnace.
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SPACE HEATING EQUIPM ENT

Hundreds
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A single room heater, wall or floor furnace can
give you fast, economical heat thermostatically contro-^d when you -want it. And a wall heater can
often be positioned to deliver heat to several rooms
at the same time.
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A gas room heater is usually the most practical
for a finished basement, but a gas wall furnace can
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Models Available
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The room heater
A direct heating version of the popular gas
furnace. The
free-standing gas room heater draws in room air and
heats it.
Some then use a fan t0 dlstrlbute the lsair for areas dif-
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fIn a room or between
f ' rooms. It Is partially or completely
recessed and the latest designs are most attractive.
As with room heaters,many have fans In order to dlscharge' the warm air near the floor. Same models Include

a sealed combustion chamber, separating tho burner
from" the room. All have safety controls and wall thormostats arecan
available.
They
be direct vented or vented to an existing
chimney or flue. Some now cool in the summer ,too.
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A car can usually survive in an unhealed garage.
Rut for real cold weather protection , and especially
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Unusual Gases Listed on Court Calendar
By TERRY BORMANN
Dally News Staff Writer
The most Interesting cases
on the calendar of the new District Court term j which began
Monday, are not necessarily the
ones which involve the most
money.
Possibly* the most interesting
new case on the calendar is a
suit by a farm couple to make
the estate of a man killed last
winter keep a promise he allegedly made while alive. The
case involves something more
important than money itself —
the couple 's livelihood.
ANOTHER case involves a
$4,000 lien by an Illinois construction company against St.
Mary's College. This concerns
its new vgymnasium. ;
At . the call: of this new calendar Monday, attorneys involved in several cases announced that settlements had been
reached out of court, New cases
settled were: Commercial Carpet Co. . of Rochester against
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Hanson and William Garry, minor
son of James P. Garry, against
Mrs. Marlene Oebser.
Stricken from the January
calendar on procedural grounds
(but likely to be put on the
April term calendar) were : Arne Odegaard against Schuler
Chocolates, Inc., and Mrs. Conrad A. Schewe against Winona
Transit Co. ;

Modern Oil Burner Service,
Inc., 213 Center St.
All parties agree that the Olsons bought a furnace and air
conditioning unit from Comb in
June 1961 and that the unit was
installed by Modern Oil. Jet
Heet does not specifically admit manufacturing the unit, but
the Olsons allege that it was
negligently manufactured
by
¦
Jet-Heet. •' -;V.V. - -

THEY FURTHER allege thai
the unit never operated properly from the time of its installation until Jan. -6, 1965, consti-i
tuting a breach of warranty by
both Como and Jet-Heet.
On Jan. 6, 1965, the furnace
exploded, causing extensive
damage to their home, the Olsons allege. They demand $10,;
OOO compensation.
In its answer, Jet-Heet denies
the breach of warranty and negligent manufacture allegations.
If there was any negligence involved , it would be on the part
of those over whom Jet-Heet
has no control , it alleges..
Jet-Heet also has filed a thirdparty complaint against Modern
Burner , alleging that the flatter
negligently installed and serviced the furnace and air conditioner. If any damages are
awarded the Olsons, Modern
Burner should be held liable,
Jet-Heet alleges. V
Jet-Heet filed a cross-claim
against its co-defehdant , Como,
also asking that any damages
awarded be , assessed against
DONALD B. MacNeal, Inc., Como;
Chicago; against St. Mary 's College, Winona ; P..Earl Schwab MEANWHILE, Modern BurnCo., 74 Kansas . St.; Harold . An- er admits making the installaderson Crane Service, Willmar, tion but .denies it was negligent.
Minh.; Winona National & Sav- And it hasv filed counter-claims
ings Bank ; Northwestern7 Mu- against both Jet-Heet and Como
tual Life : Insurance Co., address charging breach of warranty by
not given , and Continental Illi- reason of malfunction of the
nois National Bank and Trust furnace and air conditioner and
Co., Chicago, is a suit to pro- demanding $964 compensation
tect MacNeal's , mechanic's lien for cleaning and replacement of
on the new St. Mary 's gymna- parts: it had to do; after the explosion. Agents of both Jetsium. :: • ¦
Heet and Como are charged
MacNealV alleges that it fur- with
negligently inspecting the
nished a mobile crane with opand making suggestions lor
erators at V the request of a unit
Schwab subcontractor. The bill alterations.
Jet-Heet has answered Modfor. this service, $4 ,091.64, has
not been paid ,. MacNeal alleges. ern Burner 's ciunterclaim by
The plaintiff filed . a mechan-. denying it was negligent , and
lc's lien Jan. 7, 1965, and is now Comb has answered Jet-Heet's
bringing suit to obtain judgment cross-claim by denying it was
against St. Mary 's for its bill negligent.
MR. AND MRS. Reuben fiadtand for designation of Its lien
as first lien on the gymnasium, ke, Warren Township, against
the other : defendan ts were Merchants National Bank of
brought in, MacNeal states, be- Winona; Mrs. Marian Duncancause they ttiay have an inter- son, 66 W. Mark St., and
est in the gymnasium V that Floyd A. Mercer, Houston,
could be prejudicial to their Minn , is a suit disputing the
own, Specifically, M a c N e a l disposition of the estate of a
notes that defendant Anderson man killed in a truck-train acfiled its own mechanic's lien cident last Feb. 12.
for $2,028 last Jan. 22.
The Radtkes brought suit to
Winona National & Savings force the estate of Everett W.
Bank alleged in its answer that Duncanson to live up to the alit has "no interest whatsoever" leged agreement he made with
in the real estate on which the them before his death.
gymnasium stands. It asks dis- Duncanson allegedly asked his
missal of; the complaint against daughter, Mrs. Radtke, and sonlt. , 'W 7
in-law to leave their home and
NORTHWESTERN Mutual an- employment ih Rochester in
swers that its mortgage on the 1961 to operate a farm he owncollege for $400,000, dated April ed in Warren Township, 2%
11,. 1955, is a first lien and miles north of Wyattvllle. He
should t a k e precedence. It promised them, the Radtkes alasks judgment to this effect lege, that the farm would be
with regard to the unpaid bal- theirs when he died. However,
they say, he never executed a
ance of $277,457.
The college answers that nei- will to enforce this agreement.
ther of the defendant banks has
any interest in the gymnasium. DUNCANSON'S wife. Marian,
It further alleges that St. and son by a former marriage,
Mary 's was the third-party ben- Mercer , knew of and acquiesceficiary of a contract signed ed in, Duncanson 's promise to
Feb. 22, 19f>5, by S c h w a b them , the Radtkes state. Howand a subcontractor , Koppers ever, when Duncanson was killCo., Inc., a Delaware corp. By ed last year , Mrs. Duncanson
the terms of this contract , Kop- successfully petitioned probate
pers agreed to save the college court to admit a lost or destroyfrom any liabilit
¦ y arising out ed will of Duncanson 's which
of . " mechanic 's liens by Mac- left the farm to her. The lost
will further provided that interNeal or Anderson ,
Anderson answers that the est in the farm would be split
plaintiff , MacNeal , should have between Mercer and Mrs. Radtnothing from it and .that '. , it ke on Mrs . Duncanson 's death ,
should be awarded judgment on according to the Radtke's comits $2,028 lien for services per- plaint .
formed at the request ol the
The Radices have performed
same , subcontractor which hired their part of the agreement with
MacNeal.
Duncanson since 1961, they
Schwab answers that , by the state; and they have added to
terms of its contract with Kop- the farm by investing capital of
pers, it , too, is protected by the their own in it. The Radtkes ask
latter from any liability result- of the court a judgment giving
ing from foreclosure of mechan- thorn a bill of sale to transfer
ic 's liens.
fee title to themselves, a decree
AN INTERLOC KING scries that the defendants have no
of claim and counter-claims — interest in the land and an acnnd a cross-clnim — links plain- counting of the farm 's assets
tiff Mr . nnd Mrs , Robert P. Ol- from the defendants.
In a reply to a counterclaim
son, 514 W. Broadway, with defendants Jet-Hect , Inc .. and Co- by the bank , which is Duncanmo Oil go., addresses not given , son's executor , the Radtkes aland the third-party defendant , lege that all items claimed by
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the bank as part of the estate
are their own personal propertyV The defendants have filed no
answer to the Radtke's complaint.:

RUDOLPH Thesing, La Crescent , Rt. 1, V Minn., against
Ralph L. Whitlock,, Caledonia,
Minn., is a personal injury suit
for $28;0O0 arising from a twocar collision Aug. 19 on U.S.
16, 2 miles south of La Crescent. Thesing alleges negligence
by Whitlock. He lists $1,000
medical expenses, $2,000 damage to bis car and $25,000 in
general damages. Whitlock has
filed no answer.
Frank F. Schmidt, PlainView,
Minn., against Francis Stead'
man , Whitewater Township, alleges alienation of his wife's affections by Steadman. Schniidt
alleges that he married the former Anna Seefeldt Nov. 30,
1938, and that Steadman has
since alienated her affections.
He asks $50,000 damage's.Steadman, in his answer, admits the marriage but denies
that he alienated Mrs. Schmidt' s
affection for her husband.
MRS. ROBERT L. Beavers,
Fountain City V Rt. 2, Wis.,
against Gary R . Schmidt, 1734
Kraemer Dr., is a personal injury suit arising from a twocar collision at Kraemer Drive
and Orrin Street Feb. 5, 1965.
Mrs. Beavers alleges permanent
and disabling injuries for which
she should receive $15,000 compensation, plus $1,000 for h e r
medical: expenses.
; She says that she was a passenger in a car moving south on
Orrin Street when it collided
with a car driven west on Kraemer Drive by the defendant.
Schmidt has hot filed an answer.
JOHN W. Marsolek, Bluff Siding, Wis., against Darrel D.
Multhaup, ia, Fountain City,
Wis., is a $15,000 personal injury suit rising from a collision
two miles south of Bluff Siding
oh Highways 35 and 54 Oct. 30,
1964. Both plaintiff and defendant were driving eastward on
the highway when the mishap
occurred. . Multhaup, who is
Charged with negligence, has filed no answer.
In separate suits brought by
Mrs. Dora Timm, address hot
given, against Mey Troppman ,
whose last address was Utica ,
Minn., and Thomas J. Troppman , address hot given, the
issue is payment of a note to
the estate of Ervin Timm, of
which Mrs. Timim is executrix;
Complaints in the two suits have
not. been filed, but the Troppman's answers have.
Riley Troppman alleges that
the note (whose amount is not
mentioned) was discharged in
bankruptcy proceedings Aug. 20,
1964, and, furthermore, was forgiven him by Timm during the
letter 's lifetime. Thomas Troppman alleges that he is not liable
for the note because he did not
agree to its making and because it was discharged in bankruptcy.
MRS. JAMES S; Theis, 715
W. Broadway, against Thomas
J. Kronebusch , 845 W. Broadway, is a $25,000 damage suit
arising out of a collision April
6, 1964, at West Broadway and
Ewing Street.
Mrs . Theis alleges injuries to
her neck and lower back. Her
husband , in a separate suit
against Kronebusch , asks compensation for an alleged $2,000.
in expenses. Kronebusch has not
filed answers.
A CASE transferred from municipal court involves a $530.15
claim by a Winonn electrician ,
doing business as Sense Electric Service, 1732 W. 5th St.,
against Eugene Aim , New Ulm ,
Minn. , a poultry raiser. Aim
has filed a $1,024 counter-claim.
Sense charges that Aim owes
him $530 for labor and materials furnished on a poultry house
under construction at Hartley,
Iowa. Aim 's counterclaim alleges that the wiring work to
be done, by Sense was supposed
to bey completed by June 28,
19C4^so that chickens scheduled
to (arrive could be housed.
Sense, it is alleged , did only a
little work , then left , forcing
Aim to hire another electrician
and to board the chickens when
tho work wns not finished.
In a reply to the counterclaim ,
Sense alleges that Aim told
him the building was ready to
be wired June 25, 19(14. In reality, construction had not progressed far enough to allow wiring to be done, Sense alleges,
Ho did some work but could
not complete the wiring ; ho
was informed June 29, 1964,
that another electrician had
been hired , Sense maintains.

42514 E. Howard St., againt
Lars H. Granberg, 476 W,
Broadway, and Mr. and Mrs,
William J. Cieminski, 671 E.
Howard St., is a $35,000 personal injury accident suit.
Mrs,; Brang charges negligence , against Granberg and
Mrs. Cieminski, the drivers in
a two-car collision Sept. 23,
1964, at 2nd and Center streets.
Mrs. Brang suffered hip and
back injuries, she alleges, while
a passenger in the Cieminski
car. v.
Granberg has answered that
he was not negligent and that
if Mrs . Brang suffered any injury it was due to her own negligence. V
WILLIAM Garry, minor son
of James P. Garry, .1621 W.
King St., against Mrs. Marlene
Oebser, 16 Otis St., charges
that MrsV Oebser's car struck
the Garry boy at West 5th and
Lee streets April 21, 1964/ :
Garry asks $25,000 compensation c? the broken right leg
and brain concussion suffered
by lis son and $2,500 compensation , for medical expenses he
incurred on his son's behalf.
Mrs. Oebser has not filed an
ans-wer . 7-V. 77
Robert J. Fix, 825 W. Broadway, against Jim DV Moh an
Siding & Window Co:, 160
Franklin St.,: is a $2,000 damage
suit arising out of an incident
that had everyone , chuckling last
year. Fix charges that Mohan 's
employes trespassed on his
property and damaged and depreciated his house , and lot
March 31, 1965,
The incident grew out of an
address allegedly mistaken by
Mohan 's employes, who had
been sent out to put new siding
on a Winona home. They are
supposed to have gone to the
wrong home—Fix's. Mohan has
not filed an answer.
RODGER L.7Seavey, 835 48tH
Ave,, Goodview, asks $10,000
compensation for injuries in a
suit against Samuel G. Morken , 617 Terry Lane.
Seavey charges that Morken
negligently collided with his
car at: WestV 5th; and Huff
streets Feb. 16, 1965. He asks
$10,000. compensation for neck,
shoulder, arm and knee.. Morken has not filed an answer ,
JOHN DALE . Menomonie,
Wis. , is suing James Martin ,
North La Crosse, for $30,000 in
a case that was mistried during the September term of
court. Dale : alleges permanent
knee injuries suffered as a result of ari automobile 7 accident
on U.S. 61-14 south of Dresbach Oct. 7, 1963, whiles, he was
a passenger in the Martin car.
EDSTROMS , INC., has been
added as a third - party defendant and plaintiff against
Hartford Accident & Indemnity
Co. inVthe case, carried over
from the April 1965 terni of
court , qf Everett L. Edstrom
against First National Bank of
Winon a and Harold B. Edstrom ,
third-party defendant and plaintiff against Fireman 's Fund Insurance Co.

ROBIN DUFFY, minor daughter of Hugh E. Duffy , 556 Minnesota St., against W. Wayne
Smith , 944 W. Howard St., is
a $2,500 personal injury suit
arising from a collision May 23.
1964, on Highway 35, three miles
north of Bluff Siding, Wis. Duffy alleges that Smith negligently collided with a car driven by
Mrs. Duff y, causing Robin to be
thrown forward and to break
a front tooth .
Smith has answered that any
injury suffered by Robin Duffy was caused by the negligence
of others over whom he had no
control.
Duffy has brought a separate
suit on his own behalf seeking
to recover $218 in dental expenses and $500 in damages to
his car as a result of the above
collision. Smith has made the
same answer,
MR. AND MKS . Eugene J.
Blank , 900V4 E. Sanborn St. ,
against the Winona General
Hospital Association and Dr,
John A. Tweedy, 503 W. Broadway, is a suit for $2,750 damages allegedly sustained in an
operation by Dr. Tweedy Feb,
11, 1965, on Mrs. Blank.
Mr.s. Blank alleges that Dr,
Tweedy negligently broke and
lost a tooth with a three-quarters gold crown and wing
bridge attached while operating
for tho removal of a cyst frorn
Mrs . Blank's eye. The incident
caused Mrs. Blank pain nnd
permanent disfigurement, it is
alleged. Blank alleges $250 medical expenses as a result of the
incident, and his wife asks
$2,500 compensation,
Neither defendant has filed
nn answer.

1954, at Decorah, Iowa, and
have three children, aged 4 to
10; Braatz has not filed an answer to his wife's complaint.
Emily A. Ford / 42, 452^4 Center St., against Leslie ; A. Ford,
43, Witoka, charges:Ford -with
cruel and inhuman treatment.
The Fords were married May
9, 1940, at Wabasiha, Minn . They
have five : children , aged 15 to
22. Mrs. Ford asks custody of
the three minor children.
In an answer and counterclaim, Ford alleges cruel and
inhuman treatment by his wife
and asks that he '- . be awarded
the divorce. He also alleges
that the marriage took place
May 9, 1942, (not 1940) and that
MRS. CONRAD A Schewe . 515 he is 44 years old and his wife
Wilsie St., against Winona. Tran- 43. :
In her reply, Mrs, Ford ad-:
sit Co., 315 W. 3rd St., is a
case arising from a bus colli- mitis the correction on date of
sion west at Howard and Wil- marriage and ages but denies
son streets Dec.: 9, 1964, Mrs, she treated her husband cruelly.
Schewe asks. $i5,0OO : compensa- Ardelle H. Jarrett , 37, La
tion of alleged permanent and Crescent Rt. 2, Minn,, against
disabling injuries suffered when Homer E. Jarrett, 40, New
she was thrown Violently to the Hartford Township, alleges cruel
floor , of the bus in which she and inhuman treatment by Jarwas riding as it collided with rett of his wife. They were
a car. The " bus company has married . Nov. 28, 1945, at Pine
Bluff , Ark., and have one child,
filed no answer.
717. Jarrett has not filed an
JEAN AUBIN, address not answer.
given , against R. C. and James
Glenys M. Nelson, 37, 1606
S. Soil, Lambertori ,. Minn., air Kraemer Drive, against Regileges $2,040 damages as a re- nald G. Nelson, 34, Winona , also
sult of a rear-end collision on alleges cruel and inhuman
Sarnia Street Sept. 14, 1965, at treatment. The Nelsons were
2:15 p.m. Plaintiff alleges. that married June 4, 1955, and have
both she and James Soil were three children , aged 4 to 9. Neleastbound when the car owned son has not filed an answer .
Alice. A. Morphew, 46;. 733%
by RV C. Soil collided with the
rear of her vehicle, causing her W. 5th St., against Leonaird A.
neck and back injuries. . She Morphew, 51, 411 Franklin St.,
asks $1,500 . compensation of the alleges cruel and inhuman
injuries and $540 compensation treatment. The Morphews were
married Feb. 17, 1962, in Winona
for damage to her car. 7
STATE OF Minnesota against and have no: children. Morphew
Bruce. E. Little, address not has hot filed an answer.
given, is a paternity proceed- 7 Veronica:S. Kramer ^ 32, 1630
Gilmore Ave., against Alfred B.
ing.
Kramer, 40; 1615 Gilmore Ave.,
STATE OF Minnesota against charges cruel and inhuman
Vernon A. Brand , 824 E. Belle- treatment s The Kramers were
view St., is also a paternity ac- married Sept; 26, 1953, in Winotion. .
na and have two children , aged
New DIVORCE SUITS on the 10 and 11, Kramer has not filed
sn - Answer "
calendar are:
Marian L. Braatz , 31, 473 E.
Clara E. Muras, 59, 114 High
4th St., against Robert W. Forest St., against Henry A.
Braatz , 42, address not given , Miiras, 52, address not given,
charges Braatz with cruel and charges Muras with cruel and
inhuman treatment of his wife. inhuman treatment of his wife .
They .were married 7June 26, They were married No>v, 24,
ler Chocolates Inc., 1000 W. 5th
St., alleges non-payment for
$13,009 in labor and materials
used for stucco work, plastering, insulation, wiring and masonary on a new Schulers building abutting on 5th Street. Odegaard alleges that the work
was done between July 13, and
Dec. 18, .1964, Hie filed a lien
March 16, 1965, and asks judgment that the lien be foreclosed and adjudging that first lien;
Schulers has filed an answer
denying each and very part of
the Odegaard allegation . It asks
the court to judge that Odegaard has ho lien on the hew
building.

1937, in Winona and have brie
child , who7 is of age.
Muras has filed an answer
denying cruel treatment of his
wife and a counterclaim asking
for a divorce on grounds that
she treated him cruelly.
Jeanne Beckman , 20, by Fern
Nelson her legal guardian (and
mother) , Ho u s to n , Minn.,
against Lester R. Beck-nan* 19,

Mound Prairie Township, Houston County, alleges cruel and
inhuman treatment The Beckmans were married Feb; 27,
1965, in Houston County and
have one child. Beckman has
not filed an answer.
There were NO FILINGS in
(Continued on Page 16, CoL 3)
. "• . UNUSUAL/CASES . ;7\.
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Compact , recessed heater fits between

ARNE OnilCAAUD, 815 43rd
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Royal Crown Cola
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Each Half-Quart Bottle
Serves 3
18 SERVINGS IN A CARTON OF 6
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MOST COMPLET E STOCK
IN THIS AREA!
Phone 4970
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ASK ABOUT OUR FREE
HOME HEATING SURVEY
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FOR THE CHIC WOMAN . ,".

new styles for the chic - ' women.
Model also wears matching red
and white checked gingham shirt,
Dungarees are laced in the back.
(AP Photofax)

FREIGHT

dion. Officials said the accident
may have been caused by a split
rail and nre investigating the possibility nf sabotage . No one w.c, injui'od. (AP Photofax )

The leather dungarees and pea
jacket displayed by model at American Designer Scries fashion show
in New York are among the many
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DANCE TO IOUIS SCHUTH BAN D SAT. NITE
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| Friday * Seafood Buffet
I Sun, Smorgasbord , 1J:30 a.m. to 8
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Open Your /Account Tomorrow
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TORCH FOR "FREEDOM IN
VIET NAM" .., Hon McCoy, of NoKalo*s, Ari/.., rind Diana Lynn Baits ,
.Miss l.'.S.A., of Falls Church , Va.,
hold aloft torch lighted at tho Sl.ituo of Liberty anil hrou-jli l |o I'lulailoi j ihia ' s Independence Hall fni'
a rally suppoiiing Iho United States

policy in Ihe war in Viol. Nam.
Rally allcndod hy several hundred
.spectators who hr.ivod hiling cold
wind was sponsored by Young Amoi ican.-; lor I'Yeodom. Torch was
taken to Washington for rally there
later toda\ . i.\l' I'liolola.xi

TRAIN

DERAILS

. . V About f>0 cars of a southbound
Florida Fast Coast Railway freigh t
train derailed at Kockledge , Fla.,
nnd piled up alo ngside busy I LS,
Highway 1 like n splintered accor-
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Slew Arrivals Get
Hpusesvarming at
Minnesota City

¦It's StillW Beautiful Wprld/
Mrs: Boyd Tells Ruskin Club

MINNESOTA CITY, Minn. - \TOITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
A surprise housewarming parJ. Polder Ph.D., will
ty took place Sunday afternoon ^-Gordon
^
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. speak to members of Urn Trem'
Raymond McLees and their chil- pealeau County Mental Health
dren, John and Dawn, at -Lock Association at the Trempealeau
and Dam 5, Minnesota City. Mr. County Hospital Jan 19 at 8
.
McLees is the new assistant
p.m.
lockmaster, transferring here
from Lock and Dam 8 at Ge- Dr. Polder is president ot the
Eau Claire County Mental
noa, Wfe.
Health Association, a psycholA potluck supper was served ogist at Northwest Psychiatric
and a purse presented to the Clinic, Eau Claire, and an asMcLeeses. Games were played sistant professor at Eau
Claire
with prizes won by Robert Mc- State University.
Lees, Kenneth McLees and HerPersons attending will be esman Shepherd.
corted on a short tour of the
Twenty - sue relatives and county hospital. Coffee wiU be
friends attending were from Ge- served.
noa and Stoddard, Wis., and LaNoble Kleven, Strum; and Vthe
moille and La Crescent, Minn, Rey. Donald Theisen, Whitehall,
• '¦V :¦
are co-presiderite of the county
association.
Minnesota City

''It'* Still a Beautiful Worid"
was the title of Mrs. ' S. A;.
Boyd's paper given for the Ruskih Study Club Monday afternoon at the home , of Mrs. J.
Milton Dahm,

teristics ol the statesmen ol
that day, which she said were
similar in many ways to those
of some present-day politicians.
"We live in a time of ferment;; I doubt if we will ever
know tranquility," John Adams
said at that time and Mrs. Boyd
IT WAS a heartening talk, remarked that his words were
comparing conditions and prot timftly today. V
lems of the world today with
those of the early days of this MRS. BOYD traced the heritage of those days to present
nation.
Using the book , "Those Who times and cited instances of
Love" by Irving Stone, as a what is being done with this
vehicle to draw her compari- heritage. .7 V
sons, Mrs. Boyd said that dur- "While we have not gone as
ing colonial days; the leaders far as we want to, nor as we
of the country were as beset hope to do, there are certainly
with problems and flounderings fields in which progress has
of leadership as they are '.' to-: been made," Mrs. Boyd said.
She cited public health, science
day.
• Mrs. Boyd took her title from and invention, particularly in
notes on a Christmas message the field of electronics, and Ciwhich the late Adlai Steven- vil Eights. As to the latter^ she
son, U.S. Ambassador to the mentioned Thurmond MarUnited Nations, intended to send shall's position in government
ttf his friends before his un- and that of Attorney General
timely death. The notes were Edward Brooks of Massachucompiled in an article and re- setts, the latter holding his posicently released for publication tion in a state where only two
percent¦ of the electorate is colby Stevenson's son.
The article reflected the late ored; './. ' ¦' :
ambassador's convictions that In refuting the theme of
in the face of current pessi- "man's inhumanity to man";
mism regarding the progress Mrs. Boyd spoke of the tremenof nations towards a better dous outpouring of aid when diworld, there are still many fa- saster strikes as an example of
cets of life in which the world the innate goodness of human
and the United States ih partic- beings/ . ;
ular have made progress.
IN conclusion Mrs. B03 i
QUOTING 7 some excerpts said, "We do have reason to
from "Those Who Love," Mrs. be encouraged in inany instancBoyd gave a delightful review es and to believe that 'it is still
of the historical novel about a beautiful world.' We should
John and Abigail Smith Adams. think more of our progress and
She told about the Smith fami- less of our ; failures." / : /
ly's feelings regarding Abigail's Prior to her talk, Mrs. Boyd,
marriage to a lowly lawyer and who is president, conducted a
detailed some of Abigail's dom- brief business session and afterestic arrangements in her early wards, Mrs. Dahrh and her assistant hostess, Mrs. Bernard
American home.
Mrs. Boyd pointed out John Kelly, served coffee and desAdams' struggles in govern- sert. Mrs. Curtis Johnson pbinv
ment affairs and cited charac- ed.

Mr. and Mrs. Milton Bigalk

Bigalk, Aschim
Wedding Vows
Exchariged
RUSHFORD, Minn. - Miss
Elaine Aschim, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Aschim became
the bride of Milton Bigalk , son
of Mr. and Mrs. George Bigalk,
Harmony, Minn., Jan. 1.
THE REV. I. R , Gronlid performed the ceremony at Highland Prair ie Lutheran Church.
Mrs; Gronlid played traditional
music and accompanied Miss
Susan Jones , Lime Springs,
Iowa , and David Bigalk , Harmony, soloists.
Th« bride, given in marriage
by her father , wore a gown of
lace and Italian silk, fashioned
with a fitted bodice, sabrina
neckline and long sleeves. Her
bouffant skirt ended a chapellength train. Her silk illusion
veil was held by a crown of
pearls and cut tear-drop crystals. She carried a cascade bouquet of red roses.
Mrs. Donald Johnson, Ft.
Worth , Texas, was her sister's
matron of honor. Mrs. Mike
Meyer , Ossian , Iowa , and Mrs.
Richard Torgerson, Houston,
Minn., were bridesmaids.
They wore floor-length gowns
of red velvet with matching
headpieces and carried cascade
bouquets of white carnations entwined with red velvet ribbon.
The flower girl , Alison Aschim, was dressed similar to
the. bride nnd carried a miniature bouquet of red roses.
DEAN Brunsvold, Harmony,
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THE ENGAGEMENT of
Miss Diane Randall to David N. Kiehne, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Reuben Kiehne,
Harmony, Minn., is announced by her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Byron Randall ,
Lanesboro, Minn, No date
has been set for the wedding.

was the best man. Earl Bigalk
and Raymond Bigalk , brothers
of the groom, were groomsmen.
Kevin Bigalk wns ring bearer.
Mark Bigalk , brother of the
groom, wns candlelighter. Ushers wore Curtis Olson, Decorah,
Iowa; Mike Meyer , Ossian ;
Dean Bigalk , Cresco, Iowa; nnd
Arnold Bigalk , Harmony.
The mother of the bride wore
a blue dress and the mother
of the groom, a green dress.
Each wore a corsage of white
roses.
A reception for 250 guests was
held in the church parlors. Miss
Thelma Nordtvcd}, St. Louis
Park , Minn., was hostess.
Others assisting were the
\ Mmes. Earl Bigalk , Lyle SncOrville Winger, Arlan
fl quitnc,
Melvin Gnede, Ken1 • Henderson,
I'-.. neth Olson, Victor Bohnen nnd
1
* tho Misses Sharon Leslie , Mnr\ \ cene Zimmerman, Cynthia As|; chim, Linda Winger, Susan Ol1 son nnd Mnrjorle Brevig.

I

I A WEDDING rehearsal lunch"A CALL RICHARD
was hosted by tho groom's
I
CEHTER
I eon
parents at the Stato Line Line
SALON MI Inn.
J AllWEAHTY
ctntor St.
Phono 5*41
•I
tl
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Official Mombnr ol tho Ha|r
M
Puihlon Oulld of Amorlcr _ ^_
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The couple left on a two-week
trip to southern Texas and Mexico. They will make thoir home
In Granger, Minn,

Trempealeau County
Mental Health Unit
To Hear Psychologist

CCW Schedules
Public Card Party

'

Mri and Mrs. Alvin Stanisiowski

(Durrtir Studio*).

Miss Betty Streich,
Alvin Stanisiowski
Say Wedding Vows
. TREMPEALEAU, Wis.- Miss
Betty Jean Streich, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Streich,
and Alvin Robert Stanlslowski,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester .': Stanisiowski, Treinpealeau,
were married at St. Bartholonew's Catholic Church Jan. 8:
THE REV. Edward J. Sobczyk performed the wedding
ceremony, The church choir
sang; Marie Stellpflug, sister of
the groom, and Kenneth Stellpflug were matron of honor and
best man. Sandra Kramer, sis'
ter of the bride,/ " and; Mary
Walski were bridfesmaids. Roger
Kramer and David Stanisiowski,
brother of the groom, were
groomsmen.
Ushers were Edward Stanisiowski, brother of the groom,
and Francis Hofschulte, Trimont, Minn.
DEBBIE SCHULTZ, Mazeppa,
Minn., was flower girl and Kurt
Stellpflug, Whitehall, Wis., ring
bearer.
The bride wore a floor-length
peau de soie gown with long
sleeves and a scoop neckline
with lace appliques, also used
down the front of her bell-shaped skirt. It had a detachable
cathedral train. A pillbox hat
held her silk illusion -veil. She
carried seven long-stemmed red
roses.
Her attendants wore red velvet, floor-length gowns with
long sleeves, fitted bodices and
bell-shaped skirts. They carried
red rose corsages on white
muffs and wore white fur pillbox hats.
The flower , girl was dressed
the same as the attendants and
wore a white fur headband and
carried a white fur muff with
a red rose corsage .
A RECEPTION for 400 guests
was held at the Legion Memorial Club, Winona. The wedding
cake, made by Mrs. Ray Ziegler, was served by Mrs. Theresa
Stanisiowski. Others assisting
were the Misses Shirley Kopp,
Esther Stanisiowski, Jeanie
Wolfe, Nancy and Karen Williamson and Betty Pehler, and
the Mmes. Darlene Holfschulte,
Ralph Herzberg; Erwin Kurth,
Frank Kiedrowski/Harold Ziegler, Leonard Jessesky and Walter Schultz.
The bride's mother wore a
cranberry - colored suit and the
groom's mother, a bluish-green
dress. Their corsages were
white orchids, ,
Mr , and Mrs. Stanisiowski
will make their home in Galesville, Wis.
THE BRIDE lo a graduate
of Healy Memorial High School,
Trempealeau, and is employed
at the Winona Knitting Mills
Inc.
Mr, Stanisiowski is employed
at the L. B. White . Co. , La
Crosse.
A pre-nuptlal shower was given by the bride's parents at
the Acorn Ballroom , Centerville. Wis.

Ettrick Churc h
Groups to Meet
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) Hardies Creek Lutheran Church
Women will meet Thursday nt
1 :30 p.m. with the Mmes . Gordon Larson, Orville Thompson
and Richard Bibby as hostesses.
A program will be presented by
Mrs. Vilas Suttie nnd the Bible
study will be by Mrs. H. P.
Walker, Devotions will be led
by Mrs. Millard Aleckson. The
Brotherhood will meet at 8 that
evening.
Tlio junior choir and Luther
Leaguers will present a program, "Journey Through the
Church Year ," Sunday nt fi
p.m, Readings nnd musical
numbers will be given. Servinfl
lunch will bo tho Harold Conrad, Arlan Cook and Charles
Hnrniach families,

MINNESOTA CITY, Minn. St. Paul's Parish is holding a
public card party atV 7:30 p.m:
Saturday ;in the Parish Hall.
Schofskopf, 500 and other games
will be played for cash prizes,
Lunch will be served.
The event is being sponsored
by the parish Council of Catholic Women. They will hold their
first meeting of the year at 8
p.m. J[an, 25 in the Parish Hall.
All members are expected to attend and to bring hew parishioners to the meeting.
¦

• '¦
•

¦
•
¦

Officers Installed
By Athletic Club

V MISS JUNE MURPHY'S
engagement to Gerald Ehlinger, Cochrane, Wis., is
announced by her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. John Murphy,
Utica, Minn. The wedding
will he Feb. 19 at the* Cathedral of the Sacred Heart.
(Alf Photography)
m

Bethany Moravian
Ladies Aid Elects
New Officers
BETHANY, Minn. (Special )Bethany Moravian Ladies Aid
had the annual business meeting and election of officers at
the home of Mrs. Edwin Howe
Thursday afternoon .
Officers elected were: Mrs.
Milton Simon, president; Miss
Ethel Hardtke , vice president;
Miss Alma Wollin, secretary,
and Mrs. Edwin Howe, treasurer. Mrs. Meinert Nienow has
charge of the birthday box.

Sobota-Sponholtz
Wedding Held
At Catholic Chanel

New officer's . previously announced, were installed by Mrs.
Rose Smocke at the Monday
evening meeting of the Athletic
Club Auxiliary.
A social hour followed with
prizes won by ; Mrs. Mark
Yahnke in zioncheck ; Mrs! Florence Mrozek ; Mrs. John Sikorski, 500, and the Mmes. Ger-

Kings, Queens Will
Meet for Cards
Kings and Queens of Winona
Senior Citizens will meet to play
cards at 2 p.m. Friday at Lake
Park Lodge. V
Rudolph Betz, presidents will
conduct the business meeting
and Julius Deilke; treasurer,
will give the annual financial
report. ; V.
• Refreshments will be served
by the Mmes. H; H. Kophendorfer, Helen Reinhard, John Zehren and Laura Erdmann.
Mrs, Elmo Anderson and Mrs.
Sherman Mitchell are the-volunteer leaders in charge of arrangements.
trude Chuchna, Ben Jereczek
and P r a n c e s Schildknecht,
schafskopf. Mrs. FrankVWineski
won the attendance prize.
The next meeting on Feb, 7
will be a [ valentine party diiiner
with all members wearing house
dresses^ Reservations are to be
made with the Mmes. Peter Kulas, Stella Cichanowski or Jerry Rozek.

DON'T

Mental Health
Talks Slated
Ai St. Mary's

Lake City Kiwanis
To Install Officers

LAKE CITY, Mian. (Spedd)
— The lieutenant governor of
Division 4-E wiD be guestspeaker and installing officer at tha
Lake City Kiwanis luncheon
meeting Wednesday noon at tho!
Terrace Supper Qub. Officers
for th« new year: Stanley Wold,;
"Mental Health" will be the president; Rolin (Mike) Johntopic presented by the Rev. son, vice president, and Norx
George Hagmaier, associate di- man Hoist, secretary-treasurer.' ¦
7 ' W ¦' '
rector of the Paulist Institute
'V' 7 - .V" ' 7 •/
for Religious Research, New Buffalo Co. Public
York, today at 7:30 p.m. in
the auditorium of St. Mary's Health Nurse Resign*
College. V
ALMA, Wis. (Spedal)W Mri.
He also is professor of re- Kay A, OIs«i ha« resigned as/
ligious education at Catholic public health nurte for Buffalo
University of America, Wash- County, dfective March 1.
V
ington, D.C.
The county health committee
"Emotions and Marriage" has accepted the resignation
will be discussed by Rev. Hag- and is receiving applications
maier Wednesday at 10:20 a.m. for the position. Letters anin the auditorium.
nouncing theWracancy bay*
"Catholics who underplay the been mailed to all colleges
in
role of t h e
Minnesota and Wisconsin whfl* :
emotions a n d i
offer a nursing pit^ram. Per*;
'passions' i n |
sons interested should contact
t h e determine- 1
this Buffalo County health MIV
tion of human |
vice
at the courthouse. Alma. V
behavior," says ]
Father Hag- !
ing the person solve his probmaier, : "imply I
lem." • -.:
that will pow-j
He is co-author of the popu«
e r, ;¦ "_ r a« e, J
lar book, "Counseling the Cathprayer,
and!
olic," with Father Robert Glea*
'positive think- j
son, S. J. It has been transing' can , b y '
lated into-seven foreign lang-.
t n e r a s e tves IT. Hagmaier uages. Father Hagmaier is at
cure sick minds. Such miscon- work on another book ' entitled
ceptions ascribe to religion and "The Lapsed Cattholic."
the supernatural life powers Father Hagmaier, a native of
God never intended them to Sari Francisco, holds his BA da*
have. A falsev reliance on spirit- grte from Santa Clara Univer-V
ual helps as a cure for* mental sity, and MA degrees from St.
illness merely confuses the sick Paul's College, Washington*
person, and does an injustice to D.C -y Johns Hopkins Uniyer*
both religion and psychiatry.
sity and Columbia University.
"A mentally ill person may He was the first priest to be
act in ways contrary to the awarded a doctorate degree by
moral law. But the reasons for the department of marriage and
such behavior are often root- family life at Teachers College,
ed, hot in free choice, but 7 iri Columbia University.
the disordered emotions of the Both lectures are open to all
patient. Religious people should St. Mary's students arid friends.
not resent the fact that in such A discussion period will follow
cases the psychiatrist, rather tonight's lecture in the Cardiri»
than the priest, must assume an al Boom. No tickets are needinitial responsibility for help- -ed.:/:.;

JL. I

MONKEY ±m
AROUND Y

INDEPENDENCE,
W i s.
(Special) V— Miss Carole A.
Sponholtz, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Sponholtz, West
Allis , Wis., and Thomas C. Sobota, Independence, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Sobota, exchanged wedding vows at the
Sacred Heart Chapel , Eau
Claire, Dec. 28.
The Rev. A. B. Schmitt officiated.
FOR HER wedding the bride
chose a peau silk gown trimmed
with re-embroidered lace. A
peau silk coat with train trimmed with lace complemented
the dress. Her veil was a snood
of silk illusion trimmed with
lace. She carried a bouquet of
white sweetheart roses and
white holly.
Mrs. Elaine Haas , Abbotsford, Wis. was matron of honor, Jane Messerschmidt, Augusta, Wis., and Joye Jepson,
EIroy, Wis., bridesmaids.
They wore champagne peau
satin gowns with green velvet
ribbons at the empire waistline,
and carried champagne-colored
tea roses and green holly.
Gary Reinke, Augusta , was
best man, LaVahn Hoh, Appleton , Wis. and Richard Davis ,
Madison , Wis., were groomsmen. Robert Cyr, Wausau, Wis.,
and Bryan Bacher , Fall Creek ,
Wis., were ushers.
The bride 's mother wore a
beige knit suit and tho groom's
mother, a, beige wool suit. Both
wore corsages of white tea roses and holly.
A RECEPTION was held at
the Holiday Inn, Eau Claire,
After a wedding trip to Minneapolis, tho newlyweds now
reside at 136 Niagara St., Eau
Claire , Wis.
The bride, a graduate of the
Enu Claire Stato University , in
a teacher at Fall Creek High
School. The groom a graduate
of Independence High School,
and student at ECSU, is hair
stylist nt Shirlce's Beauty Studio.
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WHIP PIPERS 62-56

Redmen Snap Loss Skein

By GARY EVANS
Dafly News Sports Editor
Coach Ken Wiltgen and his
St Mary 's College basketball
Redmen breathed a sigh of relief Monday night as a threegame MIAC losing streak came
to an end. ¦
: Hamline — a rough and rug-

ged foe - fell 62-56V
'
'.'I don't think we looked
good," said Wiltgen. "But it's
awfully nice to: get : that first
¦ the sack; " '
one in
^
WHILE IT was a pleasant
win, it was shaky enough. With
Hamline scrambling under the
hoards, the Redmen couldn't

get the long pass away that derneath ."
wuW , have meant fast-break For much of the first half , it
ba; ets . O W7 W., ¦: - . , . was a standoff. Then the RedhoUered about that a men came to life.
>^e
whalftim^said the coach. If
THE SCORE stood 22-20 for
we could have gotten that long
pass, we'd have been 'gone. But St. Mary's when Torn Keenan
now I don't _ think it was pos: — spelling Jerry Sauser, who
sible. Hamline was sagging got into early foiil trouhlej —
and really playing it rough un- rolled an overhead shot in and

* -

BOTH. MISSED . . . Kentucky" and Georgia basketball
players leap for the ball in the game Kentucky won 69-651 :
in overtime Monday night. Georgia's Jerry Waller (44)
isn't patting the head of Kentucky's Pat Riley (42) , he's
just trying for : the ball. (AP Photofax ) V

OK for Xats

Rams Swipe
iiifsroRTS Bear Coach

p A iy ^mm
)¦' • • '¦¦

¦
v.1 " ¦ ¦¦ ¦¦¦ ' .
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PERHAPS YOU'VE HEARD the talk Abating aronnd that
Cotter
is seeking entrance into the Central Catholic Conference.
¦ -' ¦ Actually, Rochester Lourdes' athletic director Joe Mayer
started the ball rolling for the Eagles and suggested Cotter
be admitted also.
V
Naturally; Rambler backers, as well as athletic director
John Nett, are heartily in favor of the move — which seemed
to be welcomed by representatives of league members Minneapolis De La Salle, St. Louis Park Benilde,
St. Paul Cretin, StV Paul Hill, St. Paul St.
Thomas and new West St. Paul Brady. V
While the league would become more
•well-rounded with the proposed additions, the
change would certainly also solve scheduling
difficulties in football and basketball at Cotter.
Being an independent creates many problems. While school spirit at Cotter hasn't
weakened, this also is a possibility. Then ,
too, with six members for 1966-67, the CCC
couio use two-team expansion.
;. . . ,. ...
The latest Nett has heard on the issue is
Nett
that a meeting is to be called with representatives from Cotter
and Lourdes present.
Nett feels this way : "It certainly would make the scheduling job easier. We might be outclassed at times, but you Can 't
beat them unless you join them."

. , By MIKE RATHET
Associated Press Sports Writer
The latest standings in the pro
football coaching sweepstakes
show:
One r es i g n a t V i o n—Wally
Lemm at St: Louis, by mutual
consent.
One hiring—George Allen at
Los Angeles, without mutual
consent.
. Still open—Five jobs, and
George Halas' mouth .
T h e latest shuffling and
scuffling
occurred
Monday
when Lemm and the Cardinal
owners agreed to a parting and
the Rams and Halas agreed to
disagree over Allen's decision to
leave the Chicago Bears for the
head coaching job at Los Angeles.
Halas, infuriated at losing his
defensive coach to the Rams,
cited the signing of Allen as "a
flagrant case of tampering" and
said the "Rams' utter disregard
and contempt fpr legal obligations present a serious challenge not only to the Bears but
to the entire structure of the
National Football League."
And he threatened action in a
higher court — Commissioner
Pete Rozelle's — by saying "the
Bears must take whatever steps
are needed to protect our best
interest."

EVERYONE WAS STUNNED when Albert Lea palled the
skids from under Mankato, which several picked as title bound ,
in Big Nine basketball play last Friday.
Maybe it wasn 't a fluke. Albert Lea Tribune sports editor
John Nelson reports the Tigers were in command most of
the way and that Mankato appeared flat.
Scarlet coach Gordon Hakes is inclined to agree: "We
were just flat out there. Albert Lea out-shot us, out-rebounded
us and outplayed us in every respect."
Then if you examine the scores, Mankato hasn't the best
Halas pointed out that Allen
credentials for Big Nine supremacy despite an overall 5-2 still had two years to go on his
record and a five-game win streak that was snapped by Albert contract wilh the Bears and had
Lea.
been expected to fulfill the
In league play, the Scarlets have defeated Faribault (72-62 ) , terms of hi.s agreement.
Dan Reeves, president of the
Northfield (80-73) and Owatonna (63-53). Those three teams
Rams, snid Allen had first conown a combined Big Nine mark of 2-8.
Perhaps Mankato's biggest achievement
came in a losing cause. The team forged
within 61-53 of Region Two power Luverne.

•
• •
IT'S 300 CLUB time nnd we 've even

got
a mystery entrant this week. The entrant
Isn't quite as much a mystery as the league
he bowls in, however.
a
Actually someone — a league secretary —
called last week to say that Dale Pronschins"ke rolled a 384 to
go with a 160 average. We forgot to jot down the league, but
we presume that Dale will set his natch.
We almost got Lee Besek — but not quite!

•

•

•

BITS AND PIECES: Tom Ellingson , former standout Spring Grove, Minn., High
School athlete, was one of 43 Luther College
football players to letter this fall. He is n
junior . . , Among notables at the Twin
Cities Chapter Baseball Writers banquet Jan.
24 will bo Al Kaline , Detroit Tigers star , nnd
new commissioner Gen. "William D, Eckert ,
, . . The University of Minnesota 's Williams
Scholarship Fund has attained Its $50,000 goal
Ellingson
with $466.84 to spare. Through the program it is hoped that
all student-athletes who qualify for Williams aid will be served .
¦ •
'
•
THE SV/AMl counted 32 of 44 correct
Friday night. That made his total 234 of 321
for a .729 percentage.
Now for Tuesday night.
Onalaska over Arcadia 73-61, Holmen
I over Gale-Ettrick 69-64 , West Salem over
| Mclrose-Mlndoro 73-69, Bangor over Trempealeau 75-68, Chatfield over La Crescent (13-67,
Lanesboro over Houston 67-64, Wykoff over
Elkton 76-61, Randolph over Farmington 63-56,
Almn Center over Taylor 69-511, Whitehall over
Mondovi 65-62, Augusta over Cadott 68-63,
Durand over Blair 7.1-60, Fairchild over Granton 68-54, CJI I C
donia Loretto over North Winneshiek 73-51.

I

and blocked seven shots in the
JayhaWks' defeat of Oklahoma
at Lawrence* Kan.
In otlier action, No. 5 Bradley
beat the touring polish National
Olympians 81-77; Cazzie Russell
got 27 points as Michigan
trounced Indiana 88-68,
:

¦
¦
¦
¦

Winhawk JV
Tops Rockets

Winona High School's Junior
Varsity posted its fourth consecutive victory and made it a
clean Sweep for Winhawk basketball oyer Rochester thus far
by whipping the Rochester Junior Varsity 67-56 Monday.
Behind Rick Curran (16
points) and Loren Benz (10 Lincoln Matmen
points), the Hawks roared to a Defeat Augusta
27-11 first period lead arid held
a comfortable 41-27 halftime ALMA CENTER ,. Wis.-AlmaV
Center Lincoln got decision
margin, ..' . .¦
Rochester rallied in the third from Bill Cbmstock and David
period to pull within 53-46 but Berg in the 165- and 180-pound
matches tb defeat Augusta 30-24 ;
could get no closer.
Ten players got into the game in a Dairyland Conference wres'v .
for Winona and all scored , while tling meet last week.
11 players hit :the scoring column for Rochester. The Winona
High JV will return to action Osseo Captures 5th
Monday when La Crescent in- Wrestling Decision
vades for a 4:30 p.m. battle,
Wlncna (47)
Rochester lis)
OSSEO, Wis. - Osseo High
fg It pf tp
fg ft pf tp
School
won its fifth straight
Bern
4 5 4 10 Clark
1 1 J 4
Beeman
3 1 0 » Adler
1 0 1 4 wrestling meet last week by
¦
'
Hubbard 3 1 1 7 Hulr
' ' 10 11
33-18
Nordsvig 3 1 2 5 Farrtn
i I 0 5 trouncing Independence
Hopf
1 0 Ivl Hardlka
0 2 4 2 The Chieftain 's are now out of
Helgerwn 1 1 1 5 Olion
t i ll
Patterson 1 0 3 3 Daugherty 2 0 1 4 action until Wednesday, Jan . 19,
Moen
1 2 3 4 Graule
2 2 0 * when they entertain Whitehall in
Curran
7 1 IK Everion
2 2 0 6
UrneH
4 0 0 I Chrlsl'son 42 1 1 » a battle for the Dairyland Con——
Schwsnkt 5 0 1 10 ference top spot. Jim Gilbert
Totil* 27 11 11 67 Burfelnd 1 0 1 4
and Marv McCune recorded
Totals
33 10 15 56 pins for Osseo. Steve Olson had
WINONA
Jl 41 J3-HS7
ROCHESTER . . . . . . ;
,. 11 27 44-56 one for Independence.
¦
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3 "BRASS HAT"

Auggies Toughest
Foe for SM Skaters
Tim McNeill , likable St.
Mary 's college hockey boss,
has to rank as ono of the
happ iest coaches in town
for a two-fold reason: There
finally is ice on Terrace
Heights and the Redmen
skaters rank 3-0.
But beyond that , McNeill
is certain his temperament
could undergo a drastic
change this evening,
The reason is thnt Augsburg will be on the hill for
a 7::)0 p,m. game that will
go a long way toward telling
St, Mary 's just how good
it is.
This game is tho first in
a four-contest program McNeill believes will show his
skaters just where they
stand in regard to a Imped
for third consecutive MIAC
championship,
Following tonight's finmc ,
St. Mary 's meets Guslnvus
at St, Peter Wednesday,
plays Augsburg again Friday nighl and hosts Gustavus next Monday ,
But , of course , first things

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
/ St. Thomas, bidding for its
first Minnesota Intercollegiate
Conference basketball championship in 16 years, kept its drive
on the right track Monday night,
beating Gustavus Adolphus esse for the Toms' fifth straight
league victory.
The triumph kept .St, Thomas
ahead of St. John's, which
downed Macalester 73-67 in
overtime for a 3-1 MIAC record.
Hamline dropped a 62-56 decision at St. Mary's to fall out
' tie with St.
of a second-place
¦
John's. ' ;¦ ' ¦¦. ¦ '*' ' '' '
Augsburg took over third
place by clipping Minnesbta-Du«
luth 72-70 for a 3-2 confer- ;
ence record.
id nonconference action , Benv
idji State of the Northern Intercollegiate Conference continued
to loom as a top NIC contender
with a 78-71 triumph over Concordia of the MIAC, while Min- V
nesotaV- Morris dropped Moorhead State 85-68.
St. Thomas shook off Gustavus by scoring eight straight
points midway through the-second half to wipe out a 42-41 :
Gustie lead. -Dan " ""Hansard " 7
topped the Tommies with 23 and
Bill Launiann got 20 for Gustavus.
Joe¦ Mucha sparked St. John 's "
past Macalester by hitting 30 " .
poults. Mucha hit two free/ "
throws with 56 seconds left to
tie it at 65-all and send it into v
overtime. Then Mucha hit two
field goals at the start of the
extra period and St. John's was
home. Scott Johnson got 24
points for .Macalester.
Dick Kelley's 20-foot shot with
four seconds left lifted Augsburg
past UMD, Ed Nixon iscored 35
for Auggie and Bob Carey 26
for Duluth:
Doug Maclver led Morris with v
30 points, while Jim Jahr had 27
for Moorhead.
Jerry Wilmot and Mark Carlin
each collected: 20 for Bemidji'
and Bob Laney scored 26 for
Concordia.
. The only state game slated tonight has Carleton at St. Olaf
in a Northfield battle matching:
two: of the Midwest Conference's
leaders. ^

lP6mtAm 'Qf-

JERRY SAUSER cashed a
long one-hander, .Rog Pytlewski By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
went in on a feed from Sauser Kentucky's unbeaten; secondfollowing a stolen ball and Tom ranked Wildcats scored only one
Keenan dropped a free throw point in an overtime period. It
to put St, Mary's ahead 52-48. turned out to be the biggest
Keenan came hack with anoth- point of their basketbaJl season.
er pair of free throws as Pol- Tied 6(HBO at the end of regson fouled out at 4:44 and it ulation time, Kentucky and
Georgia each converted single
stood 54-48.
foul
shots to force the game into
But things got no easier. Gunner Jim Boyd, who sat out a second extra period in which
e n t u c k y outscored the
much of the second half with K
Bulldogs 8-4 for a 69-65 victory
fourV personals, came back to Monday : night.
steer the Pipers into contention. Two other members of The
Swangstue hit a drive and Associated Press' Top Ten saw
Boyd a stolen ball layup to action and recorded victories —.
pare it to 54-52 with 2:15 re- No. 3 Vanderbilt, 106-58 over
maining, ' 'i 77:. '
Mississippi and No. 10: Kansas,
St .. Mary's then ran off four 891-68 over Oklahoma:
points on Buffo's charging lay- Kentucky started out at Athup: on an assist from Ludden ens, Ga;, as if it would have ah
tacted the club to see if they and Pytlewski's . two free easy time in running its record
to 11-0, building: a 34-21 halftime
were interested, then *.- ' had throws; 7 7 7
margin. But Georgia fought
sought Halas' permission to talk
BUT BOYD sandwiched two back and sent the gape into
to ¦' the Rams.
"Mr. .Halas gave him this per- driving jump . shots around a overtime on Frank Harscher'S
mission,'' said Reeves. "Later, retaliatory basket from Keen- basket at the buzzer. :
George Halas rescinded this an before Buffo hit on a drive The Wildcats' Louie Dampier,
permission a nd his objection hear the buzzer.
who scored 23 points, sank one
was quite strong. Mr. Halas ¦ "That wasn't our best team foul shot but missed a second in
said he didn't want me . to take out there," said Wiltgen of the the first overtime. The one was
Mr. Allen, or, if you prefer, Mr. changes that had cast . Murphy enough to keep the Wildcat s in
and Ludden into starting roles. the game as the only point the
Allen to take me."
But, added , Reeves:
"But we had to do something Bulldogs could put on the board
"I can't believe George Halas to shake them up. Actually, in the period was a foul shot by
will stand in his way." V
Denny didn 't do that bad a Harscher.
Lemm, however, did let one job ':" ' . . . ' .
In the second overtime, Kenthing stand in his way. He want- The victory also pushed St. tucky's Pat Riley opened with a
ed to be the Cardinals' head Mary 's record above the .500 basket, but Georgia came back
coach on a six-months basis.
mark on the " season, running with two free throws by Jerry
"When I hired Wally we want- the overall mark to 6-5,
Waller, who also finished with
ed a coach who would be with
The Redmen next must make 23. The Wildcats then , went
us the year around ," said Cardi- the long trek northward to Du- ahead to stay on a pair of foul
nal President Charles Bidwill. luth and a battle with the Bull- shots by Cliff Berger and Tom"We knew that Wally wanted to dogs Saturday.
my Kron's field goal.
be head coach on a six-months
Buffo counted 17 for St.
Big Clyde Lee scored 29 points
basis and that was fine.
Marys' Rog Pytlewski, 15 and and snared 28 rebounds in Van"In the ensuing years , how- Jerry Sauser 17. Boyd hit 14, derbilt's
ever, we felt more and more Poison and Frost 12 each and sissippi ateasy victory over, MisNashville, Tenn
strongly that we wanted a head Causton 10.
Another big man , Kansas'
coach that would be with us all
Walt Wesley, netted 27 points
Hamllne (Si)
's Ml)
the time. When the issue came St . Maryfg
It pl fP
Ig II pi tp
up again today, there was no Pytlewski A 7 3 IS Pollon
5 5 5 15
Buffo
« 1 1 IT Swangstua l A A A
compromise available, and . by Murphy
1 1 1 i Kramer
2024
mutual consent, he is leaving Samer
J 1 5 11 Frost
5 2 112
Ludden
2 0 2 A Boyd
7 0 514
the Cardinals. "
Keenan
3 5 4 " Urness
t i l l
Lemm leaves a club as disap- Hoder
I i t I Caution
4 1 410
pointing as the one Allen takes Totals 23 HIS 42 Totals IS 4 21 56
over.
ST MARY'S
« It—il
]• 27-54
The Cardinals , considered as HAMLINE
¦
title contenders before the season got under way , finished with Jorge Velasquez , 18-year-old
a 5-9 record—the second worst Panamanian , led the riders at
in Lemm's four years as head last fall' s Garden State thorcoach. The Rams were last in oughbred meeting with 31 winthe Western Division with a 4-10 ners on 142 rides, He had 25
record under Harlan Svare.
seconds.

Angeles news conference announcing his job. Fortunato and
Atkins dropped in to voice approval of Allen's ability.
(AP Photofax): v^ . .7 V : ; >

Halas in Uproar

Gustavus

Jim Murphy, starting in place
of George Hoder, blasted down
a moderate range jumper.
Hamline quickly retaliated on
baskets, by Dave Causton and
Jim Boyd j but the: Redmen hit
again on two drives by Jim
Buffo. ; '
The Pipers wouldn't quit.
Causton cashed a long ope*
hander from the left corner to
cut it to 32-27. :'A i" i. Ay y :
But then St. Mary's built Its
biggest lead of the first half
as Keenan riled down two free
throws and Bufifo stole the ball
and went full court to make it
36-27- It stood 36-29 at intermission after Dave Poison, a football player minus pads, stuffed in ai rebound shot.;
V ST. MARY'S controlled the
game for . the first five minutes
of the second half , leading 4033 at that point.
Then Al : Frost and Gary
Swangstue cut it to ,40-37 with
goals. .¦
Dennis Ludden, ianother new
face as Wiltgen juggled lis
lineup, pumped home a long
jumper and VEog Pytlewski
reached in a free throw to
forge the Redmen ahead 43-37.
But Hamline came right back
to tie it 44-44 on a drive by Al
Frost with 10:42 remaining. 7
The Pipers went on to a
48-47 lead on a driving hook
by Poison with 7:46 left, but
St. Mary's quickly regrouped
for the stretch , run.

coach of the
HE'S OKAY .¦.;¦¦. George Allen, defensive
as the new heaid
coach
^Chicago Bears who was hired Monday
of the Los Angeles Rams, is flanked by tWo Bear defensive
stars. Joe Fortunate ( left ) and Doug Atkins, at a Los

i^^f c

first and Augsburg is first
on the list .

The Auggies credentials
show they will be a most
worthy opponent.
• Fine balance,

• Three g o o d
lines .

scoring

• An all-conference goalie
In Lynn Bollmnn.
• Big defensemen who
could pose a problem for
the relatively small St.
Mary 's forwards ,
"The most important thing
about them ," said McNeill ,
"Is their balance. And , of
course, they have good depth
and scoring punch.
"Wo definitely have lo
meet the challenge of piny .
ing a good team . It' s the
time to make the transition
from playing wilhout pressure to playing against a
team that can skate with us ,
backcheck with us and maybe even score with us. Augsburg will be a more than
amp le opponent. "
The Auggies travel hero
wllh but n .single loss marring their record, Gustavus

heat them 5-0, the game decided when Augsburg hit
second - period penalty trouble.
St. Mary 's defensemen ,
Bob Paradise and Mike
Bishop, will be confronted
with one of the most lethal
lines in the MIAC . Jerry
Peterson , Al Lee and Bernie
Mills make up that combination.
Chances nre Tie dm e n
goalie Jerry Archambeau
will do more than view tho
contest from his lonesome
end spot.
McNeill will use two lines
In the game, Dennis Cooney,
Brian Desbiens and Jean
Cardin will form one group
with Ivon Thibodeau , Bill
Rossini and Larry Shomion
making up (he other.
"I' ve been pleased with
our team plny, " said McNeill. "We've moved tho
puck well and played our
style of game."
He gave the impression
the Redmen would have to
do their best job of those
things tonight .
i
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1965 Pontiac Company Cars j

L^^^ AT ONCE -™~!
UP TO $1,200 LESS
THAN STICKER PRICE
• ALL 3 CARRY NEW CAR WARRANTY
• ALL 3 DRIVEN BY OFFICIALS SINCE NEW
• YOU WILL BE THE FIRST INDIVIDUAL OWNER OP
THESE VERY LOW MILEAGE CARS

1—Catalina Hardtop Coupe
1—Grand Prix Sport Coupe
1—Bonneville Vista Hardtop 4-Door
See Them Now At

C. Paul Venables, Inc.
110 Main St.

Wino na

Like Starting All

B. Englerth
Cracks 590

Over for Houston

By BOB JUNGHANS
is the key to. many a winning basketball coach if that isn't
'
Dally Newg Sports Writer
SO/ '., " " • ';' " '¦•
basketball team.
The
Houston
Hurricanes have
HOUSTON. Minn. — Balance Ask Jim Harvey, Houston
ridden a balanced attack to a
5-1 season record and the top
of the Root River Conference.
But now Harvey and his squad
face a major test in nonconference action tonight when they
travel to Lanesboro for a battle
with that Maple Leaf Conference team .
ORDINARILY the g i n t
Some torrid scoring battles Among independent schools, would be just another nonconare taking place as the high Durand has a potent one-two erence game for the Hurricanes,
school basketball season hits punch in Dan Langlois (IO) but in Harvey's words, "we
its halfway point , adding its and .Dale Harschlip (17.1).
have to reorganize again."
own type of drama to that of
Herb proeschel of Lima Sac- And the reason for the reorthe conference races, v
red Heart and Don Larson of ganization was the loss to two
Three area players have top- Onalaska Luther each have av- players, one a starter , '. through
pled the 200-poirit mark so far eraged 16.5 each time out to tie training rules violations.
this season and 10 more should for 7 the Bi-State Conference "But my bench has been comhit that plateau during this lead. Two other cagers, Mike ing through ," said Harvey,
week's action.
Mulyenna 6f Caledoni a Loret- shrugging off the setback.
Leading the list pf point pro- to, and John Bill of Wabasha "They don't have much finesse,
ducers so far is Preston's fabu- St. Felix, also are in the run- but they hustle and scrap and
lous Mike Knies. The bespect- ning for the point title.
get the job done."
acled 6-3 cagtr has poured
ROOT RIVER
And that, primarily, Is how
v G TP> Avg.
through 217 points in nine Don Fay, Canton
, . . .'.' :. ¦.."... I 210 14,3 Houston has been winning basgames for a 24.1 average. He Jack Hauser, Caledonia . . .. 7 132 IM ketball games; for the last two
Bruea Carrier, . Houston :¦.'..; " 117 17.1
is followed by Canton 's Don Fay Doug
Poppe, Heuiton . . .. . . '
n 16.2 years.
with 210 points in eight games Jotin Tengsdehl,
Mebel .... » in 14.4
WITH VERY little of that all
Jon Ask, Caledonia
. ...... 7
*» 14.1
for a 26.3 mark .
Dick Hunger-holt, Rushford , » 115 13. " important quantity height , the
THE THIRD 200-polnter is Wayne , Hasleiet, Peterson .. I' 108 13.5 Hurricanes , press , fast break
Lofstgaarden,. Mabel ;.. » lit 13.]
Alma's John Stohr. In 10 games Kim
Glen Kopperud,
Rushford
1 11* 12.* and scrap thie opposing team
¦
Stohr has scored 206 points for
into oblivion .
: . -' MAPLE. LEAF ' . :. -;
a 20.6 average.
Mike Knies, . . Preston . . . . . . . » 517 14.1
The starting lineup for toBarrett, Harmony . . . . . :» m 1».7
All three cagers lead their re- Bill
Doug Rowland, Chatfield . . 1 1 1 3 11,1 night's game will be made up
ipective conference in scoring; Doug Hulcher, Harmony¦ . . . . 10 14? 14.2 of Bruce Carrier, Rick SchnauOardntr, Lanesboro .10 140 14.0
: The best average in the area Brian
fer and Doug Poppe,7 all 5-10,
Hans Jorgenson,
belongs to Faribault Deaf's 5-8 Spring Valley .. . : . . . . . I 112 14 .0 Harold Litzau, 5-11, and Chuck
Eickholl, Wykoff . . . . . • HI 13.4
Ron Smith. Smith has averaged Colin
Poppe, 6-0. It will be Chuck
Stove MaOtile,
28.3 points-perrgame. But his Spring Valley .. . 7 . . ; . , . ; , I 197 13.4 Poppe's first start. - ] ; ¦ ¦
;-;iB»
Northern, Wykoff . . . . »
13.1
effort has come inv ' 'only three Gary
In reserve are Craig Poppe,
Dan Bernard, Chatfield
I M ll.»
games and it is subject to quick
HIAWATHA VALLEY
Chuck's cousin and Doug's
change depending upon whether Steve Strandemo, Kenyon . . . I 191 J3.» brother , and 6-3 Steve Botcher ,
Tom O'Brieh,
he has a good or bad night.
the biggest man on the squad.
Kasson-Manforville
.. .. . ;;. e IM. II. '
Fay and Knies have the Root Jim Abraham, Lake C i t y . . 7 7 119 17.0 IN CARRIER and Doug PopEckles, St. Charles .. - .. -1- 115 14.7
River and : Maple Leaf Confer- Bob
Steve Haase, Lake City . . ; . . . 7 101 14.4 pe, Houston has the best oner
ence individual scoring races Jim kindseth, Kenyon .:. . . - . -$ ' IU 14.3 two scoring punch iri the Root
Goudy, Cannon Falls. 10" . 132 13.2
well in hand.with big leads over MlCk
Rick Gates, Kenyon . . . . . . . . I 104 13.0 River, Cohference, but Schnautheir closest rivals. Kenyon 's Stu DeepenbracJi,
fer has been corning on strong
Lake City ;.
A
73 12.2
Steve Strandemo is much in Steve
Mount, Stewa rtville. .11 132 12.0 to add punch in recent games.
the same position in the Hia- ' ' , ¦ 77CENTENNIAL ,
V ' . In his last two outings he has
watha Valley with 7 a 23,9 av- Ron. Johnson, Faribault Deaf 3 V.!
I 11.1 scored 49 points.
Dennis Iverson. Wabasha .Vi 139 23.2
erage. V
"He's the quickest kid I've
Pete Ekstrand, Wabasha
» 105 17.5
But in the Centennial , where Don Pressnall, Randolph ...
... 4
61 17.3 ever seen," said Harvey , "Early
Gorman, Goodhue ...,:10 172 17.2
Johnson leads for the moment, Torn
TIHringtoh, Elgin . . . . . 7 lot 15.4 in the season he didn 't shoot
Wabasha 's Dermis Iverson is Bob
Steve Richardson, Elgin . , , . 7 104 15.1
but I got on him about
coming ¦ on strong with a 23.2 Mike Popp, Randolph . . . . . 4 53 13.3 much ,
¦
Clayton Copula; Maieppa .. 7 « 13.3 it and hpw he's putting them
mark . "
Arvln Holtegiard, Elgin . . . . 7 84 12.3 in. He also jumps center for
THREE players, Wayne Car- Wayne Carniy,WASIOJA
us . In fact all my little guys
pine Island ;» 177 19:7
ney of Pine Island, Roger Krae* Roger Kraemer,
jump real well," 7 .
Dodge Center ' .. . : . . . 7 . . . ; . T 131 19.7
mer of Dodge Center and Dan Dan
But what about Lanesboro?
Proeschel, Hayfield . . . . 7 134 19.1
Proeschel of Hayfield , are all Ron Zitzow, Dover-Eyota . 7 4 65 16.3 "THE RUN and they're big, "
Cbrdes, Byron . . . ; .-.., S 124 15.5
averaging over 19 points-per^ MerlinSmith,
Weil Concord , . 9 135 . 15.0 said the Houston coach. "They
game in a tight Wasioja Confer- Pat
Dave Gotcaul, Claremont ,. > 111 . 14.8 like to press like we do, but
ence scramble. Carney arid Dean Hoven, Wanamingo ,. 9 125 13.9 we've faced that before. And
Bill Bonser, Dodge Center;. * 82 13.7
Kraemer are tied for first with Grant
Hoven, Wanamingo
9 121 13.6 we've faced a height disadvanMark Fredrickson, Hayfield 7
93 13.3
19,7 marks.
tage before.
COULEE
The Coulee Conference boasts
"They might out rebound us,
Las Muenzenberger,
the tightest race of' • all. Only Bangor . . . . . . . . . . . . ...,..; • 16( 20.1 but . V, on second thought they
1.3 points separate four cagers Bob Anderson, Holmen . . . . 5 10} 20 6 probably won 't; Our boys scrap
Guerthler,
with a shot at the crown . Les Bob
Gale-Ettrick
. . . . . . 77 .7 . . ; , 4 , «z 20.J pretty well."
V:
Muenzenberger of Bangor mov- Gary Herbert, Trempealeau t 154 19.5
Steve Dafflnsor,
ed .back into first with a 33- Gale-Ettrick 7,
. . , , ; . . • 135 14.9
point effort last week. He now Tom Peck, Onalaska . . . . » 129 16.1
Gordy Horstmah, Bangor ... S 121 16.0
has a 20.8 average.
Dave Evomon. Holmen .7. 7 110 15.7
But close behind are av pair Bud BenUsa, Arcadia . . . » 135 15.6
Harry GrliwoW, West Salem 4
91 1512
ot players who started the seaWEST CENTRAL
son late because of injury. Hol- John Stohr
, Alma . . . . . . . . . 10 206 20.6
men's Bob Anderson is plunk- John Lawson, Pepin . . . . . . 10 HI 19.8
Mike Moham, Alma
i ll.l
ing them in at. a 20.6 clip, while Maynard Krai, Taylor . . . .. .. .1 0( H
139 17.4
Minnesota Colleges
GaleVEttrick's Bob Guerthler is Dennis Blarig, Fairchild . . . . 7 116 16.6 Augsburg, 72, Mlnneiota-Duluth 70.
" 13.7
Mike Lafle, Fairchild
.
.
.
.
.
7
110
hitting at 20.3. The fourth eag- Bruce Martin, Arkansaw ... 9 132 14.7 Bemld'l' 71/ ' Concordia 71.
St. Thomas AA , Gustavus Adolphus 14.
er js Trempealeau 's Gary Her- Randy Julich, Fairchild ' . . . 7 SB 14.0 St.
Mary's 62, Hamline Si,
Brian Kreibich, Alma
;¦;.. 9 117 13.0
.
jSt . John's 73, Macalester 47 (overtime:
bert who was tied with Ander- Curt Youngbauer , Alma
9 111 1J.3
Minnesota-Morris 85, Moorhead 41.
son'for first up until last week.
DAIRYLAND
Eau Claire 84 , River Falls 41.
EAST
Herbert
now has a 19.5 aver- Gene Janke, Alma Center .. • ¦ 171 21.4
¦
'
BucKnell B0, American U. 74.
:
Dick
Osborn,
Augusta
7 143 30.7
age. ' '
Phlla . Text . 80, Kutitown 57 .
Dean Dale, Blair ,
i 144 U.9
Tults 80, MIT 79,
Stohr leads the West Central Roger Tollelson,
SOUTH
Eleva-Strum
9 141 17.9
Conference, but he is being Lyle
Sell, Osseo
.
Kentucky At , Georgia 45, l overtime
16.6
pressed hard by Pepin 's John Tim Bue, Eleva-Strum . : . , , . 109 1(6
Vanderbilt 104, Mississippi 58.
147 14.3
Cummlngi , Alma Center • 127 1S.9
Woke Forest W, Virginia 87.
Lawson with a 19.8 mark ; Mike Dale
Bruce Ausderau, Whitehall . 7. 109 15.6
Auburn 17, Tulane 58.
MohamV a teammate of Stohr , Barry Johnson, Whitehall 7 104 14.9 VMI
M, Furman «.
Hal
Cbedeiltr,
c-FC
E. Carolina 76, Richmond 71.
JO
J47
J4,7
is also in the running with an
Miss, State 74; LSU 71."
INDEPENDENTS
38.1 average .
Fla . State 73, Loyola Fla. 51.
Dan Langlois, Durand
10 119 11,9
Jackson St. 13.
THE DAIRYLAND Confer- Dale Harschlip, Durand .. ..' * 154 17.1 Gambling 98,MIDWEST
Dean Wilde, Lewiston . . . . . . ¦ 112 14.0
ence appeared to have settled Steve
Kansas tt, Oklahoma 41.
Kent, Mondovi . . . . . , ; » 115 12.8
Michigan 88, Indiana 48 ,
down to a two-way race, but Joe Langlois, Durand
10 121 12.1
Iowa 70, Northwestern SI.
BI-STATE
suddenly two more players have
Mich. State 89, Purdue 78.
Crclflhlon 72, Notre Dame 19.
Herb Proeschel, Lima SH .. ¦ 132 14.3
come on strong to make it a Don Larson,
Colorado 61, Okla. State 55.
four-way fight.
Iowa State 85, Missouri 70 .
Onalaska Luther
.4
l 14.3
Bradley 11, Polish Nit'ls 77.
Mulvenna,
Leading the pack is Gene Mike
DePaul 120, Western Ont . 51,
Caledonia Loretto .,
¦ 122 13,3
Janke of Alma Center with a John Bill, Wabasha
South. Ill, 60, Ky. Wasleyan 56,
Cent, Stale, Ohio 94, Ky. State 92, ot.
St . Felix
» 116 Ij.l
21.4 average, followed by Au- Donny
N. Mich. 116, Wayne , Mich . 47,
Fenlon.
gusta 's . Dick Osborn at 20.7, Rollingstone HT
4 11 13.3
SOUTHWEST
Dave
Arnoldy,
These two have been trading Rollingstone HT
Hardin Sims 94 , Ctnteniry 91.
1 70 13,0
McWurry 74, Texas AH 64 .
the league lend all season, But Ron DrccMrali,
Pralrla View 104, Ark. AM*N 101,
Lsjther
4 52 11.0
now Dean Dale of Blair has Billonalaska
FAR WEST
Brunnar, Lima SH
• 103 11,9
pushed his average to lli.O , only Dennis Lemke,
Washington 80, Call). 79 ot.
Onalaska
L«jther
4
49
12.1
Wash.
State
61, Stanford 51,
one-tenth of a point ahead of Ken Stratman ,
Seattle 100, Idaho St . 93 .
Roger Tollefson of Eleva-Strum, Onalaska Luther
4 49 12.3
Nevada 74, Navads South 70

Betty Englerth , the gal who
already holds the highest women's series of the season in Winona, returned to the scene of
her previous feat Monday night
and walloped an errorless 590.
The total , coming on the
strength of a 203 game , pushed
her into fifth place on the list.
Her city "topper " total is a ' 617
rolled Nov. 30.
Behind Betty 's effort , which
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Basketball
Scores

Iowa Falls
From Cage
Ratings

A BIG 'SPIEL . ;'.¦ First and third event
winners in the annual Centervllle Men's
Bonspiel completed Sunday are pictured
above. In: top photon bonspiel chairman Loyal
Van Vleet (right) presents the championship
trophy to Art Stenberg of La Crosse, Other

Bangof

members ¦ of the Stenberg rink are ( frorh
left) : Frank Hayek , Ralph Secrist and Dick
Kratt. The third event winners from Galesville are (from left) : Myron Johnson, Bob
Ofsdahl , Norm Gelder and skip Dint Johnson. ,
(Daily News. Sports /Photos )> ¦ .' . '. ' -

^

Fastbreak UnHrriit^d
: V TREMPEALEAU , Wis. v- Want to get
features a brother combination in the front
a good workout and go home feeling like
line. TQm Johnson, a 6-4 junior , and Steve
Johnson , a 6-5 sophomore, team; with 6-3
you ' ve done a full day 's Work ?
senior Irv Nehring to make up the rangy
Well, be on hand at the Trempealeau
front three. In the back court is Gary HerHigh School gymnasium tonight when Trembert, 6-1, the team 's leading scorer. The fifth
pealeau 's Bears and the Bangor Cardinals
race into Coulee Conference basketball war- starter will be either Dave Brunkow or Ken
Muenier , . a pair ofv6-0 seniors.
fare. V
And - "race".'is the correct term to use. V "We'll have a height advantage ," admits
In a conference that delights in using the . the Trempealeau coach , "but this (Gordy)
fast break and scoring a lot of points , these
Horstmah is rough underneath . He picks up
15 to 20 points a game on easy buckets. "
are the two teams that excel the most at
the race horse tactics.
But Mewhorter feels the key to the CardiNot only will the game be a harried afnal attack is Les Muenzenberg; a deadly outfair that will leave spectators weary from
side shot that leads . the Coulee Conference in
watching, but an extrai bit of spice will be
scoring.
added. It's a ; game that will have direct
"We've had our most success with a
bearing on the conference titlist for this
zone this year ," Mewhorter mused , toying
season.7'
with the problem 6f what defense to use.
Bangor will bring a 7-1 season mark and
"We'll just have to wait and see what
6-0 loop record to the small Trempealeau
happens. "
gym , while Trempealeau is 6-2 for the year
Another interesting feature thrusts its
and 4-2 in league action.
head into the game. Trempealeau 's gymnasi"Our main problem has been inexperium , the. smallest in the league , is figured to
ence," says Trempealeau coach Dean Mebe an advantage to the Bears by other loop
whorter. And with four seniors and one
coaches , But Mewhorter denies this.
regularly play ing junior on the squad , every"Actually it's a home court disadvanone would have to agree.
tage , " he said. "We fast break better on a
Last time out , in their first appearance
bigger floor."
after the long holiday layoff , Trempealeau
And just who does the first-year coach
was soundly thumped by Holmen 76-53 but
feel is the best fast breaking team in the
the score didn 't indicate the balance of the
league?
two teams.
"We are ," he , says resolutely.
"They couldn 't have played a much worse
"No one is going to go through this congame," said Mewhorter of his charges, "We
ference unbeaten , " Mewhorter continued.
couldn 't hit anything in the first half , and
"There is just too much balance . Right now
then the kids started passing up shots they
there are six or seven teams that can win
would normally have taken. Because of this ,
on any given night. "
:
the boys didn 't know when to go in for the
And judging from the inflection in his
rebound and our timing was completely
voice , Trempealeau 's night is tonight.
broken. "
•
-BOB JUNGHANS
Mewhorter has been using a lineup that

DINNER POSTPONED
QUINCY , Mass . (AP) - A
hometown dinner honoring ManWASHINGTON ( AP) — Twen- i by the Hall of Fame honors
ager Sam Me)e of the Minnesota
ty-two
former college football court to be honored next DecemTwins has been postponed beplayers
and five conches were ber at the ninth annual Hall of
cause of his illness.
Fame awards banquet in New
named today as finalists in bal- York.
loting for the National Football
The 18 modern players include
Hall of Fame,
Norm Van Brocklin , Oregon
Nine of the 18 players whose quarterback , now coach of the
careers date after 1910, at least Minnesota Vikings,
two of the four "pioneer" play- The four pioneer players in"Grant can stay in the enter- ers from before 1910 and one of clude John McGovem, Minnesotainment business if thinks he's the five coaches will be selected ta quarterback.
going to get that kind of
Money, " Griffith
reiterated
Monday,
Griffith said slugger Harmon
Killebrow , his highest paid player , got $55,000 last year and will
get a raise to "not quite $fi0,000"
this year. "I've never had any
serious trouble with Harmon ,"
he added.
says
Second highest paid last year
was Camilo Pascual , at about
Sentry
$46 ,000. Griffith declined to say
you may
IT^"*j3B^^^ P
what he offe red Pascual , but he
not
to.
have
A simple
apparently expects his curvef /AHVIIj fe^l
balling right-hander to comquestionnaire could save
JB
plain.
morey°
l£%S wm.
a1u u^ c*° '^
en rvor man
"Camilo will get Ids contract
very shortly, and he will let you
know ," Griffith said.
^VWJk tfWtWliW
Allison was around $37,000
last year , and had a so-so year.
Catcher Earl Battey already
has signed for about $35,000,
Left.handed
pitcher
.llm
w Wlncr«i»
A
\_ ^_W_W* __ \^__
""
Kaat , who -got nbout $27,000 last
¦BBS JssH i Phon* 7261-Wlnma
year , and outfielder Tony Oliva ,
who has won two straight
league hattin g titles and got $25 , 000 in '65, both aro likely to get
rajsea to over $30,000.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The streaking Duke Blue Devils held onto first place in The
Associated Press basketball poll
today and Kansas replaced
Iowa in the major-college Top
Ten:. '.,
Duke's margin oyer secondplace Kentucky was trimmed
considerably, though. The Blue
Devils, winners of nine iri a row
for ari 11-1 mark, collected: 32
first-place votes and . 405 points
in the balloting by 44 regional
experts; '¦ .¦.
Kentucky., unbeaten In V10
games, trails by only 40 points,
50 less than a week ago. The
Wildcats , polled eight votes for
the No, 1 position and 365 points
in the latest balloting based on
games through last Saturday.
Duke and Kentucky set the
pattern for the other teams in
last week's Top Ten, each winning twice. Among the other
eight teams, only Iowa was a
loser, The Hawkeyes; seventh a
week ago, dropped a 69-68 decision to Wisconsin.
Kansas whipped Colorado 6955 and Iowa State 82-65 for an
11-2 mark¦ and
into 10th
¦ moved
' 'v^vV ^V. ,
pla'ce. . .-' ¦ • ' ¦ '
Duke defeated Penn State 8358 and North Carolina 88-77
while Kentucky defeated St.
Louis 80-70 and Florida 78-64.
4M
7 I. bul<t ll-l . . . , . . . . ; . :
1. KertuckY 10-0 . . . . . . . . . . . ... v J6S .
'
. ........
3. Vanderbilt 12-1 ...7
4. St . Joseph's, Pa. 10-J .......
,
5. Bradlay 13-1 . . r . : y- . . . . . . : : ! . .
?. Providence 18-1 ..
7. Brlgham Young 10-1 . . . . . . . . . .
t. .T exas Weslern 11-» .".
7 . . . . . . . . . . . .¦ .
*. UCLA *-3 . V'
10. Kansas IM •:. ' , . , '. . '.:.. ....•'.¦.» ,

: ¦

Michigan Teams
Wm inBig 10

CHICAGO (AP ) - Michigan ,
the defending champion , and
Michigan State ; an upstart in
the Big Ten basketball race,
both were triump hant Monday
night , v
The two teams from the "Wolverine state managed to climb
into a first place tie with Illinois -with 2-0 records but the
Illini will have an opportunity
to technically snap the deadlock
Tuesday night.
Illinois, in quest of a third
straight conference victory, will
take on Wisconsin Tuesday night
and a victory would again put
Illinois on top of the heap.
Iowa , meanwhile, recorded its
first conference triump h with a
70-58 victory over Northwestern.
Michigan State was the only
Monday night contestant to win
away from home.

MOTORCYCLE
• REPAIRS
• PARTS
• SERVICE

ROBB BROS.

Motorcycle Shop

173 6. 4th St. Phon* 4007

"I wonlil think our payroll
would go to $fiO0 ,000," he snid.
"That's second in basehal! only
to the New York Yankees , who I
would guess are around $700,000. If we got around two million dollars in radio and television money like the Yankees ,
wc could do that too. "
The Twins ' payroll has Shot
up 50 per cent since the old
Washington . Senators moved
here in .1961, from $400,000 to the
expected 3600,000 this year.
"Our salaries have steadily
gone up aa the team has improved ," Griffith snid. "We 've
easil y got a dozen at $20,000 or
better now , "
Griffith i.s offering raises to
most of his players , holding a
few at their 1005 level and asking only two to take cuts. He
won 't identify the two, hut speculation centers on pitcher Dick
Stigman , second bnsenian Heinle Allen and , possibly , outfielder Bob Allison.
The hlfigCNt contract fights
are expected with .shortstop Zoilo Vorsalles , the American
League's Most. Valuable Player ,
and pitcher Jim Grant , who won

21 regular season games and
also chalked up two of the
Twins ' three victories in the
World Series — lost last October
to the Los Angeles Dodgers,
Both have announced that
they plan to ask for salaries In
the $50,000 range. Griffith is adamant that neither will get that
much ,
Versalles , who played for $28,000 last year , said Monday he
plans to ask for a $25,000 raise,
which would put him nt $53,000.
"1 feel I' m Hoing to have trouble," the Cuban shortstop said.
Griffith confirmed Zoilo 's suspicion.
"He won 't get a $25,000
raise ," Griffith said , "and I'd
question if he'll gel in the $40 ,000 range. He 's hud only one
what you 'd call an outstanding
year. You don 't Ret that kind of
money until you have a Int ot
them , One year doesn't make a
ball player. You don't get that
kind of money overnight. "
(' rant, on tour thU winter
with a song nnd dance nightclub
net , snld curlier that he expects
to get $50,000 this year, He
mado about $21,000 in 1065,

179 EAST THIRD

Publlstied In response lo call made t>y comptroller of the currency, under Sselkm
53)1, U.S. revised statutes,
ASSETS
Cash , balances with olher hanks, and cash llemi In process
..
11,130,758.50
of collection
.
2,J1D,o56.M
United States Government obllnatlons, fllred and guaranteed
1,490,091.11
Obligations ot States and political subdivisions
Securities of Federal agendo and corporations not guaranteed by U.J.,. ¦ 99,112,50
5"3, 'W,I4
Other bonds,' notes, and debentures
14,39«,7fO. M
Loom and discounts
7J5.872.9J
Nxcd assets
; .
9,775.06*
Customers ' liability to ihls bimh on acceptance^ outstanding .. >
Other assets
M,B13,?4
',

%»,tU,Ai0.tT
LIABILITIBI
J 5,414,541,43 .
Demand deposits nl Individuals, partnerships , and corporation*
Time nnd savings deposits of Individuals, partnerships,
ll,J74,4J0,4*"
and corporations
j
l99,J18,n
Deposits of United Stales Government
Deposits of Slates nnd political subdivisions . ,
1,290,419,70
Doposlls of commercial banks
.,
44,164.94
,
17,575,90 '
CerlltlK) and officers ' check* , tic
Tolal Deposits
SI9,fJ«4,890.77
(n) Total demand dnposlts
* A,593,04O.U
, , *1D,J91,830.49
(bl Total lime nnd savings deposits
Liabilities for borrowed money
.. . . , , . , , , . ,
500,000,08
Acceptances executed by or lor account of this hank
¦
'9,775.00
and ouhlandlnu
436,934.04
Olher liabilities
,.
Total Assets

Why should you have to pay
extra for your car insurance?

Tolal

Liabilities

Common stork-, total par value
No. shares authnrlii'd , 4 ,000
No. shores outstanding 4,000
Surplus
.
Undivided profits
Reserves

^ '^ ^ ^

SENTRY INSURANCE

LANG'S Bar

of Winona , In the State of Minnesota, at the
close of business on December 31, 1965

but you drive like an expert.

^<P5LI
__

ot

Winona National ™ d Savings Bank

YouVe under 25

DUANE RIHCLER

(ON SCOPITONE)

REPORT OF CONDITION OF THE

Ducliman Amona Hall Nominees

-wQ

There's a lot of
Twisting fiolng On

Charter No. 104U5

Car to Loosen Purse Str ings

ST. P A U [.-MINNEAPOLIS
(AP) — Success is going to Calvin Griffith' s pockelbobk in
1986.
The Minnesota Twins owner
mailed new contracts to players
on his American League baseball championship team Monday, and he admitted :
"There 's going to be .a lot of
them squawking, Nut I've heard
lt before ."
Griffith Is caught in the bind
of rewarding his players for
winning, the 1905 pennant and
still holding his player payroll
within what lie considers reason .

331
238
1U
174 :
14*
150
103
47

also included ; the conversion of
the 3-4-7-10 split, Main
¦ ¦¦Tavern
totaled . 929 Wv- ' '" - . ' ¦" ' ;. ' - "- .
2,681 to mov»
w i t h i n two
game's of Pin
T 6 p p 1.',•;.r s
League leading
Watkins Mary
K i n gVat the
Westgate BowlHelen Nelson;
Who holds the
other three of
the five top se- "^^^^^^^
ries this sea- B> Englerth
son, led other honor count shooters with 202—526. Marianne
O'Brien laced 515, Vivan E,
Brown came up with 510,
Yvonne Carpenter tagged 505,
Isabelle Rozek hit 503 and Hei.
also came up with
en Ehglerth
¦
son. ' ' "" . " ¦.' ¦' :
On the other side of the ledfer , the men came up wjth a
pair of honor counts, both in
the: City League at Hal-Rod
Lanes.
Vince Suchomel toppled 24*->
820 to Spark league leading
Wally's Fountain City to 1,005-i
2 ,862. Wally's swept to stretch
its lead to four games over runnerup Country Kitchen, which
got a 601 effort from Gene
Kaehler. V
George Kratz hit a 556 errorless;: Hal Biltgen an unscathed
54i2 and Earl Kane a 540 errorlessVW
WINONA ATHLETIC CLUBl
Monday — Ahrens-Plait Oil Co.
laced 2 ,926 behind John Cierzan's 570. Pete Masyga camo
up with 236 for First National
Bank , and Joswick's Fuel A OH
hit 1,002. v :
Go Getters — Eleanore Hansen scrambled 191—484 for
E.B 's Corner, but team honor*
went elsewhere as Graham McGuire registered 876 and Kramer & Toye totaled 2,505, Maxint
Gabrych jiicked up the 3-7-10.
RED MEN: Monday Nite —
Henry Fegre's 506 paced
Doerers to 938, while Schmidt's
socked 2,662. Bob Nelson Sr.
had 197 for Bub'sV
HAI/-ROD: VFW — It W8»
D&B night for Dick, Del, Bunked , Bakken's aid Bub's. Dick
Seeling hit 224 and Del Prodzinski totaled 586 both for Bunke's, while. Bakken's Construction hammered 978 and Bub's
toppled 2,760.
WESTGATE: Ladief — Ken'f
Hardware nailed 862 and Midland Co-op socked 2,480. Leaguev
leading: Grulkowski Beauty Shop
got a 177—486 effort from Esther Kelm. Joan Hackbarth
downed the 6-7 split.
Alley Gater'g — Ruth Buerck
blasted , 181—492 for William'*
Hotel, and Nash's came up with
892—2,516 as the two teams tied
for the top spot.
Community - Ken Spalding
toppled 205 to help Frickson'a
Auctioneers to 1,037 — 2,848.
Dave Ruppert battered 205—571
for Sunbeam Bread.

Tolal
I
|
I
'
i

Capital

Accounts

*31,03l,5»9,l
l
CAPITAL ACCOUNT*
400,000.00

,

400,000.00
43J.9S0.54
300,000.00
5 1,631850.54

Total Liabilities and Capital Accounts
t33,4SMS0.37
MBMORANPA
Avorane of total deposits for tha IS calendar dofs ending with call date S19,167,75l.44
Average of total loons tor the IS calendar days ending Wit h call dale
. 14,433,73?,
Loan) as shown abov e ere aflnr deduction nl valuation reserves of
34,0O* ,73
I, H. A. Malinger, cashier, nf the ahnvo named bank do hereby declare that
this report nf condlllon Is true and correct to Hit bast of my knowledge and ballot,
H, A. HA55INOER
We. the undersigned directors attest the correctness of Ihls report ot condlllon
and declare that it hns henn examined by ils and to the best o' our knowledge and
belief Is tiut and correct ,
E. U, KING JR,
6. J, SIEVERl
S. I K R Y Z S K O
Directors

**
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SOUTH ft. PAUL

SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn. (B--(UsbA)
—Cattle S,5O0; calves 11,800; ' . slaughter
steers ana heifers (airly active; steers
steady to 25 higher; heifers steady;
cow! v rather 7 slow, steady with. Morv
day 's lower close or: fully 50 lower
' for - two days; bulls, vealers, slaughter
.
calves - and feeders steady; average
choice 1100 lb slaughter steers 26.2SI
choice 950-1200. lbs 25.00-26.00;
most
choice - 850-1050 lb heifers 24.75-25.75;
.25; utility and comnrierclal
22,00-24
gbod
cows 15.00-15.50; utility , and commercial
bulls 19.00-21.00 ; choice vealers 30.01V:
35 00; good 24.00-29.00; choice slaughter
calves 19.00-23.00; good 15.00 lo 19.00;
good 600-550 lb. feeder, steers 22.00-24.00.
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This new-paper will ba responsible
for only one, Incorrect Inrtnion ef
any classified advertisement .published
¦
in lli« want Ad section. ' Check .
your ad end call 3321 If i-correction
must bf made.. • -.

Lost' and Found

4

8TRIC1TLY BUSINESS

14 MaFe-r-Jobs of Interest—' 27

V

¦

Plumbing, fooling

21

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER¦
f or clogged severs end dtetne
: Tel. «M of HU. I year guarantee. .

CALL SYL KUKOWSKI

V

V

7

BUGOY . VVOrt't itart7 See Marv for a
dependable easy starting used car,
Mary 's Used Cars, 210 VV. Jnd.
WE ARE STILL taking applications,, for
wa Dresses JO If you couldn't stop In
last week, come On In today. We mult
Insist Ifiat you be over 21. Contact
Innkeeper,
Ray
Meye r, WILLIAMS
¦ HOTEL. . - - .
..
'
TREAT rufls right, they'll be - a delight
If cleaned v*ltn ahie'-Lustre. Rent electric shampooer; 11. ft,- D. Cene Co. .
ARE Y6U A CROBLEW ORINKER?^Man or woman your drinking creates
numerous problems, it you need and
want help, contact- Alcoholics Anonymous, Pioneer Group c/o General Delivery, Winona, . Minh. ¦
IMP ROPER fitting . coat, or pants, sir?
7 Warren Beisihger Is your answer. :!2''
B. Ath. - . :- • '
FAST, expert, low-cost watch repair at
RAINBOW - JEWELRY, 116 W. . -4th.
Also , electric shaver repair, stone set: tingi - engraving- and lewelry repair.
WILL MR. J. MRS. Lloyd Tiber contact Mr. Ohlson at Mpl». phon* 112<12-333-45<l regarding an accident Involving a motorcycle and a truck : on
Hwy. 61 on Nov.' -19, 1965. Please call
collect leaving address snd business
phone number. .' . . .
WILL THE CAR stari tomorrow? Know
ahead of time by calling TED MAIBR
• WEATHER phono. Late LOCAL forecasts available -2i hours , a day.' . Tel.
¦
3333. ' .
STOP. BORROWING UNWISELY! LOOK
into the savings that can be had . with
one et our-low-cosl, confidential , bank
loansi LISTEN to the ' facts before you
borrow,, and. compare , Low-cost : hank
' • ' loin*-are ava ilable . tor .any worthwhile
. purpose. See the friendly folks, at MERCHANTS . NATIONAL. BANK Installment
Loan .Dept.

TRUSSES-ABDOMINAL BELTS
SACROILIAC SUPPORTS

GOLT2 PHARMACY
' -

. . ,- tei. tSAf '

Auto Service, Repairing

10

TEMPO DRIVE IN -

/ // i y/ AS Pp ~\A l:- . A// . -:
500 watt .

v TANK TYPE
ENGINE HEATERS
$5.99

Installed

Mt

SAN ITARY

PLUMBING & HEATING
.
E. . 3rd St. .
TH. 3737

Female—Jobs of Interest—26
PERMAfieNTS, J6.50. and up at Beauty
Spot -Salan, 209 Johnson St. Tal. 9471.
WAITRESS . WANTED-for noon
es, some night work. Must be.
.Older.
Insurance and usual
benefits. Contact by Ray: Meyer,
7
LIAMS .HOTEL.

lunch21 or
o*her
WIL-

WAITRESS—7 a.m. to 3 .p.m., experience
'.- helpful but ' : not necessary. 1 Apply at
the Snack Shop. - . . . .' .
BABYSITTER WANTED In my home
weekly, 2 pre-school
children. Tel. 8689¦
,' 2372 after 6. ' ,
SALESLADY WANTED—age . 25-45, paid
¦
vacations. F. W. Woolworth ,Co. . - . ' .
WAITRESS . WANTED , - apply
Labor Temple. ,

at th*

Business Opportunities

,

Hra.9 a.m. tos p.m.; Sat. « a.m. to noon.

QU I CK MONEY -. ;,,
on any article of value . ..:- . NEUMANN'S BARGAIN STORE 7
Ul E. 2nd St.
. ' .'¦ ¦; . tei. ;2133

Situations Wanted—Male 30
CARPENTER, REMODELING, etc. work
1
wanted In Winona. ...Tel: Arcadia 25-F-21.

Dogs, Pet«, Supplies

42

TERRIER PUPS—for sale. Roy's Store.
7 Tamarack; Wis. tei. 539-3533. . 7 . .

Horses, Cattle, Stock

43

THREE; LADIES

LOCAL factory out let requires 3 ladles,
18-44 years, to vrork .15 hoursVper week
. and' average. S37 per . week. Carl . Mischele'. . ..Creed . 8-4460. for. interview and
. appointment;. '

Male—Jobs of Interest— 27

HOLSTEIN vHEIFERS-3 tiose springers.
Albert Ziegler Jr.; Trempealeau, Wis.,
.(4 miles N,W. of Centerville).
OPEN
GILTS—fOr sale. Clem.
¦
Kellogg, Minn. : fel. 767:3370, .

Heins;

HOLSTEIN HEIFERS-7, to freshen soon.
Stanley Bond, Fountain City, Wis. Tel.
¦687-3866. ' • '.

PUREBRED OUROC . boars, 2, priced
reasonable. John- -Kahoun, Rushford,
, Minn. Tei. 664-9430. .' .
ACCOUNTANTS—part-time, et Once, who ,
are thoroughly qualified to prepare
REGISTERED : horned Hereford heifer
Form 1040. Must bo experienced in an
calves, also bulls ready . -for service.
phases of Individual Incoma tax. reDelberl Kahoun, Rushford, Minn. Tel
. turns. Apply 7 to 9 p.m. weekdays, 11<
B64-740!
; ¦¦ ¦
.
Walnut St.
MARRIED OR SINGLE man (Or steady
farrriwork. Laonard Stoskopf, Harmony,
v.
Minn. Tel. 884-3331..
BRIGHT,
INTELLIGENT young man
wllh GbGo' '.attitude wanted to sell motorcycles as ' store manager In Red
Wing, Minn., ROBB BROS. MOTORCYCLES, call In person at J7J E. 4th,
WlnOria;:
WB HAVE OPENINGS for assistant
lumberyard managers, estimators, experienced truck drivers at various locations, Locale Twin City area; . Top salary , and - fringe benefits. Write ' Lyman
Lumber Co.,. Box 40, Excelsior, Minn.

•

company

V VTerramycin
¦ "... For Mastiti?

opening

new territory in eastern Minn, and
western Wis. needs immediate;services
Of a Oapable man to train with and
assist manager. Education not Important but must be personabia and'presentable and have experience dealing
with public. Compensation hlflh lit
line with experience. Rapid advance¦
trient. Must have good car tor tlrfilted
travel and must be available Immediately.

FOR INTERV IEW

Call Mr. Lane, Jan. li & 12
Linahan 's Inn Motel ,
¦ , Winona Minn.
,
.

COST ACCOUNTANT
RAPIDLY
GROWING
manufacturing
company with diversified product line
In southern Minnesota city has opening
• for an experienced cost accountant
This person will be responsible tor cost
accounllnfi, budgetlnfl, cost control and
systems work. Must be Imaulnatlve,
full pf Initiative , and be able to develop
and malnlaln a cost syslem and related procedures. An excellent opportunity for growth and promotion In status,
combined with an unusually eood profitsharing plan for retirement, awaits Ihe
right person. Employer will pay agency
commission, Write or Tel. Calmenson,
Abramson S, Co., CPA, 450 Endleott
Building, St. Paul, Minn.

¦ ¦. . '. ' $4.62

TED MAIER DRUGS
.

.

. Animal Health Cenler
Downtown & " Miracle Mall ' .

Poultry, Eggs, Supplies

44

BUY ARBOR ACRE OUEENS, excellent
for egg slie. Interior quality end production. 20 weeks pullets available all
year around. For qualify ask for.Arbor
Acre Queen pullets. Winona Chick
Hatchery, 56 E. 2nd, winona . . Tel. . 5614.
SANITATION •• ISOLATION - . Vaccination - Ventilation • Perspiration are all
back of the Dekalb 20-week pullets produced by SPELTZ CHICK HATCHERY,
Rollingstone, Minn. Tel. 3689-2311. Avail¦
able year-around.

Beebe Poultry Builder
'
, 3V2 Lbs.
$8.40

TED MAIER DRUGS
Animal Health Center
Downlown- & Miracle Mall

Wanted—Livestock

46

WANTED HOLSTEIN heifnrs , /OO-BOO lbs.,
open or bred. C. M. Keefe, Chatfield,
Minn, Tel. 867-3369.

Houitt for Rent
"!• he a $ter*o fanf Tho$» .wings on hf* hourt are
¦
/ ' speakers!"
57 Coal, AWood, Other Fuel

" FREEZERS ,

FIRST FLOOR-2 bedroom, unfurnlirted,
wllh front entrance, tor gai or. electric range, with garage, central location, . couple only, inquire 452 Main.

63

;

INSULATED UNDERWEAR, 5-oz7 weight ,
' 2-pc. set, J7.95. BAMBENEK'S, 9th 4
.. Martkato. .;
FOLDING DOOR£-32"x86", J9.9J; 3*"x
80", »12.»5;. 40"x80", 422.9J. SHUMSKI'S,

ss .yy; Jrd.

; _______ ___}_: vMAKE A [
;
^
^ :
'¦^
EATI:NG^
:

, ; ' ¦ ¦¦ ¦ ¦
' ¦' ¦ ¦
^^
^m

at /V\cDonalclvS
YOUR
NEW YEAR'S v ,V V.
i. -y i RESOLUTION
Musical Merchandise

70

PORTABLE INDUSTRIAL air compresWALNUT UPRIGHT , piano, good playing
sor with ' Continental motor, csn be
. co'nditlon. v newly rcfift.ished. Tel. 6-2854.
used as lack hammer, good - condition.
Marvin Frelheit, Rt, V Lake City.
Winn. Tel. 345-3835. 7
GIBSON REFRIS6RATOR-f0r sale. 148
Mechanic. ,
TROPIC AIRE HUMIDIFIER
Reg. $69.9!, Special $39.95 :
MARK SCHNEIDER SALES
3930 <th St., Goodview

!Save At Sears !
Cut $25
Kenmore 600
Portable Dishwasher
(Service for 14)
NOW
ONLY

$169.95

SEARS

THEN BUY

TEMPO

STUDENTS

COAL

W. T. GRANT CO.

95

" 2 MILES S.E. Winona on Hwy; 61. Modern 2-bedroom lower apt., furnishings
opflOrtal, avellette Jin; iO. A lso modAPTEft THE HOLIDAY* Isle on Zenith YOU BfiT WE carry a wide variety of
ern 2-bedroom
homa, near Dakota. Tel.
¦
high grade coals, Commander, 3 sizes, ¦ '
. TV sets end Nora* appliances. Save *«
643-3070.
furnace, stove and range; Petroleum
now l PRANK LILLA «. SONS, 761 6.
Coke; Pocahontas; BOrwInd Briquets;
. Blh. Open evenings.
Relss 50-50 Brlejuets; StOtt Petroleum Wanted to Rent
96
Briquets) Wirtler King Egg.. 5 varieties
LEOTARDS, large stocK, ell sites and
of stoker coals. JOSWICK'S FUEL 8,
styles,. 75c to J1.45. Overshoes, snow'
OIL CO., "01 E. 8th. "Where you get TWO OR ffiree-bedroom, house. Would
boots,; insulated boots, shoes; Tremenlike to rent by Feb. 1st. Inquire or
more at lower cost."
dous savings. Why pay more? Stock up
v Write E-40 Daily. News.
tsefere we leave en vacation In Feb.
BURN MOBIL. FUEL OIL and enloy the
. ' Hazelton Variety, 218, E. ,'3rd. . 7
comlort of automatic personal care,
98
Farms* Land for Sale
'
full
set
PREA1IER VACUUM CLEANER,
. Keep-full service 7 — complete - burner
care. Budget plan and guaranteed price.
of attachments, good condition. J25, Tel.
Order today from JOSWICK'S FUEL j. FOR . SALE to . ..settle estate 290 . acre
. 3838. - . ' .
dairy or stock : farm .with about 130
OIL CO., .901 E- 8th.: Tel , 33.89.7
acres tillable. .Located '4 . miles from
WET AND DRY proeesi copy paper,
:Galesvlllp, WlSi ?6 ft. basement , barn
legal and letter sile available. W< can Furn., Rugi, Linoleum
64 (.' room modern house. Grade . A - m i l k
supply copy paper fer elmosf *ny Copy
house, etc. ..Contact Northern . Invest.machine.. .See us. for the latest In 3AA
SPECIALS on
ment Co-, Independence, Wis.,' Real
copy papers. WINONA TYPEWRITER JANUARY CLOSE-OUT
' .1 $29.95 Kroehler
discontinued
'
stylei.
"
Estate . Brokers or ' Alvin Kohner, Wi :
•
SERVICE, 161 E. 3rd,-feli . 8-3300. .
. end tablesund matching cocktait tables, . nonaV Minn. .Te|. 4980.
with .high pressure plastic tops; in
'
KfiEP ybuf eareets beautiful despite conFARMS. .. FARMS
FARMS ..
walnut, reduced to $20 at BURKE?S
stant footsteps Of a busy -family: Get
. .. We buy, we sell , .*» trade.
FURNITURE MART , 3rd 8, Franklin.
shampooer.
- Blue Lustre.' Rent electric
MIDWEST R E A L T Y CO.
¦
Jl. H. Choate V Co. - ,- •' . .
nsseo, Wis;
USED FURNITURE-FootslOol, $1; Chest
¦ ¦
of drawers, -J7.5fl; full size headboard
- Res 495-3157
Ter Office 597-3659 . . .
NORELCO SHAVERS, heads, parts, serv.and frame, $13; 8-pt. walnut dining
'
room suite, $20. 'BORZY SKOWSKi FURice. Yarollmek'e Barber Shop; -115 E.
NITURE, 302 Mankalo Ave. ' Open eve3rd, Wlnfina, Tel. 3709. Open Weds.
Houses for Sale
99
nings. ¦
,V'
TVs,
PERSONAL PORTABLE
-M"13" - 16" or . 19". sets as low as J89.95.
CENTRAL' LOCATION,, wiih.in' walking
Good things ti» Eat
65 E.distance
B & B ELECTRIC, 155. E. 3rd. .
of downlown ' area. Beautiful
. kitchen . 12x17 . ll. Let us-show you this
NEW
SUPPLY
ot
fresh
apples
at
$1
.98
2-bedronm " heme. . Just listed , 'ABTS
77
' - INC. 159 Walnut. SI, Tel;
per - bu. and upi . WINONA POTATO
AGENCY,
IT costs no more to own a Gibson. Come
¦
•
•
MARKET, . 118 Market. ;} • ;- • 8-4365.
in and .get our prices. W INONA FIRE .
' ; '&¦ POWER CO., 54 E. 2nd. Tel. 5645!
BUY
FOOD wholesale oh easy monthly COZY 1 or 3 ' bedroom home, veasf central
¦
terms; CSpItot Food PrbvlsMn C(l., 3930
locdfion.
Tel., 5073 : for appointment .'
FULL LENOTH dark brown Moutoii coat,
6th
St..
Winona. Wrjte .or call . '7356.
Must . sell immediately, leaving Winona ;
repossessed, i95, slie 14-16. Furs By .
Franc is, 57 'W; ^th. : ;
E. HERE IS YOUR . dream kitchen- wilh
. stainless , steel sink and built-in stove
BIRD CAGE and'stand , very nice. Tel.
and Oven. Also nice dlnlnfl area. Laroa
'7902. . . - . ¦ .
living room. - Will FHA or GI. Call in
on
Ifiis one, ABTS AGENCY, INC.. ISi
HARDTOP FROM a Corvette. Tel. 8-25>4.
Walnul SI. Tel. -9-4365.

Articles for Sale

Colo.
BHECKENRIDGE ,
FOR YOUR BEST hog market contact
Casey, Marcks, St. Charles, Minn. Tel.
"We Service What We Sell"
(AP ) - "I felt it first. I don 't
932-4110.
57
E. 3rd
Tel . 8-4371
know If I ever heard it ot all.
1
LEWISTON
LIVESTOCK .- MARKET
Then there was a puff of smoke
A real good auction market tor your
and the whole building just setlivestock. Dairy cattle on hand all
week , hogs bought every day, Trucks
tled down. It was nil over in
Inspect These
available. Sale Thurs . Toi , 2667.
about 15 seconds."
Farm Implements
48
John Bos, 25, Chicago, lift
manager at BreckenridRe Ski
CANVAS—10x18', never used , will sell
Area , said he was about 300 Train for PRINTING cheap, RoOerl Pronsdilnske. Cochrane,
Wis,, (VVaumandce).
yards from the new $62,000
Airline 4 speed HUFi autoweek-old operations and adminONE
LIKE NEW 6 gal. Surge bucket ,
matic record player
$15
¦fr Hand Composition
also I seam bucket. Milo Wills, Hi
istration building when it blew
miles S.E, 01 Nodine, Toi. La CresUBed Maytag Washer
$50
Linccasting an d Prcssvvork
cent . 643-2851.
up Monday.
30-inch Electric Range $G0
CASE 500 crawler wllh loader, V» yd .
The blast killed one person
Write
bucket, teeth and rlppor. Wa lter Reglin
and injured 11 others — three
Sr., Cream, Wli , (Aim * P.O.),
Push Mower, 18-Inch
$5
GRAPHIC ARTS
of them critically.
NEW MACHINERY on hand at reduced
RCA 45 RPM Hi-Fi Phono
The dead man was identified
prices. 12' and 16' silo unloodors, comTechnical School
plete, with tripod and motor; Wocco
Blond wood Cflhlnot ,
ns Richard L, LanninR, 31, Casmilk transfer system, Chicago Gradn A
for Catalog,
Like new.
$20
per, Wyo.
approved; Rlche nulomalic hefll'd esttlo nnd hog walcrers; 2 used ' Clay barn
Bos and other employes said Apprbved for Veteran Training
cleaner units; complole lino of Malls,
stanchions nnd b«rn cleaners. Letter
the apparent cause of the blast
Mueller, 4 miles N, ot Cochrane, Wis
Minneapolis
1104
Currie
Ave.,
was a propane gas leak in a
Tel. 2.(8-2676.
MIRACLE MALL
crawl space beneath the twoMILK HOUSE EQUIPMENT
story building of rough-hewn
Hours 0-9 Mon. thru Sat.
RATH wash tanks, fans, air intakes, hos«
parti, alnrane cabinets ,
timber. Officials had not conSunday 12:30-5:30
Lei's Refrigeration & Dairy Suppllas
firmed tho cause.
555 E, ith
Tal. 5.132
2 Students Needed
Part Time
Hay, Grain, Feed
SO Coal, Wood , Other Pual 63
In Winona Area
GOOD DRY enr corn, also oats, flernard
17-26 years old , neat.
Bauer, Rt, 4, Mondovi, Wis. Tel. 926MINNEAP OLIS (AP ) -Wheat
appearance , car essential.
575.1,
receipts Monday 4lfl; year nao
15 hour week, $3(5 minimum.
STRAW FOR SALE •¦ ' - 600 balas, Emil
316; trading basis unchanged;
Apply Mr . Johnson
Schwerlel, Rl. 3, Arcadia, Wis.
prices '/« hljiher; cash upring
4:304:30 Thurs, Afternoon
GOOD
QUALITY HAY- fo r »"l«. EMor
wheat basis , No, 1 dark northnt Westgate Motel
Rahn, Lanesboro, Minn.
PROMPT DELIVERY!
ern 11-17 protein 1.76-2.02; Wo.
EAR CORN-wlll deliver. Hill Relnbolrif,
1 hard Montana winter ISARl, 1, Utica, Toi. LciwMon .'"03,
CLEAN DELIVERY!
1,92,
Credit Manager
Articles
for
Salo
57
winhard
S.D.
No.
1.
Minn.
Attention; bank tollers ,
• Our conl is dust-treated
ter 1.63-1.91.
3 SNOW PLOW SPECIALS
collectors , loan company
, . . clean to handle . . ',
—
IMP
unli
lor
»5?J
Citioclrll
6
h.p.
No. 1 hard amber durum ,
assistants,
Jacobsen 3 h.p. —S3I9 unit tor »HJ
clean to burn , All typos for
choice 1.75-1,(10; discounts , amWhile They L«ill
Starting
salary
$95
and
up.
AUTO Cl EC1RIC SERVICE
furnace , stoker or stove .
ber 2-3; durum 4-7.
Tel S'H
2nd A Jolmion
Accolorvitcd training pro1.24-1,2(1.
Fast , careful delivery.
Corn No 2 yellow
gram offers promotion and
OLD MASTERS LIQUID WOOD Iran*'
}M--f»(3W;
No,
Oats No . 2 white 6.
raise within 12 weeks. Must
forms old drub mlsmnfchlnn plecits ol
furnlHiro and woodwork Into hoaulltul
IT COSTS LESS
he: over 21, draft exempt
3 white 62-64% ; No, 2 heavy
modern wood ,
heavy
No.
3
6fi%-(lll%;
nnd
willing
to
relocate.
white
TO
BURN THE BEST!
PAINT DEPOT
Rapid expansion offers caWhito 64-66.
167 Center St.
reer of outstanding opporBarley , cms 156 , y ear a go
tu nity , sol id future , many
11)4 ; Rood to choice 1.18-1.42; low
DAILY NEWS
benefits,
1,10-1.34;
feed
,
to intermediate
MAIL
tqft sthfy? iOtW ** ?r*W *F ****I* Mir*
1.08-1.10.
SUBSCRIPTIONS
Rye No . 2 1.22%-1.27%.
Tel. 43!i:i
May Be Paid At
Flnx No. I 3.01 .
Tel. 3373
Ask for Mrs. Strom
TED
MAIER DRUGS 350 W. 3rd
Soybeans No. 1 yollow 2.68V4.

GRAIN

93

Trucks, Tract'i Trailer* 108 U«d Can

f aimimf owsr

We Service and Stock
- Needles for all
RECORD PLAYERS

Hordt 's Music Store
Sawing Machine*

73

USfeD VIKING Free Arm Hewing machine, fully automatic. WINONA SEWING CO., 551 HUft. Tel. im.

Stoves , Furnaces, Parts
SIEGLER
ed, sold
oortahle.
. RANOE
St.
Tel.
.

Typewriters

77

T Y P E W R I T E R S and adding machines
for tale or rent. Reasonable rates ,
free delivery. See us for all your office supplies, desks, files or ofllce
chairs. Lund Typewriter Co. Tel . 5275.

Wanted to Buy

81

TWO-WHEEL TRAILER wonted for Maiding musical Instruments, similar In UHaul. Tel. 9522.
WANTED 1915 or 1956 Chevrolet. », i\m\ da 'rd transmission, in trilr conditio n,
wllh or without overdrive. Box 191 ,
Cochrnne, Wi? . .54527.
USED SAFE WANTED-smMI Mm, nhnut
500 Ibs . Tel. /.in.
S P « U S For Besl Prlcrs
Scrnn Iron, Mrtal, Wool , Raw Fun '
Mi W IRON J, METAL CO,
201 W. Ind. St.
Tel. 3004
WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON *, METAI
CO pnys hlglu'it prices lor scrap Iron,
motnlv nnd raw fur. . .
2J2 W , 2nd
Tel. 1M1
Closed Saturday!
HIGHEST P R I C E S PAID
tor scrap Iron, mclals, rags,
raw furs and wooll

VI 055 INTERNATIONAL

"

2 ton , 4 speed transmission ,
¦
with 2 speed axle , long. - ¦;'
;'
wheelvbnse ,V 8.25X20 10 ply
¦.tires. Looks and runs good. ;
. See this one today for only :

;'
.;V ' \;v_ ..$595'. ^:'V ;:' ;- .;

Tel. ',M

Rooms With Meali

85

COLLF.GE OR W O R K I N G girl . Deautltul
prlvnlo room, bonrd, inn nl car, plus
pay lor h.iliyjiltlng nnd Until house,
work. Tel, S - I U A ,

Rooms Without Meals

86

ROOMS FOR MEN, wllh or wllhnui
housekeeping privileges. No day tleer>
ers. Tel. 4059.
ROOMS FOR R H N T - 4 blorkt Imm WSC,
cooklnil prlvlleqes i TV available , Tel
Sieve SlBOOlS 40)2 ,

Apartmants, Flats
LOWER APT. in Rollinnilonn
Tel , W - m o alter A p.m.

BY OWNER — i-story, 3-bedroom home,
with family room/ on full
lot; altach¦
ed .. l'/i garage , central location. ' Tel.
. D. Welch 8-3452 for - .' appointment ,
D. BEAUTIFUL KITCHEN with plenty
of room for table 'and chair set . . Large
living room with , wall-to-wall, carpeting,
.2 bedrooms.
Large; lot . 1400 down, ba 1¦
, ¦ ance 189.94 ' per ' month; Make ' haste. 'to
see this . home. ABTS ' AGENCY, INC.,
• 159. Walnut St. "Tel. . 8-43*5. -

90
Inr

With lock out hubs VV
and SNOW PLOWS

Tn -choose from
All 7with Wide - Track V

- '-

¦:¦;

TWO ROOMS wllh ball), availalile linrne
flialcl/ , Tel, I W .
2-nr-rirnnin ant ,
MODERN
^FNTRAI.
dl'.nmal. W" Including hral. AdiHH. Tal.
.1972 afte r 5 p.m.
ON HUFF ST. -vicinity of Lincoln, 2-bfri.
roomi, all mortnrn e»rn|il hi>at, 145, Inquire MO E, Mnrk.
DELUXE
OF. all alrctnc 1 bedroom
apts,, carpriud, air cmirlitionod nivl
Onraoes
OOtl SELOV ER, R E A L T O R ,
Tel. 5)49,

'65 Ford LTD

R E S I D E N C E PHONFS:
F;, J, Hartert , . . .1971
Mary Lauer , , , f,fi
Rill Zlobetl . . . tk '.A

to Tho Winona Dally News
D ial 3.121 for an Ad Taker.

3rd & ; Mani:ato-

¦ ¦'
¦. .¦ ' Be-l: - A'ir'
.; - . ' • ¦;. .
:
4-doOr hardtop , V4 „ automatic transmission , p o w e r V
: steenng, power brakes , radio, heater, tu*tone copper
and white, white sidewall
tires. : A Steal at

/ ¦-^^jf ^^

BUICK;. OLDSMOBILE . i.
Ay - A " Open Friday. Night

17

;

1

$1695

14

'fit) Chevrolet 4-door , fi ,
standard, radio.
IJO ceNTER-TH.2349
'DO Buick LoSabro , aulomnmammmmmmvmmummr tk\ radio , vory nice . Rp flucod to $fiflli.
Wanted—Real Estat*
102
Hco and drive
WILL PAY HIOIIBM C.A6H P R I C E S
those fine bargains.
f-'OR YOUR C I T Y
PROPERTY

107

I N T i : n n J C I - r) in molnrcyclen? \n« our
.'ilnrr Mana(yar art under CMmlllcnllnn
RORII IIHOV
V In today ' * nnprr
Mntnrryc la Shop, 5M F. 41h .
l / ' i f O HICYf . l. f f S
Koilir Klryc It Shop
400 Mankaln Ave .
l»l. >4<J

v

j

¦ ' ¦¦

"60 Falcon Wagon . . . $ Sfl3
'59 Ford Wagon . . . . . . $ 59.1

Mobila Hornet, Traihrt 111

•62 Buick Invlcla
Estate Wagon
Powor stcorlnR and braked ,
radio , safety group, tinted
fllass , accessory Rroup,
custom niolfiin RS , only .¦)() ,000 miles . NADA Book
Value SlflOO , our very special price ,

&foM
W
ii R£AUOR

.- ' '

'M Mercury Wagon .. $2495
'fill Ford Country Sedan $'219S
¦
'63 Falcon Wagon . . . ',' $llfl3
¦ ¦
'61 Rambler Wagon .' . .. ' $ 79« ' -' '

'64 Chevrolet Bel Air , V-fi ,
automatic , radio , except
tionnlly nice,
'fin Chevrolet Be) Air , V-fl ,
automatic , radio , factory
nir.

'62 Buick LcSabrc , automatic , radio , many other
items , low milcafie, A
sharp car !
'63 Fairlane 4-door Wagon ,
V-B , automatic , radio.

BOB

Station
Wagons
Buy Now
Save Plenty

(gE»g)

$1995

nlilf .

F.tint* lluver)
P .O. flnx 345

Tel . 6-3643

1958 ¦ CHEVROLET
¦

W»
Advertlu Our Prices
.^.

RU SHFORD

MILLER
MOTORS , INC ,

• Buick Solon (A Service •
niishjord , Minn.
riumr; VN J 7711

«^^

41 Years in Winona
Llncoln-M ercury-Fnlcon
Comet-Fairlano
Open Mon., Fri. Eve
and Saturday afternoons

BUDDY-HM mobll* hom», SOulO WW»,
J bedroomi , IIK» new cmidltlori, cc- l
n«w 15,7M, Mlliiio 'for H,700 . Gerald R.
FDrd, Alma, Wii, Tel, 68J-3373 «v«nlnDs.

•63 ouis aa

fl( your present property
nnd let us slinw you our
pholn li.slin Rs nf new nnd
olrlcr propcrlio .s now nvnll-

Motorcycles, Bicycles

t^:w
:^^
^Open
Mon;, Wed&Fri. Eve. ¦

4-tloor hardtop, 390 motor ,
Cruiseomatic , power steering and brakes, vinyl top
covcrinp, wire wheel covers , radio , tinted glass and
other items. fi .flOO miles. ,
Like now. A $4000 value nt
only

4-door , automatic , power
Ktecrin fi and brakes , radio ,
air coiifJjfionln R .

Tnl. ?n^9

(Wlnona ' i Only R«ol
T«l. MIR or mn

r

$2595

Double Value

''HANK" JEZEWSKI

Telophono Your Wnnt Ads

WiNON A yro
^

Tel. 2396

'fi.V Chevrolet Coupe , fi .
standard ', fl.OOO mile. s, new
car warranty.
' '<!5 -Mustang hardtop , radio.
Exccllcnll

In Ihl* location lor home and business. A Ironi display room 16x24 11.
Three rooms nn second floor. Full
basement, oas hot water heal. South
cenlral area.

ri'iii.

.:

V-fi engine , standard transtransrttission. radio, heater ,
blue with matching interior ,- .
one owner car.
' Was- $15f)5 ,; ':/VVN(>W ' . $i393. V

SPECIALLY
PRICED

'

P h o n e -U s
For An Appraisal

silverUaf. g re en

' -and - ' -white " .finish;
whitewall . tires.. . ..' "•

STATION WAGON

: : VOPENJ
."
v TONltE .
¦
V 'TIU 9 / P M .

Expansion Area

WHATEVER YOUR
PROPERTY NEEDS

' Cof-alind'V:

¦:¦ 1962; CHEVROLET
i 'A - v Bel' - Air

. A H three
PRICED TO MOVE

121 Huff

available in lliis 2-story home. Dovnslniri- ha^ a llvlna room 13x27 : wilh
native '.tone fireplace , Large . dining
room,
Ihree
hiKlrooms and bath ,
I Arne kitchen with new cuphriards.
Second/ floor Is unfinished,, but has
many possibilities.
Full b.v.omonl.
Oil hnr. l . We r,l location.

mi M II . II M

v

":
: ';

:
:
«flC^HiV R' o't rf tifto, >- : - -0.v :;: ^SPp;'' ;' ;- - .' ^ .

-v ¦

+•

'

J ^m ^

This thrifty-price , one-story ' finmt In
central loralion has five ronm^ . nrw
pai furnace , gai . water heater. Garflgr.
-'• ' -'' ' Vr
-V

• '¦

'

'

Vv VtN^B ffi SvV

: 1963 CATALINA 4-door
1962 CATALINA 4-door
1959 BONNEVILLE 4-door .
hardtop

Retiring?

•V

¦¦

¦; - 7R . . W; -2n d
v Telv R-27J1 :
V vOpen Friday Evenings

'¦. . ':-

175. Lafayette.
Tel. 5240 or 4400 alter hours.

-'¦

'

;V 7'W^7|895WV

'
¦¦¦.-

5-# - ^:-v W- ; 't^

Frank Wesf Agency v

;

V\A
¦
VV * .

: PONT!AGS

NO DOWN payment. Immediate becupan
- cy. 861 W7 Sth. .4 bedrooms, Hi bath's
full basement, oil heat, ' Spacious ga
rags. Will arrange lonp terrp : loan wltr
: payments like rent ,

Brick honic on large lot. Four rooms
and ba Ih. Large car and . a 'half .cinder
block cjflragc. Basement, furnace and
electric ¦ w.'itnr heater .

. Y /

^i^ySfromv^.bfb'rs

..

i

¦
-i' 'iradio ,-heifer ,' • 7
Y .- V - dx i,
automatic . ' I r a n ? , .
Y ;: / .
V\ V / ' mission , . l u - tphe V,

wPriced;'toVSe llv . v

Attention Vstcrcns

• . ¦ ' ¦' . ' East Location

¦v

1762 CHRYSLER ' :•, IrnWrial. . '¦ "- . . .
¦t »
Barrn ^-door hardlop. ' ; - P U L L - Y
v EQUIPPED Including lact .o ry air c.ftn'rirtionino. - ONE ' OWNEft ' new' car:
: trade.: "inspect this beauty loday. ". - " .

'
¦—— —^

-

7W I959 PONT IAC V

Smooth Driving;

¦

¦¦ ' ¦

BUTCK - OLDSMbBILE
Open Friday Night .

W-' -V ld"?.'

CHEVROLET
. i«."» imuaie73-deor ' herd:
lop; radio, , ' IMJ ' sticX fr.ansmi',siftn .:. .New
S89.*: . Tel.
pluqi. points, • '' . condenser.
. 3TO - " tveniriBV '
;--

V

' ¦

{ 0W ^^i.

Fv Av KRAUSE GO.

Chrysler'- -pj'yh*0utK .' ¦'
-Open Friday Niq 'titv '

'

p ower ¦
¦
br akes, . radio, heater, tilt'.' • - .
steering wheel, white sidewall ti res, tu-tone br onze
mist-"arid white, tOW MILE.
AGE , exceptionally, clean, v

7 V V BREEZY ACRES : ; Highways H a nd 61; East

¦
"
—:— - *—

'

.

P ovw e r : st eering,

. Stop out — Look these over .
Take time btititn drive one.

'

*

Dynamic 88

1963 JEEP CJ5
Full cflb V
¦ Less than 5.000 miles , can 't
be told from » NEW Jeep.

.• • .- ' ¦ ' .-•

'

1963 OLDSMOBILE

V 1955 JEEP 4 Wheel drive
6 cylinder engine. .

Us»d. , CaraV; :V'.

¦

'
; 'W - : ' $.1995;. Ayiy / / A

Ready To Go .v

V

'

'
FOSb—1»»1 2-dearV autemitle, - S-evilnder. ' .Leavlna for »ervlc* , S»l «t Orv's-Skllly •
' Mullen, III E. 4th. ,. 7

BUICK v- OLDSMOBILE V
. Open Friday Night

iv

--

CHEVROLET - 1«« i-doar, «-cy1lnd*r,
blue, radio, healer, ¦ Ktandard trananilj'
nun, runs perfect, flulck tale, only »M0,
. Til, SiAt af t e r : 4 , .. .

^$^A ; A :1

hlriet ,

Sam Weis man & Son
INCORPORATED

BY OWN ER— 5 bedrooms, .near . Madison
available
School,
Immediately. - - - Tel .
5910 or write J. Deilke,* 4)7 Olmstead
for. appointment.

7S

HEATERS, oil or gas, installserviced; Aladdin Blue Flame
heaters; eiso oil Durntr narts .
OIL BURNER CO., 907 E. Sth
7479, Adolph MIChelowskl.

''.0 W. 3rd

EIGHTH E., modern 3-bedroom, hOusf,
. $5150, part terms. . 5-room cottarje, E;
9th, . modern-except , heat, $4850 . E. 4th;
;
small house, full7 besemenf, J25C0. , 4room ' house,- " -'12600, rent terms. C.
¦ SHANK, 552 . E. 3rd ,

100

INTERNATIONAL BUS- .-" 1953, ^2-P8J- CHEVROLET—V»57.'.'Ber- Air; -'V-*. stick ,
senser capacity, engine In flood shape.
2-door sedan, clean, goo# conditio.
Contact Gale-Ettrick Supt. : of Schools.Tei. 8-3846 after is er *«• af 483 E.
Galesville, .Wis. The bus may be seen
Belleview,
at bus garage In Galesville.. .
DODOE-lf»J, v.», autemitle franjmii lion, whllawall tlr«, Maii'tlful blue, 4itoor stain, 7,m atiuai miiaa. A r«ai
W . Til.. - . l-J*4»,

320-ACRE livestock
farm located • Ih
Houston County, 3 miles southeast of
Spring Grove; Minn. Available Mar, 1st,
. 1966, or sooner. 235, acres' tillable Will,
rent on shares, Is stocked now. Contact
¦
C. D. Nelson . 324<A S: 2nd. Mankato,
¦Minn. tei. 3*5,3200.

NEW PORTABLE tlectrleV sewlno mach.
Ines . guaranteed for 25 years, look,
only $39 and up. Cinderella Shoppes,
114 Mankalo Ave. and 46 W. 3rd.

¦

.

FOR RENT on aharej, good productive
300-aCre dairy farm near CentarVllia,
Wis.7 Bulk . tank, barn cleaner/. Contact
Immediately, Mrs. Russell GillletnY 111
Warsaw.Sf:, Menasha, Wis. TeT.' 722•
5021. • • ¦

VERIFAX MACHINE—In very good conBLAtK ANGUS steers; Black ' Angus
dition.- Salvation Army, 112 VV. 3rd.,
cows, bred; some Holstein cows, bred;
Men. through Frl., 9 tp 5 . 7
mixed young slock. Lester Mueller, 4
. '• miles N. of Cochrane, WIS. te\ , 240-2626. USED HOMELITE direct driven chain
saw, $79, WILSON STORE. Tel. 60-2447.

Udder infusion & in|ectibl«

STUDENTS:

imenelai

WANTED—feeder pigs, 40-50 . lbs. Wayne
Litscher, Fountain City, Wis. Tel. '687; 38417
¦
POLAND CHINA . sows, 5, to begin farrowing in 2 br .3 weeksj also 1 allt 10
farrow in Feb. : Milan Hager, Alma,
7 WiS, Tsl, 685-4521...

,i

¦ ' .
7 / . 5 J V i 6. 3rd.
.
;
Tei. . M64 or ;2J4f .

Farmi for R«nt

40

PLAIN NOTE .-AUTO - FURNITURE
¦170 . E; 3rd St.
. . . . Tel. 2915

-

V Stirnem&n-Selover¦ Co.
¦

ORAOE A dairy farm, slocked with 45
head of dairy cows for rent. Writ* E-42
Daily . News .. : : .

LOANS'3S&&*

V

PRIME DOWNTOWN LOCATION - ** ¦
tail and Office apace. Available now.

37

Money to Loan

' ¦¦¦

-

OFFICES IN Morgan Bldo., tliigia, double or up to suite of 4. Set Stave MOP
Oan at Morgan'* Jtwetry,

SINGLE MAN wanted on dairy firm, 60
cow herd) S50c par month to relUble
man. Vern v Boysan, Altura, MHin.

BABYSITTER WANTED—tn my home, I HOLSTEIN SPRINGING cows and heifday a week. Tel, 8-2870. -;
ers.. Merlin- Lafky, Minneiska, Minn.
7 . - '
.
. Te|.. Altura 7786.
DON'T READ THISlV
UNLESS you want to earn. We offer op- SELL-OUT PRICES on Winter line horse
portunity for . capable, women , to «arn
blankets, ' sizes 68, .72, 74 aM : n. J10
jood income during convenient hours
blanket, .at $8.50; colt slie 47.56; party
• AVON COSMETICS "'
. Size $7. Hoods ' to match, M', • .¦sites i
i
,
P.O. Box 764, Rochester, Minh.
72, 74, 16. Kloetike Western ¦ Store, 117
'
' Waihut. :
'
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
. .
. . .
'

National

"CHARGE IT"
Store hours: 9-9 Mori: thru
Sat. 12:30-5:30 Sunday.

Man Killed, 11
Hurt; New Ski
Building Blasted

/

MAN TO ASSIST
-MANAGER

Offer expires Sat., Jan. 15th

MIRACLE MALL

WE CAftRY e ebrr,,. ate line of plumb'
iris materials
for th* man who want*
¦
V or. 100. •.' • ¦ .

TWO energetic college students for part
.15 hours
. time work, flexible hours,
¦
weekly minimum, $35 per week. Tel.
., Mr. Creed 8-4460 tor interview and appointment. .

For Sure , Fast Starts
This Winter ! ! V

TEMPO

Tel. 93M .

¦

Buslneii Placei for Rent 92

MARRIED MAN Wanted on dairy farm!
aaparata ihodern S-bedroom Basement
house. Dairy experience and references
" rtAulred ' . Donald Beftnken, 6yot», Tel.
Rochester 282-i»11.

FULL-TIME OftlVERS-must be .21. Apply In person. 1 Royal .Y.fell.ow Cab CO.

favorite After Bowling Stopl
RUTWS RESTAURANT 13J 6. 3rd. Open 24 hours everyday,
. except Mon. :

. . VA E; 3rd,

827. E. . 4IH . . .

*»

AVAILABLE FEB. 1 to employed lady.
Clean: comfortable 1-roorri and kitchenette, central, location, utilities furnished.
Reasonable. Inquire 72 W. Mill.

FRANK O'LAUGHLIN

Per*onal»

•
• ¦
¦- ¦ ¦

v I' p.m,. ' .

¦
BBAUTV '¦ ':. .' . ease . . . luxury ler
every lavatory with .ih* all-new Moen
LOST—ladfM' wrUtwatch, at OMIS Fri.' ' .. Dlalcet faueeti. A Simple turn of dril UNION CARPENTBRS-wanlMi for St.
Teresa Library lob.: Contact Job JVpt:
control oivei you any temperature Ivanleht. Reward. Tal.VfMl. . ;
Lsverne Olson, Tal. WMC Uii.
ter, Mn pull fftaf Jam* orte <«nlr«l end
you have the exact flow desired. GuarLOST—F oxhound, mostly black; white
'
anteed
to
outperform
any
lavatory
faulegs. Reward, Oona . since Christmas .
Situations Wanted—Fern. 29
cet -ever Vmade. -. Also available, lor
Write Henry M. Ho(t, Rt. S, Arcadle
¦
¦
kitchens vet " • . ¦ .
or
Tel.
Lambert
(Ettrick)
5-3298
colWORK
: IN . ' REST , home: caring for 1,
¦
lect. ' ¦;light houitkeeplng, cleaning or . cleaning by hour, can live In. Tel.' 8-' 836.
PLUMBING * HEATING
LOST — brown wallet with Important
• ' T*l. 3701
207 6. Jrd
papirs at Country Kitchen, McDonald's
RESPONSIBLE middle-aged woman will
or Wilson St., Frl. night. Reward . Tel.
do: bat>y«'tfing evenings. Tel. uu:
'
'
?' 47' •' ¦

Jerry's Plumbing '

-

THR6B ROOM nteaiy furnished apt^ ,
heat, lights arid hot water Included.
Adults. Tel. 6845 between . 10 a.m.-

RKPAIRINO OF hydraulic lackii door MARRIED MAM on Grade A dairy farroi
¦' ¦ clottrt v and v wsiMng machines, til
top w«o«s, with extras. Writ* BUI
Dally N.t'wi..
rnakes. P «¦ p fire & Safety Sales, lee
¦' ¦
- . 6; 3rd.: :. .
y
v
. . V : D£UVfl«y MAN wanted, 11-36 v
.
y«*a,
"
;
trie Sat. and Mon; evenlno*,- . tll-125
SMALL ENOINEV . V
par wtafe, car essential, Tel, Oiraid
SERVIC6 4 RSPAIft ¦¦
¦
Cr«M I-44M for further Information.
("•It-gCOnfimlcal • ¦ :'
ftOBB BROS. STORE
MAftR lGD WAN want ed," with oood firm
Ttl, 4B07
V i7« C_ 4lh V
;
experience, no milking, top wagti. Harold T. Johnson, Harmony, Minn. 7

im CHICKA5HA. Cr»j|, Medallion. Man/
used »' nnd 10' wides, Tommy '" Trallrr
Srtlcj, .1 nulas S. ni oalesvllla on »i. W*
Irede lor anyihlngl
SEE OUR fine selection of now and
used mobile homes, all »Uov. Bank
financing, " -year plan. COULEE MOBILE HOME SAtES. Hwy. W-M E..
[
Winona . Tel. 4176.
HWY . i l Mobila Horn* Sales, can nt
Shangri-La Motel. W« havn 12 »iit ,|
on hand, alio new lv«o model " wldai.
T«l. a-3426.
RENT OR SALB-Tralleri and rampe\ "s. Leahy 'i, Buffalo City, Wli. Tal.
cochrana J48-2J3? or H8-2470.

I
I

Auction SaU»

M i n n esota
j La nd & Auction Sales
!

I
I
1

I
!

Bvereil j . .Kohner
l* « Walnut, Tel n-3710, /iflrr hnur» H i t
~
CARL fANN, .IR.
A U C T I O N E E R , Bonded and i i c r - m r n
Ru»h(0rd, Winn.
Tel. AM-/H11
ALVIN KOHNER
A U C T I O N E E R . City and Mala iKfmrrl
And hoitdrd, J'SJ (Jhcrly SI. (Corne r
E. Mh and Litiertyl, Tal. Am,

JAN. VI ... wen , 11 a.m. in mile:, 5 / / ,
«l Houilon, Minn, on County Road Nn,
A
(Yucatan Valley) then 1 mlln v
Victor Lamk*, owner; Schrnertnr ftrns ,
aucllortMri/ Thorp Salei Co. ', <:l«rli .
J AN , \5 ~Kat . 1 p.m. } milet s. 01 Eljln ,
Minn, on Wah«»h» Counly Roan Nn, " ,
Ru^^ll FansKa, ownnr; Lnns K Schroeder, «uctlon«tr»/ Cluppawa Valley Pin,
Co., clerK.
JAN, l' ~Sat . 13:30 p.m, \ mile* *.,W. ol
St. Charles, Minn, or S mllei S,E, nl
Dover. Wetley Erwin Aldrn, ownon Alvin Kohner, avclloneon ftior p Saint
Corp,, cltirx,
JAN, 17 Mon, 13:30 p.m. 3 mllei N F .
ot Indopundence, Wl), EriKvt Sylh,
owner 1
Alvin
Kohner,
auctlnncoi i
Nortliarn In*., Co., dark.
JAN, i; Mon, MiDO a m , 4 mliei F, ot
le u Clnlre nn Hwy, 12 and V4 rtille .">.
on inv,n rood, nernard A .Inaniic Ctirl^l ,
nwners:
lohmnn K Murray, aiidloiV
»sr>i Oaliway Credit Inc., clnrk.

By Roy Cran«

BUZ SAWYER
¦' ¦'

'

V" '... DICK TRACY

A.

¦

'

.

'

—

'

i
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" ' ' "'"V " ^ '. »|-™Bi "-i1ii ^•¦——-- M*MMMi ^«»MMMe|.MMIMnWMIM

By Milton Canniff

DON'T MISS

^Jpv ^STTF^^^S^^S^T^ Amf M+mf iSM M ^ tO

&y Alex Kohky

^^

ml

By Dal Curtis

$39.98

Reg.

$55.00

JANUARY

^-

(I-^%afj

VLLMItiHIlVL

STARTS TOMORROW!

I lO J© f^fillll/U^
m m »vi JP
^h

.

<L+%ff$

^

V45 '65/ PRUJJJ

W
^

C vfl P

C

AW r

_______?

JUNIOR—REGULAR—HALF SIZES

1.98

88
$7
l
: "3^f*i
VdueS

.

I

^LmW/f/flmm ^

to $1

^W^B^

7v V7'77. k'^7)|* !;;-:;!:v . :.: V.v r>^::f^,'i vVr\

By Ernie Bushmiller

^5T

j^fi
By Saunders and Ernst

^A

$1
A88

Values

»0 $15.98

5|^88
1
:
i|>^pP
^lIP* *^^ ««: :
88
$|y
™
^
^^
W

AA i A:i^'A 'y^;' it - ' ^^

MARY WORTH

- - - -

y, / y i/ / ./ y iA '' -By Al Capp

Reg.

NANCY

" "

By Hanna-Barbera

# COATS \

REX MORGAN,MD.

^

¦
V By Bud Blake ;W

MMMMHMM nHMMW *aHMH«M

APARTMENT 3-G

!_____:

:: "A.: fy Chic Young

Lil'L ABNER

STEVE CANYON y A

¦

By Mort VValker

TIGER

¦
THE FLINTSTONES * / '.

:

By Chester-Gould '- '/

BEETLE BAlLEY -' "y - "-

BLONDIE

' -¦

IH

^
wk

*

SWEATERS !

*

REG. 34.00

m.

SKIRTSI

REG. $5.98
REG. $8.98
88 $£88
$^88 $4

**

L

ONE SPECIAL RACK OF

O

I
\M
¦

"V

5^

fl |

IS'

%
<JJ^

CAR COATS
REG. $19.98 REG. $24.98

$|^88

$|
^88

REG-

REG. $39.98

*29- 98

:- vVV^iii^^'i^^tofiV
L

^

^Li 'vg'gvyll "

